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FOREWORD

REC  #1    HATONN

TUE., APR. 30, 1996    8:00 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 258

TUE.,  APR. 30,  1996

Please be patient with us as we use the opportunity of a “Foreword” being hewn from a “writing”.  We
have to pull double duty because we have had some physical problems which I probably should share with
you friends, which has caused us to miss a couple of days of writing.  This is not, unfortunately, due to more
court hearings or depositions (they are all waiting there by the multitudes), but Doris sustained a couple of
nasty Black Widow spider bites late last week and that was followed on by multiple bites from a beetle
which was found in her bed.  The reactions have been incapacitating.  The beetle is of the “blister beetle”
family so the bites have created swollen hands, face, and nervous system reaction.  Following on to the
spider bites, it has been debilitating and just today are we back able to type.

LIFESAVER!

I don’t want to over stress the importance of keeping up with your intake of those things which enhance the
immune system.  Doris has come out of both these without MAJOR problems of systemic nature.  Local
swelling and painful itching has about been the extent of it, along with fever and some chills as the response
of the immune system took over its rightful task.  We noted that the thing that absolutely saved her life,
probably, was the use, for some three weeks now, of a small frequency device which she was using for
joint discomfort.  She had been using the device right up to the night the spider bite happened as a testing
procedure.  The negative charge to the cells and to the toxin injected prevented the toxin from doing more
than superficial integration with the system and allowed the immune system to immediately respond to the
invasion.  Since both insects are “nervous system” attackers, it doubled up on the load to the system but
instead of worsening the circumstances, the latter bites (some 7-8 of them) found the immune system
already in action, so that although the immediate reactions were great, the duration of debilitation is seem-
ingly only about two days instead of two weeks to a month or more in recovery.  The more important thing
to note, however, is the lack of tissue reaction to necrosis as is usually the case with both insect bite results.
Readers, at 64 years of age this is an incredible happening whether or not you realize it as such.

There seems to be another side-benefit to the frequency introduction which is the inability of parasites to
flourish in the “charged” cells environment.  This seems to come along with a normalization of the system as
regards fat which is the storage mechanism of the parasitic community.  I have no comment about worthi-
ness for any one or all, but it has been shown right here and right now that “something” happens which
changes terrible damage potential from toxic insects, snakebites, etc., into an uncomfortable couple of
days with a couple of days of varying spells if minor itching.

Here, Doris also took some over-the-counter antihistamine immediately, along with aspirin to reduce the
fever to manageable levels.  If one of the bites had not been on the hand we would never have missed a
typewriter strike.
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I have asked that there be attained some supply of these devices for we have witnessed the results in
comfort in an immediately dangerous circumstance.  I believe that New Gaia is seeking a supplier since it
has also noted a large number of inquiries regarding the devices.  If there is an update I would appreciate
a special item in the paper if possible.

You are also going to be getting some “bad” grain products which are going to have toxic results in the
digestive system.  If you can enhance your immune system AND charge the cellular structure of your blood
and lymph systems, you might well be able to handle those toxins from the smut fungus-virus which is
invading the international wheat crops.

Do I suggest cures and healings?  No thank you!  These are devices which can change your systemic
pattern enough to allow some help to your comfort zone if nothing more.  You must KNOW that we do not
advertise nor suggest cures.  At best YOU are the only one who can bring healing to Self.  What has really
been notable is the feeling of better-being as depression seems to improve in only a couple of days without
any changes in substance intake of any kind.  What this indicates is a nervous system response in receptors
and connection capacity of the nerve connections.  Since the source of “power” is from small batteries it is,
first of all, safe.  I just bring you this information for your personal consideration.  I certainly am not in the
medical business and I am not trying to sell you anything.  All I am suggesting is that these devices have
been around for decades, so if someone among us will find a resource we would be grateful.

GOLD  INVESTMENTS

Dharma and E.J. have been through hours of grueling depositions on the topic of “gold investments” as
presented to the opposition attorney, Mr. Horn, from the Green Brigade.  Do I suggest gold investment?
Does Mr. Ekker suggest gold INVESTMENTS?  Yes and NO.  We certainly, like any other financial
writer, suggest you buffer your reserves with some gold and silver.  We also handle or suggest gold and
silver colloidal solutions but we are not now, nor ever have been, in any INVESTMENT business of any
kind.

It is obvious that Mr. Green tries to TRAP us into somehow representing investments.  No, there is no
metals dealing here and there are no investments.  There IS an opportunity to lend funds to the Phoenix
Institute For Research & Education, Ltd. in exchange for notes.  There are agreements and one of which
is an agreement to NOT WITHDRAW funds until the price of gold is doubled from loan date.  There is
nothing unique about this nor is it an investment product—although it would be a good investment if you are
willing to use the rules and honor your agreements.  It is a simple method for borrowing money, purchasing
gold as collateral for the notes, and then borrowing funds for ongoing costs, press, printing, manpower and
project development.  This is all that within which the Institute or Ekkers have ever involved themselves.
We have stated over and over and over again that there is no precious metal investment program here.
What Green NOW wishes to proclaim is not our business.  Green’s plans may well have been the “ponzi
scheme” he now claims, but him saying so does not make it so.  Him trying to destroy the Institute through
use of HIS OWN PLAN is despicable but is also not our business for him “saying” something makes it
even more discredible.

As to corporation structure, the Ekkers for a while served as an interim agent for the Nevada Agent in
“birthing” corporations—for paperwork purposes ONLY.  They have never involved themselves with
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ownership or business management of ANY corporation set up in this manner.  During a time of NO
INCOME it was helpful to be able to get a tiny fee for the services.  Ekkers did not and do not know who
owns any corporation for which they did this service unless they continued as officers and/or directors at
the request of the corporate business entities.  This is/was for the limited use of structuring a corporation’s
birthing only in paperwork.  Moreover, the Ekkers get NOTHING from serving on the Board of Directors
of the Phoenix Institute or any other corporation.  Mr. Ekker is also treasurer for a tiny few corporations,
including the Institute, for he has the connections for Gold transactions and banking authorizations.  Mr.
Green also requested that arrangement before he realized, we suppose, that Ekkers were honest and
would not scam the people as obviously has Mr. Green, even to stealing from his own corporation.  So too
did Mr. Ence/Enz.  It is illegal, readers, to sit on a Board of Directors and be an Officer of the Corporation
and secretly make “insider deals” for personal and secret use.  Moreover, in these instances it was not
even “subtle” management; it was outright theft.

We are not going to sit silent and have great losses for friends who have helped because a few crooks and
embezzlers have come against us.  If the plan was ever called an investment program, then that came from
“them” and NOT FROM HERE.  What George Green told people on his seminar tours is not in our
information banks nor is what he may have told them privately.  The only problems, however, have been
transactions handled by Green and the misunderstanding thereof.  Some of the errors have been from
direct demand of parties personally to withdraw corporate funds—in gold yet—through instructions di-
rectly from Green, we are informed, to give to Green to “roll-over” tax free and reinvest in Green’s thieved
(from the Institute, Ekkers and Martin) projects.  This was WHILE MR. GREEN WAS A DIRECTOR
AND OFFICER OF THE INSTITUTE.  THIS IS WRONG!  This is not a gold holding company.  Gold
is ONLY used for interim collateral for the loans to the Institute.  There is no MISunderstanding except
with Green’s misfits to whom he suggests “saving” less than 10 cents on the dollar.  Why would anyone do
such a thing with their loans when, if they follow the agreement and gold doubles—they get over 100%
return of funds inputted and, when gold goes higher, to 800 dollars/oz, there is a major PROFIT.  Left
alone the return will be more than tenfold—not 10 cents per dollar.  You who follow Mr. Green are notably
not the wiser “thinkers” of your generation.

Mr. Green says “this ponzi scheme” was not “his”?  I think if you inquire you can get a full description and
outline of the program ON MR. GREEN’S “FINANCIAL COMPANY” DOCUMENT PAPERS. [SEE
END OF CHAPTER.]

Green tells you, to whom he sends his packets of misinformation, that you need to put the Institute into
“receivership”.  Then there is documentation of HIS OWN SPEAKING saying that “Well, it means infor-
mal LIQUIDATION at probably no more than 10-25 cents on the dollar.”  Well, people, which do you
want—10 cents or ten-fold on the dollar?  The choices are YOURS.  This is NOT difficult to understand
in either concept or reality.

Mr. Horn in his coalition trickery comes out with such things as “contributions”, “gave to...”, “give”, “major
investment”, “small investment”, etc.  We find it interesting that even as with the property corporation of
which Ekkers had no input or connection, that the parties in point held/hold mortgage trust deeds.  There
was no GIFT, GIVING OR ANYTHING ELSE SO SILLY.  That circumstance could be called an
INVESTMENT, for the property itself is the COLLATERAL and the collateral is SECURE TO EVERY-
ONE INVOLVED EXCEPT THE EKKERS.  There had to be some way to fund lawyers and this
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incredible legal process from Hell.  The price of the property handled it nicely without fear of loss to
helpers.  Ekkers did not, have not, nor shall they, gain anything save “time” from any such transactions—
NOR DO THEY OWN THE PROPERTY!  Ekkers are the last to have been informed about the mecha-
nism structured and are humbly grateful to insightful people who were willing to do this.  Ekkers have had
nothing to do with the structure or management of that transaction.  You who claim otherwise will find
documentation PROVES you WRONG.

Now, for you would-be slayers-of-rightness: it is noted that there are long lines of prior incidents involving
yourselves which are pretty tacky as they are unfolded and uncovered.  Green has a LONG LINE of
offenses; Ence/Enz has numerous nasty dealings prior to coming to Tehachapi.  Those are NOT our
business but they smack of less-than-honest activities.  Ekkers are flattered that you seem to think they are
the sole thinkers and actors in full power control of EVERYTHING—but alas, it simply isn’t so.  How-
ever, where there was no control, it is now assumed that if the blame is going to be placed wrongfully onto
these shoulders, they WILL TAKE CONTROL OF THEIR OWN DESTINY REGARDING THESE
THINGS AND USE EVERY FORUM AVAILABLE TO COUNTER THE LIES AND OUTRIGHT
UNLAWFUL ACTIONS.

What the opposition HAS PROVEN is that Ekkers could have acted lawfully and purchased the house
many times over HAD THEY BEEN IMMORAL, UNETHICAL OR OUT TO GET SOMETHING
FOR NOTHING.  THEY didn’t run or hide or steal or thieve, lie or cheat.  They are right where they
started, struggling at their work, having lost everything of personal material goods.  Green still says he is a
multimillionaire property owner and admits he TOOK THE GOLD COINS.  Which parties do you feel
most comfortable with, readers?  Ones who are going to cost you everything except MAYBE 10 cents on
your dollar, or will you hang in there until the price of gold doubles and you get a generous return for your
loans?

Mr. Green has written to everyone he could contact from his unlawful listings of addresses to join him to
destroy the Institute and he would spearhead it.  Well, Ekkers offer now to hang in there and, if you wish
to join the “cause”, they will spearhead the defense of the Institute.  If YOU have loaned them or the
Institute any funds at all, you are eligible for a cause of action to stop these bastard destroyers.  AND,
EVERY LIE, CHEATING ACTION, THEFT OR MISSTATEMENT COMING TO OUR ATTEN-
TION WILL BE COUNTERED WITH THE TRUTH.  WE WILL NO LONGER PROTECT ANY
PARTY TO THE UNJUST CAUSES—EVEN IN INNOCENT MISPERCEPTIONS.  IT IS NOT
ALRIGHT TO DESTROY OTHERS TO SOOTHE YOUR OWN EGO RUFFLES.  IT NO LONGER
MATTERS WHAT EXCUSE YOU USE.

I will now change the subject entirely and respond to some inquiries about some things I have said prior to
now about the plagues upon your grain crops etc.  The best way, I think, is to simply rerun an article from
TAKING AIM, Vol. 3, Issue No. 1, April, 1996, page 15:

[QUOTING:]

MASSIVE  FOOD  SHORTAGE  LOOMS

“Texas Wheat, the state’s forth-largest cash crop, is withering under a months-long Texas drought and
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other unusual weather including temperature extremes.”

So reads the first paragraph in an article appearing in the Sunday, March 17, 1996 issue of the El Paso
Times.

As of now the preliminary forecasts show that at best, unless Texas receives some rain, harvest will be
at least fifty percent off of normal this year.

“Kansas: Drought, blown out wheat, greenbugs, winter-killed wheat, high feed grain prices and new
planting flexibility in farm law have one thing in common.

“They are all factors behind tight supplies of some varieties of hybrid grain sorghum and corn this
spring, as hard-hit farmers in the Southern Plains from Texas into Kansas press seed dealers to come up
with appropriate varieties for their geographies.

“Last year’s slack crops hurt seed production companies, too, but the September freeze came too late
to increase plantings in South America, where United States seed firms have winter backup production.”

These were the beginning paragraphs of an article appearing in the Topeka Capital-Journal, Topeka,
Kansas.

As was shown, American suppliers have not been able to rely upon South America as a back up this year.

On January 5, 1996 PMS Foods Incorporated, from Hutchinson, Kansas issued a letter to its custom-
ers detailing a price increase on all of its soy products, to go into effect on February 1, 1996.  Price
increase amounted to one-cent per pound across the board on all soy products.

The letter stated, “As we mentioned in our October and December letters, weather in the central
United States has played havoc on grain and bean crops this season.  Now reports from South America
indicate dry conditions there will make for a 15% reduction in their crops.  On the basis of these factors,
soybean meal, from which we base our prices of Ultra-Soy, has risen another $20 per ton since our last
letter to you on December 8th.  This amounts to a total increase of more than $60 per ton since September.
We are, consequently, compelled to pass along the increase.”

In another letter from a major California grain distribution company, which receives its information
from Quaker Oats Corp., to a customer concerning oats:

“Since you are one of our valued customers, I wanted to inform you on the oat market.  The market on
oats is very strong right now.  This rise in price can attribute to various reasons.  First of all, this has been
the smallest oat crop in history.  This lowers the supply, thus increasing demand.  Second, the wet springs
in the upper Midwest has contributed to the rise in price.  Finally, the rise in the market on the corn and soy
beans can bring the price up on the oats.

“This is also to inform you of a price increase to look for in the near future.”
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An then we received a letter from a patriot in the state of Pennsylvania.

“Fellow Patriots,

“I have checked with local farmers & feed companies and have some scary news (if you don’t already
know it).  Shelled corn which was selling for $80 per ton last year is now selling for $182 per ton to more
than $200 per ton.  Imagine what this will do to food prices....  Tom”

One last note on the food shortage.

We have been notified that the state of Texas has lost most of its peaches, plums, pears and apricots.
If they receive one more hard frost they will lose the apple crop also.

If this were not enough the ranchers and farmers in all of Arizona, parts of New Mexico and
Texas have had their wheat fields quarantined to prevent a crop-destroying fungus from spread-
ing.  We have heard that areas of California may also be infected.

As a result the USDA suspended wheat exports to 21 countries, including China, on Wednes-
day, March 13.

We have been told that if this fungus is able to take root in a field, this field would not be
able to grow wheat for up to seven years.

It is also only affecting hybrid varieties of wheat.  The original, organic variety is not affected.  [H:
Neither is Spelta.]

[END OF QUOTING]

Please continue to pay close attention to the Montana Freemen situation(s).  We simply don’t have space
or time to keep you totally current on the happenings [but Eustace Mullins’ explanation of the situation
on p.17 of the 4/23/96 issue of CONTACT covers the basic truth of the matter quite well].  We are
trying to keep a very low profile in these types of incidents lest we be somehow lumped into the militia
morass.  It is with great honor that I offer appreciation to the militias who have KEPT CALM during this
major threat to national order.  If you can get fair hearing in this set of circumstances you are going to find
that the people involved ARE WITHIN ALL CONSTITUTIONAL LAWS OF THE LAND FROM
CURRENCY EXCHANGE, NOTE EXCHANGE, TO SETTING UP THEIR OWN TOWNSHIP.
BE SUPPORTIVE AS THIS UNFOLDS BUT PLEASE DO NOT GET CARELESS WITH GUN-
PLAY OF ANY KIND—THIS IS TRULY A CASE FOR CLOSE WATCHING IN THE COURTS
AND LEGISLATURE.

You citizens must come to realize that, whether or not you like it, almost all of the militias are infiltrated by
the Feds.  The Tri-States Militia, as a for instance, has been receiving FBI funding for many months and the
leader, John Parsons, was personally receiving, directly, funds from the FBI.  Don’t do rash and unlawful
actions, citizens.  Please take the route of RIGHT action which is to publicly require the courts to honor
JUSTICE.  You don’t gain by going to war—you win by taking an uncompromising stand through the
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LAW.  If you can’t win through LAW then you are certainly NOT GOING TO WIN WITH WEAPONS
FOR “THEY” HAVE THE BIGGER WEAPONS WITH WHICH TO SIMPLY BLOW YOU AWAY!
The Schweitzer circumstances are now in as good of hands as is possible for, regardless of other aims, the
very ones to help in this particular incident are there, i.e., Gritz, McLamb, Weaver AND GERRY SPENCE.
If anyone can reach through to juries and legislative bodies, it is Spence.  You will find that that group of
citizens in point have done NOTHING UNLAWFUL OR UNCONSTITUTIONAL although it may be
“illegal” for, remember, ANYTHING is legal if the big guns say so!  The best help you can offer is TO
STAY INFORMED AND DEMAND HEARING ON EVERY STEP OF THIS PROCESS.  There will
be massive efforts to distract and bury the happenings in other incidents to shift news from the Montana
focus.  DON’T LET THEM DO IT—KEEP DEMANDING HEARINGS AND VIEWING!  The guns
of the citizens may well not prevail—BUT THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE SHALL, IF YOU UNIFY.

Dharma, close this please for you are needed for legal matters which cannot wait longer.  Thank you.

[SEE  GEORGE  GREEN  DOCUMENT
NEXT  4  PAGES]

george green
institute papers
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SUN.,  MAR. 31,  1996

SMILE  IF  YOU  SEE  THE  LIGHT

A smile says many things to self and to others.  It is a welcome sign of being accepted or more often, in
your evil empire, it means “gotcha’” or “I THINK I gotcha’”.  It can also mean “YOU DIDN’T GET
ME—YOU GOTCHERSELF!”  And, readers, you cannot function if you DO NOT know your
enemies.  One by one around these parts they are MAKING THEMSELVES KNOWN FROM
THE RIGHT AND FROM THE LEFT AND BELOW (the evil empire always does dirty tricks
and hits below the belt in the secret hiding and THINKS he gets away with it).  FROM ABOVE,
IF YOU BE IN GOOD INTENT, GOD WILL POINT THE WAY AND THEN EITHER WAY
IT COMES TO INTERIM CONCLUSIONS, IT WILL BE FOR THE BETTER OUTCOME
IN THE END.

Who would ever trust a snitch, a squealer, and especially one who is covering his own misdeeds?  No-one,
but any enemy will USE THAT ONE TO THE LIMITS OF POSSIBILITIES and, in the end, he will be
run over by his OWN ASSOCIATES as surely as the flattener runs upon the new roadway.

These interesting people who have lied, cheated and stolen have set themselves up.  They have formed a
coalition, a CULT if you will, led by George Green who, according to himself, set up a cult in the first place,
according to the papers.  He has tried to make it appear that we have something or other going, but alas,
we do NOT—but HE DOES.  We don’t even fit into the category of a “patriot” willing to shoot the first
person who crosses us.  He has worked with Bo Gritz for his compound in Idaho wherein anyone from the
government who comes up the road with guns will get shot, at the least shot at.  Good or bad?  It is their
business, not ours.  What does Green have to do with the group in Montana which is now under siege?
Interesting question, isn’t it?  He wants money and they offered a LOT of money in bona fide, valid
warrants for collection.  What is unlawful about it is that people go use these “drafts” as checks and
currency.  No, people, you have to FIRST “collect” on the proved-up liens and collateral.

We DO understand that a few instruments from Montana have been proved-up and set for collection in
foreign banks in Costa Rica and Puerto Rico and, yes indeed, this IS where Mr. Anderson and George
BOTH had connections to receive GOLD and stash it off-shore.  This is probably WHY George is
working so diligently against Ekkers with the ADL and Steven Horn, attorney for EVERYBODY on the
opposing side.  It must be a good substantial pay-off if you can stand the discomfort of the continuation of
cast-iron feelings.

Of course you must remember that the main topic in law-school is how to bridge the truth without outright
LIES in FRONT of a Judge.  But as it happens, how can you blame a good Jewish lawyer?  After all, there
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is the Kol Nidre to be considered.  That is the negation of all vows past or in the coming year, on the Day
of Atonement, a Jewish annual affair.  In other words, there is an OATH TO NEGATE ALL VOWS
MADE and therefore purposely false attestation, testimony, affidavit, or evidence is quite RELIGIOUSLY
acceptable.

Ah, but do our own adversaries practice such unbelievable and unconscionable activities?  Of course.
Why do you think Mr. Horn asked Mrs. Ekker if she is “anti-Semitic”?  Moreover, the summary given to
the Discovery Masters and kept from our own lawyer until it was too late to even read it, is one untruth
piled upon another to the extent that no “Master” would have any idea upon what to rule.  This lawyer is a
good teacher, people; he never misses a single detail of shrewd trickery.  This is not a negative comment for
he practices his training and has managed to keep an open-and-shut case OPEN and churning for eight
years.  Not a bad income-making affair is it?  He has new living quarters, new offices, all good things for a
physically focused attorney and he doesn’t need even one other case to handle the expenses—just keep
this one going.  Of course, this is only an opinion and not necessarily even of the Management.

Well, Mrs. Ekker is a Journalist and with that label comes some protected and accepted rules of behavior.
Just as with an attorney who has client-attorney privileges, so too does a Journalist have a RIGHT and
DUTY to protect resources and information flow.

Ah, but will she have to go to prison for protecting those privileges?  Who knows?  I will say this, however,
that if a Judge so chooses to order such a thing he might be opening a bigger can of worms here for the
CASE IS ONLY ABOUT A SALE WHICH DID NOT TAKE PLACE IN MAY OF 1988.  THE
JOURNALISTIC WRITINGS WERE NOT BEGUN UNTIL THE NEXT YEAR.  HOW CAN YOU
JUSTIFY ANY CONNECTION AT ALL?  It would not seem wise on the part of Judge Wallace to place
himself in such a negative position to protect an attorney overstretching his bounds.  I don’t care whether
or not a Judge is elected or unelected, but I would suppose Judge Wallace might.  A Judge should have
HONOR and justice as his focus, not his mode of getting to the Bench.  The People will observe his
actions, not his ELECTION.

George Green is the one with the silly “E.T.s”; there is nothing silly HERE.  There is no cult, group, or
anything HERE—but I believe you will find the opposition has formed and work together exactly AS A
CULT—under full CONTROL of George Green with his flunky George Abbott who tends, it appears, to
drink much too heavily ALL the time.  Remember something, you in that “group”: GEORGE GREEN has
named you; I have not.  Rod Ence/Enz has betrayed you—I have not!  Doris, as a Journalist has every right
to type any person’s TRUE STORY as news unfolds and history is laid forth in public disclosure.  If you
don’t want your name used, then I suggest you stop “making news”!  Even Mr. Fort’s court appearance
was that he didn’t care about funds but he just couldn’t abide the concept of God which disagreed with his
own.  What did THAT have to do with George Green’s stealing of $350,000 in gold coins?  The interviews
and paper articles of the international Associated Press came DIRECTLY from Green and Abbott.  No
party on “our side” hardly spoke with the press at the court hearings and, yet, George Green supplied the
lies in those articles to “EVERYBODY” (in his favorite words) and mailings to everyone on a thieved
mailing list—nationally.  That means INTERSTATE and the Associated Press means INTERNATIONAL
AS WELL.

Sharri asked Mr. Moorhead why he worries about George Green’s new statements if he doesn’t believe
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anything Green says?  BECAUSE IT APPEARS SHARRI STILL BELIEVES MR. GREEN AND IS
NOW IN THE POSITION OF ACTUALLY LYING IN WRITING FOR GEORGE GREEN.  Well,
maybe she feels sorry for Mrs. Green, Duggah and other silly nonsensical stupifiers.  She doesn’t like being
vilified?  Then why does she not stop being a villain?  GOD DOESN’T CHANGE ONE IOTA—PEOPLE
CHANGE!

Besides, readers, Dharma/Doris/Mrs. Ekker is a JOURNALIST and has every right, freedom and reason
to write as she sees things.  By “law” I am an “imagining”.  Ah yes, and as with LIGHT, an imagining of
quite noble position.  Wherefrom does any Journalist COMMENTATOR get opinion?  Let me assure you
readers who think Doris can’t “take” any more, she will if necessary.  I’m sure that most newspapers and
all establishment press would be too afraid of the guilty culprits to run her work.  But some are not—and
every Journalist has to pay the price to become recognized as a worthy speaker and observer.  I believe
any journalist, reporter, writer, movie maker—has to “pay his dues”, in the language of the industry.  Per-
haps she has just paid her dues?

If YOU continue to treat God as a perceived something-or-other of someone else’s composition and keep
HIM separated from you as “out-there-somewhere”, you err.  When you put the HELP OF GOD WHERE
IT BELONGS—IT IS RIGHT WHERE YOU ARE OR I AM!

REFUSAL  TO  LOOK  AND  SEE

I am amazed at how many do things in the NAME OF CHRIST OR GOD and all the while advocate
things which goodness would NEVER allow in action or LAW.  But how can you ever learn anything if you
refuse to see or hear?

I can refer to the one Esu Emmanuel, the one you labeled “Jesus” and called the “christ”.  Do I lessen the
worthiness of this being to correct foolish perceptions?  No, I honor the being enough to set things to
correct.  You are people of the LIES.

WHAT exactly is an ANGEL?  Answer this for yourself, please.  WHAT is an Angel?  Is this a messenger,
an energy, a figment of your own imaginings?  What is an Angel?  If you don’t know what you think about
it in definition, would it not be good to FIND OUT?

Will throwing our writings, Doris’ writings, or George Green’s writings into the trash change one iota of the
truth or falseness of the writings?  Perhaps you might see differently, a few things, if you study them very,
very carefully over and over again.  A perplexing aspect of your unfolding into and within truth for self is
your refusal to even look at that which contradicts in any manner that which you have been told BY SOME
MAN, WOMAN OR CHILD.  These are in Man’s name, friends, NOT GOD’S name, as touted, and
further, all instructions are TRANSLATIONS; and I might add, INCORRECT TRANSLATIONS AND
PURE FABRICATIONS.  How can you learn if you refuse to look?

Why does it disturb Man so much to come into truth regarding, say, extraterrestrials?  This means “not of
terrestrial”, nothing more.  Preachers all over stand in pulpits, awarded degrees by some Man’s theological
college, in the “churches”, and pronounce that his or her knowledge is directly from God of Jesus or
whatever.  Do you now denounce your own truth of the projection by discounting extraterrestrials and/or
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communication with them?  Anything that is not AFFIXED TO EARTH is EXTRATERRESTRIAL!  Why
do you pronounce the extraterrestrial being as being of evil consort?  Those EVIL beings are NOT OF
THE COSMOS, brothers, they are locked right onto your little physical orb, the same as YOU.

A  PERSONAL  LOOK  BACK

Since the pain of the moment rests most heavily on Dharma, I would like to remind HER of some things.
The most recent betrayal would seem again to be against Ekkers.  NO, the most recent is against Bob
Turner who owns that FARM property.  The Ence/Enzes have made a fatal mistake for Mr. Turner has no
part of protecting his enemies.  He has lived his life in this town as a major PART OF THIS TOWN and
will enjoy taking apart the sneaks, limb from associated limb.  This is going to probably take in quite a few
of you rock tossers.  He is a BIG man, not often prone to violence but never far from being prepared to
loosen a few teeth along the way of those who lie, cheat and steal—FROM HIM.  It appears that some of
you in the Green Cult didn’t THINK before you acted.  Mr. Turner’s reputation is irreproachable and you
have awakened the sleeping LION.  The very ones to whom you sneaked—in your secrecy to do your
snitching—TOLD ON YOU!!!  THEY ARE LAUGHING AT YOU AND HAVE NO LONGER ANY
RESPECT FOR YOU.  By the way, you long-distance “callers” did it—you set up your own family
members.  How nice, Doris says, to not be the one in the electric chair!  Mr. Green is ready to “do you in”
also because your “help” is about to get HIM CAUGHT in his own trappings.  He is distancing as fast as
he can, from you, now calling you stupid fools.  He refers to the whole bunch of you, his followers, as
IDIOTS.  He even calls his beloved attorneys Abbott and Horton idiots and, with Abbott, a drunken idiot
fool.

As the fireworks burst and the flares burn the hearts let us remember the feelings on a day long ago when
Dharma-Doris wrote a little note on “Giving Thanks”.  It was meaningful at the moment for it was Novem-
ber 22, 1990.  It helps to sometime remember what your hearts held at such a moment of writing for it puts
into perspective the solid foundation upon which you must come to trust and function.

[QUOTING:]

Thursday (Thanksgiving Day), November 22, 1990:

GIVING  THANKS

Personal from Dharma: On this day of focusing appreciation I need within, to express “without” my
gratitude and humble thanks for being allowed to participate in this unfolding, incredible experience called
LIFE!  At this time of historical transition, to be allowed to even be present is beyond my expression
capabilities, but to participate is a gift above all gifts.  I express, on behalf of us, the Earth ground-team, our
collective recognition of the honor and love bestowed upon us even if we know not one another in the play
unfolding.  We come, as do you, in service unto God, fellow-man, nation and truth.  May Your will be
done.  Father, You have walked with us while we have grappled our way through the veil and into flickering
memories of our purpose and we are grateful.

There is nothing we would not do in the light of truth if You but show the way for too long have we only
asked of You and the Brotherhood for our selfish wants.  May we assume the responsibility of this mission
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in the glory and truth handed into our care for the sowing of the seeds of truth upon the fertile ground; if You
can give unto us such a gift, may we never be found intentionally negligent of the commission.

We ask, and give, our own truth and blessings unto all our relations that we do not, for even one moment,
forget their passage is filled with confusion and, as we grow, Father, may we find the path and move some
of the pebbles out of the pathway of our brethren.  Bless those teachers who seem to come in the form of
testers and outright enemies, that we may gain from their great loss in soul expectations.

Thank You for walking with us, and may we come into understanding for it is difficult to be human in this
day of chaos of which there seems to be no understanding and may we come home soon in fulfillment of
that which You have sent us to do.  May we ask only for our brother and then hear that which You give us
to do that his way might be easier and truth come into his being.  May Your will always be that which we
acknowledge and bear action, for in the knowledge of that truth we, too, shall come into the lighted halls of
Your lodge and rejoin our family.  We are homesick and lonely for our home but may we serve well that our
arrival back to our place among the stars shall bear glory, love and peace and may Your power reveal itself
in each of us that we act, always, in Your Truth and Light.  May our lodges be always in perfection, within,
that you can find a place of perfection in which to dwell.

Thank you, Grandfather, for Your sheltering wings, for sometimes we are so lonely and the way seems
impassable and impossible.  May we always be given to persevere and see the way as You will have us
walk, within the wondrous Creation.  May we represent our brothers of the tribes of all places in Your
infinite places and we ask that you of the unseen brothers be in knowing of our love and service unto you.

I am humbled to be allowed to be Your hands for I have so little else to give and You have given ALL.
Hear us, please, that we not be blind voices in the dark wilderness, but rather, knowing examples and
presence within the open LIGHT of all things.

I petition You to accept our gratitude for we know that You have gifted us with ALL there IS.  May we
keep this ever present in our consciousness for we know that our souls are willing but our mortal beings are
weak and frightened.  May we ever be mindful of our fright but never fall into our weakness of fear.  I ask
that Your will be done within me and may I be given to see YOUR way in KNOWING that You can see
and I cannot.

Doris Ekker

[END OF QUOTING]

PLAGUES  AND  RUMORS  OF  PLAGUES

Readers, this topic is so important as to ask you to clear your thoughts and focus with me a minute.  The
diseases are no longer in ability of containment.  The Government DOES have antidotes but will do
anything necessary to cover that FACT from you.  Millions upon millions of people are going to perish from
these disease spreadings.  Millions more will be killed in the need of Government to “contain” the out-
breaks.  I repeat a request to each of you within earshot: get a movie, OUTBREAK, and watch it most
carefully!  This deals with viruses ALREADY PREVALENT, ACTIVE, MUTATING AS WE WRITE,
AND READY TO BE THE “ULTIMATE WEAPON”.
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I marvel at the ones who war against us, have their greedy little ego battles about us, and stand traitors to
everything God sends in goodness for THEY TOO SHALL PERISH AT THE HANDS OF THE RAP-
ERS OF MANKIND.  Those who serve the evil empire shall be the first to go for they become a threat to
the very lords they serve.  You who, in your need for ego gratification, gather the thistles for your overlord
criminal who directs your work and thoughts, are forfeit.  You know it and I know it.  YOU only work
FOR someone above you and, as all slaves who are out of control—you will be the sacrificial lambs.  THE
ACTIONS FOR HIGHER SELF-PROTECTION ARE ALREADY AT WORK—AS YOU ARE BE-
ING TOSSED INTO THE FIRE-PIT AS THE LIE IS KEPT FROM SETTLING ON THE ACTUAL
OFFENDERS.  WILL THERE BE ENOUGH MONEY IN THE WORLD TO BUY YOUR SAFETY
AND FUTURES?  Mr. Green has used all of you who served him.  Mr. Horn now uses YOU AND Mr.
Green, so where does it stop?  You showed your colors and deceits, in the very offices which gave you
shelter, by your chatterings and deceit and you shall always be known for that which you ARE for lies
cannot remain forever hidden.  We are grateful for you revealing yourselves for if you perceive “cult” then
YOU are in grave and major error and such perceptions are not acceptable in any way, shape or form—
period.  Dharma is a Journalist and became same from trying to work her way through the massive trials
and tribulations come upon elderly people at the hands of corruption.  May each of YOU be as able to
stand in the LIGHT OF PUBLIC ATTENTION WITH SO LITTLE TO HIDE FROM ANYONE!
Truth allows such stance, readers, for truth is the SAME EVERY TIME PRESENTED and by that very
truth shall the LIARS REVEAL THEMSELVES.

Example?  Well, I cannot believe for a minute that the Judge is going to like that Mr. Horn gave a totally
false document summary to the court-ordered Discovery Masters without the Ekker attorney even being
able to read it before the depositions.  No wonder Horn was ready to go to war to get Mr. Dixon,
paralegal assistant to Mr. Elley, out of the room by insult and demand.  At some point the JUDGE will
allow no more of this trickery for it reflects, publicly now, on his own character and judicial practices.
Ekkers have done everything ordered or suggested—including replacing two attorneys; it is noted the
opposition has done nothing ordered!  This does not look good in public forums.  Even more open in
disclosure is that this very Judge sanctioned Ekkers $800 for non-disclosure to Horn of information they
were working diligently TO SUPPLY.  This simply DOES NOT look good after eight years of struggle to
simply save their very lives.

When it reaches the point that a citizen may not even voice an opinion or be heard (which Ekkers have
never, in eight years, been given opportunity) and a Journalist is ordered to reveal EVERY PAPER AND
NAME of resource and/or research or writing retroactive for six YEARS, then you have problems, read-
ers, abundant problems.  I suppose, however, that if a person such as Mark Fuhrman of O.J. court fame,
and a member of the Los Angeles finest, can take the 5th, then why not a grandmother journalist!?

Since Mr. Ekker is also a business writer and editor, he too is likely to be able to take the “5th”???  When
will you people stop these impostors to the justice system?

Let’s wrap this article with a little quotation from Little Crow: 2/3/91:

“We are many, many people and yet we are one.  What we do today with our think-
ing, what we do tomorrow with our thoughts, what we do with our actions and our
interactions with people determines the course of the universe itself.  You are not
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powerless.  You are not without POWER.”

3/3/91:

“You are capable of doing something that’s never been done before and that is to
make the world, the universe, a better place than it’s been.  That isn’t going against
the laws of Nature; that’s saying you have the power within you.  You don’t have to
be a goddess to have it, or a shaman to have it, or a holy man, or a holy woman, or
a medicine man, or a medicine woman.  You’ve got it right there, just as you sit.
You’re it.”

and also 3/3/91:

“Within us lives what it is we seek.  If it is peace and harmony and balance among
yourselves, with yourself, then accept that it’s there.  Accept the possibility that it
dwells within you, because there isn’t anybody on Earth who can give it to you.  You
have to take that responsibility for yourself.”

Think upon these things most carefully that you not be caught with your responsibilities down!  Good
morning.
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CHAPTER  2

REC  #1    HATONN

TUE., APR. 2, 1996    7:58 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 230

TUE.,  APR. 2,  1996

TIME  OUT

Please, readers, allow us just a moment to balance the scales so that we can focus on the entropy and
confusion without distraction.  Oxymoronic statement or petition?  No, for it is the myriads of chaotic
fragments of demanded attention which destroy the orderly thought sequences.  When Dharma, for in-
stance, reaches total overload in her journalistic demands, she has to stop, kick and scream, breathe again,
and allow me to sort the wheat from the chaff.  For others who would pick up any slack in other demanding
subject materials it can be noted that, if Dharma is in burnout or overload, so too are they.

If Dharma has a couple of pen-names and yet is accused of writing in my stead and as any speaker who
comes forth—is this not interesting, at the least, multi-personalities at most?  Everybody has some alternate
personalities—don’t you?

Can the lawyers ever get down to the point of consideration of the ONE FOCUS in the legal case
regarding the Ekker-SBS [Santa Barbara Savings] case against an auctioneer who DID NOT HAVE A
SALE and what that one deliberate act in conspiracy, apparently, had to do with at least all the other
named parties?  What does an article in mid-August of 1990 by Doris Ekker, Dorushka Maerd, Dharma,
or even myself have to do with the past actions of that auctioneer?  Especially as relates to the lawyers in
point?

Just as today we will utilize newspaper articles, pamphlets, journals, news magazines and bits of corre-
spondence.  Is this not a journalist’s very purpose: to write about many, many subjects, in depth, for public
information?  If this information is public information, how is it that a lawyer can have even notations about
phone messages brought to his office on a given demanded day?  Is he not rather obligated to get what is
public information from public resources?  Oh well...!  If tit for tat, I would imagine that this lawyer could
be caused to bring forth everything regarding everything these companies have written, for instance, all
sales, to check patterns, witnesses, etc. (They say they destroyed the information in a “timely” manner.)  Is
not the very destruction of such relevant material unlawful in an ongoing case?  Is that not deliberate denial
and destruction of obviously pertinent evidence?  All legal notations regarding even the opposing attorney’s
notes and phone notes should be demanded because he MAY have a pattern of destroying information
from files and misrepresenting the case facts—even at depositions and before and to the Bench.  Why
might (d)harma not be obliged to produce demanded “stuff”?  Because journalistic privilege and privacy of
resources and sources is certainly as SACRED and private as any attorney-client privilege.  Is this de-
struction by the opposition not pretty unlawful IN AN ONGOING CASE CONCERNING THOSE
PROCEDURES?  LAWYERS: THINK!!!  All lawyers are taught carefully to think—especially about
fees!  If you have a case worth some $215,000 and over a million $$ have been poured into fees, wouldn’t
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that seem to be because SOMETHING was wrong with that sale on sale day?  If the opposing corpora-
tions and people are willing to spend $600,000 in arguing the case, doesn’t this likely MEAN THAT YOU
WILL FIND ALL SORTS OF SIMILAR CIRCUMSTANCES IN THOSE FILES—THAT THEY
SAY ARE “GONE” (OOPS!).  SOUNDS LIKE THE ROSE LAW FIRM IN ARKANSAS, DOESN’T
IT?  It is really more interesting, however, that the focus is on everything ELSE rather than the “No Sale”,
so doesn’t that also tell us a lot more than meets the eye?

Perhaps a few definitions might help sort the problem areas.  We do not even pretend to know much about
the law as is practiced these days but I would suggest that some definitions are not too likely to change
from one Black’s Law Dictionary to the next.  With this possibility in mind, let us consider “journal”:
“JOURNAL: A daily book; a book in which entries are made or events recorded from day to day.  The
place where transactions are recorded as they occur or as in a diary, the entry of ongoing and regular
entries on various subject matters.

“In maritime law, the journal (otherwise called “log” or “log-book”) is a book kept on every vessel, which
contains a brief record of the events and occurrences of each day of a voyage, with the nautical observa-
tions, course of the ship, account of the weather, etc.  In the system of double-entry bookkeeping, the
journal is an account-book into which are transcribed, daily or at other intervals, the items entered upon
the day-book, for more convenient posting into the ledger.  In the usage of legislative bodies, the journal is
a daily record of the proceedings of either house.  It is kept by the clerk, and in it are entered the appoint-
ments and actions of committees, introduction of bills, motions, votes, resolutions, etc., in the order of their
occurrence.

“JOURNAL ENTRY.  A recording in an accounting journal of equal debits and credits, with, when
necessary, an explanation of the transaction.  Also a compilation of regular entries of information on various
subjects or ongoing notations, comments or directives.

“JOURNAL ENTRY RULE.  Regularity of enactment of statute may be inquired into by examining
legislative journals.

“JOURNALISTS’ PRIVILEGE:  In the law of defamation and, or, privacy privileges, a publisher is
protected in actions of defamation if the publication constitutes fair comment on the subject of
public officers and employees in matters of public concern.”

If the journalist believes his own comments to be true he is protected in his 1st Amendment rights to
speak, write, publish or print as in Freedom of Speech.  If information from other resources is utilized then
the reference is presumed to be the opinion of the original speaker, writer, publisher or printer.

Now let us turn in the same dictionary to “Privilege” as applies in this matter:

“Discovery: When interrogatories, depositions or other forms of discovery seek information which is
otherwise privileged, the party from whom it is sought may claim his privilege.  Fed. R. Civil P. 26; Fed. R.
Crim. P. 16.  See “Protective order”; Work product rule.  [H: The latter “Work Product Rule” deals
with notations, etc., of parties in preparation of their case, presentation, articles and other mate-
rials relevant to a given profession or occupation.”
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OK, let us consider a protective order and what that might mean:

“Protective Order: Any order or decree of a court whose purpose is to protect a person from further
harassment or abusive service of process or discovery; see e.g. Fed. R. Civil P.26(c); Fed. R. Crim. P.
16(d)(1).  See also Gag order; Protection order.”

Let us now look at the first portion of definition of “Harassment” and see if that, too, fits this particular case
in point of Mr. and Mrs. Ekker at the hands of opposing attorney:

“Harassment:  As defined in federal statute providing for a civil action to restrain harassment of a victim
or witness, is “a course of conduct directed at a specific person that causes substantial emotional dis-
tress in such person and serves no legitimate purpose.”  18 U.S.C.A. sub. 1514(c)(1).  Term is used
in a variety of legal contexts to describe words, gestures and actions which tend to annoy, alarm and abuse
(verbally) another person; e.g., the use of “obscene or profane language or language the natural conse-
quence of which is to abuse the hearer or reader....”

Now let us move on to a definition that DOES also fit this case in point where all documents, writings,
articles, backup material, sources and resources are demanded.

“Newsman’s privilege (Black’s Law Dictionary): The alleged constitutional right (freedom of
speech and press) of a newsman to refuse to disclose the sources of his information.  (See Shield
Laws).

“SHIELD LAW.  Statutes affording a privilege to journalists not to disclose in legal proceedings
confidential information or sources of information obtained by them in their professional ca-
pacities.  Cf. N.Y. McKinney’s Civil Rights Law sub. 79-h.

“RELEVANCY: ...Relevant evidence is such evidence as relates to, or bears directly upon, the point
or fact in issue, and proves or has a tendency to prove the proposition alleged; evidence which
conduces to prove a pertinent theory in a case.  It does not mean evidence addressed with
positive directness to the point but that which according to the common course of events, either
taken by itself or in connection with other facts, proves or renders probable the past, present or
future existence or nonexistence of the other.

“Relevancy of evidence refers to its probative value in relation to the purpose for which it is
offered.  Term describes the logical relationship between a proffered item of evidence and a
proposition that is material or provable in a given case.”

So, in plain questioning: What could Mr. Horn’s asking Mrs. Ekker if she is “anti-Semitic” have to do with
an advertised public auction sale of the property on which Ekkers held a land contract eight years ago?
THERE WAS NO SALE!  THAT IS THE ONLY ISSUE AT POINT!

If the opposition in this case actually believes there was no funding with the Ekkers on that “sale day”
would not that have been established AT THE SALE?  And, further, is it plausible that if there was or was
not a sale it could have been settled immediately by holding the said-sale which would require valid cur-
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rency exchange, OR, by honoring the request of the Ekkers and their attorney for and by “request for
another sale” being granted wherein the Ekkers even offered to PAY FOR THE SALE.  After all, a sale
only costs at most, a couple of hundred dollars!  THERE WAS NO SALE!

And remember: The auctioneer in point gets somewhere around $21 to $25 to call a sale.  In this case,
however, there is some $800 TO $1,000 UNACCOUNTED.  Don’t you find it interesting how many
times Mr. Horn repeated the supposed sale amount, which is some $800 more than the advertised amount?

Now to further consider what information could be in any journals and news items relevant to this case
requires stretching of the imagination since Mrs. Ekker was NOT writing journals or newspaper articles at
the time in question.  The NO SALE in point was dated May 24th, 1988.  She began her work, if you
check the journal publications, over a year afterwards!  This is not a double or triple murder trial, readers,
this is a civil confrontation over one point: Ekkers went to purchase their home with viable and liquid funds
in hand.  THERE WAS NO SALE AS ADVERTISED OR NOTIFIED VIA CERTIFIED MAIL AND
POSTING OF PROPERTY.  Would you not think Santa Barbara Savings would be at least as concerned
about THAT auctioneer as Ekkers?  Wouldn’t you think that there would be NO COVER-UP instead of
joining in a conspiracy of giving him 3 non-existent witnesses and a real estate agent as observers?  Some-
thing is WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE!  So, what does Mrs. Ekker’s attitudes about Semites have to
do with that day eight years ago?  Or with ANYTHING?  Is this not a good example of intimidation and
harassment of a published journalist?  Is Mr. Horn Anti-Christ?  Does this disallow him from continuing
to be a lawyer?  Now, how, for goodness sakes, can being pro-Semite AND pro-Christ end up corrupting
her to the point of Mr. Horn’s disdain and insulting demeanor?  Mr. Horn is a lawyer asking the questions
and Mr. Green is the one who publishes selected nasty notations FROM THESE DEPOSITIONS all over
the globe, so one feels one has the right to speak in journalistic/diary fashion on these parties and subjects.
The JUDICIAL system is a point of great interest to the public as well.  And, Mrs. Ekker can read a
dictionary as well as anyone around, I would presume.

Mr. and Mrs. Ekker are the epitome of a journalistic TEAM which identifies both as JOURNALISTS.
Moreover, all published material has a basis under published materials whereby ALL is available to anyone
and everyone unselectively, including Mr. Horn.  Does this not reek of control of press, speech and
FREEDOM OF RIGHTS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION AND BILL OF CITIZEN’S RIGHTS?

Even Mr. and Mrs. Clinton seem to have RIGHTS of non-disclosure, or whatever they CHOOSE to
invoke.  Does it mean that Ekkers have no right to forget a thing after eight years, or is it a ban on their
rights if they keep notes?  And, if a victim is bound to truth—WHY IS NOT THE ATTORNEY?  Mr.
Horn gave the Discovery Masters totally erroneous information in his case summary without seeming
negative recourse for the lies and semi-lies.  He didn’t even get the amount of the check in point correct.  If
a printed number cannot be repeated accurately, then how can you trust ANYTHING ELSE IN THE
DOCUMENT?  Well, the document was not presented in time to correct anything nor even have Ekkers’
attorney read it, so what have you?  Is THIS TRUTH written in this journal entry somehow against the law
because it focuses on an attorney who misinformed through his own writings?  Lawyers obviously have
privileges that citizens do NOT have; but, do they have more rights than media or press journalists and
newspaper writers who speak the truth or, at the most, their OPINIONS?  I would think that, as an
OFFICER OF THE COURT, it would be less than correct, even politically, to introduce invalid and
irrelevant documents or statements—or to remove ANY documents which are part of a court FILE from
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that file and dispose of them elsewhere.  I believe, further, that it is unlawful to dispose of documents of
pertinent relevance to a particular case ongoing as claimed now by Mr. Horn of his client’s disposal of old
manuals and procedures which are THE DIRECT INSTRUCTIONS TO AUCTIONEERS AND
EMPLOYEES, AUCTION RULES AND REGULATIONS AND THUS AND SO.

This case is a CIVIL matter and when information of total lies from a recognized criminal in Montana is
utilized and scattered around, by the opponent, is not TRUTH suitable for the defense?  Mr. Horn is now
basing all of his CASE on George Green’s offerings; is this not really INTERESTING?  George Green did
not even enter the lives of Ekkers until the Fall of 1989.  The NO SALE was in May of 1988.  Isn’t there
SOMETHING wrong with this picture?  Further, all the Nevada confrontations in the courts of Nevada
are being stalled to see what Mr. Horn can do to Ekkers.  Well, not much, readers, except deal misery on
Easter week-end.  Now isn’t that an interesting TIME for holding depositions: Good Friday and Easter
Saturday?  How many COURTS do YOU find in lighted operation on “any” Friday and, much the less,
Saturday?  Does this perhaps smell of Anti-Christ?

Oh, and the involved parties don’t like the terms used here?  What do YOU call “taking secretly and
burying the evidence”, $350,000 in gold coins?  What do YOU call coming into a Corporation Agent’s
office in his ABSENCE and taking corporation records and refusing to return them even AFTER the law
has set the records to correct in the STATE?  What do you call getting assets while actually on a Board of
Directors of a corporation from which you took them?  What do you call taking a sum of $23,500 AND
obtaining a note in behalf of YOUR CORPORATION and then dumping the corporation and taking and
selling the property first acquired with the unlawful diversion of the funds?  What would YOU CALL THE
PARTIES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FIDUCIARY CARE OF THAT CORPORATION FROM
WHICH THINGS WERE TAKEN IF NOTHING WERE DONE TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?
What would YOU call ones who deliberately did these actions while in a responsible position, trying then
to ruin everyone else involved by destroying the corporation in point?  I call them thieves, cheats and liars
and they don’t LIKE it.  Moreover, YOU WHO AID AND ABET such actions fit the same defined
categories, IN MY OPINION!  You who EXCUSE selves because you don’t agree with Ekkers’ ideas
regarding Right and God are interesting enough in your own right.  What is YOUR relationship with God
of Truth, Light, and Integrity?  YOU in your aiding and abetting are, in my humble opinion, WORSE than
the ordinary criminal for you KNOW BETTER AND THE ACTIONS ARE DELIBERATE AND PRE-
MEDITATED.
All efforts from here have been to settle these issues and ALLOW correction through civil courts instead of
the Criminal System wherein the actions deserve to be handled and likely shall as they need come before
a Grand Jury.  But the culprits only continue the efforts to destroy and TAKE and hide and accuse.  Fine,
when the efforts to correct the errors are refused, the Law will take its course for each party involved has
to defend self.  Talking a big game of what you “wish” to happen is not upon that which life is based.  Your
“druthers” are not too important in the ending judgments.  Didn’t Mr. Green tell you that the sword of
TRUTH has double edges and the lies shall be uncovered?  No?  Didn’t you ask him?  How about
Abbott?  Did you not ask him?  Oh, you asked J.Z. Knight and Ramtha?  So be it, master.

Is (d)harma some kind of a God Fanatic nit-wit?  What does that have to do with NO SALE in May,
1988??  Perhaps it might even mean that SHE HAS A RECORD OF TELLING THE TRUTH, ACTING
IN HONESTY AND INTEGRITY AND SHE AND E.J. HAVE DONE EVERYTHING THEY CAN
DO TO SERVE HONORABLY AND WITH JUSTICE AND INTEGRITY.  What is YOUR record
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showing?  What might be your SOUL status?  How many letters, documents and calls do you do, as a
SNITCH?  Unsigned?  Incorrectly signed?  Anonymously conjured and presented?  Ah, indeed!  Why?
Privacy is one thing—hiding from your own ill-intentioned sinful actions is quite another.  Further, hiding
criminal actions is even yet ANOTHER.  Privacy will be considered and maintained with all possibility;
criminal actions will NOT be covered.  You do exactly that which you choose and will, it is none of my
business—but you shall stand responsible for the consequences of those choices.  Further, you can gather
and “justify”, “excuse”, “vote in righteousness to suit your wishes”, etc.  It simply will not sell for there
remains “RIGHT” and “WRONG” and the two shall never be as ONE.  Neither will basing your wrong
actions on another’s wrong action produce a right; it simply COMPOUNDS the deliberate WRONG.
You who act in these dishonorable ways and still shout, “WHAT HAS GONE WRONG?”, “What is
wrong with our world?”, “How did our nation reach this point of corruption?”, and, “What has happened
to our children?” and all the other “what has...?” that relate to downfall, degradation and wrong-doing,
shall some day realize that YOU ARE WHAT WENT WRONG!  Especially you who shout your GOOD-
NESS and RIGHTEOUSNESS while DOING wrongful actions in total intent to damage.

What does YOUR disbelieving in Doris’ God have to do with anything?  Hers seems quite demanding of
honor, truth, and integrity—WHERE DOES YOURS FIT?  The ONE GOD OF LIGHT AND RIGH-
TEOUSNESS is not promoting right actions and thoughts and intents one moment, and sanctioning evil
behavior within the lies the next, people.  Until you understand this, you ain’t got the right God of LIGHT
or the right teacher-leader.  You who follow George Green down the lies and primrose pathway to cover
your own WRONG actions and intents will not change an iota of the RIGHTNESS or WRONGNESS of
both your actions AND YOUR INTENTION TO COMMIT WRONG ACTS.  WOULD YOU CON-
DONE YOUR OWN ACTIONS WERE THE ROLES REVERSED?  I THOUGHT NOT!  YOU
WOULD BE DEMANDING THAT THE PEOPLE WITH THE FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY
ACT, AND ACT QUICKLY AND THOROUGHLY IN YOUR BEHALF.  Because YOU broke the
rules and lost your integrity and honor, does NOT mean that others have a responsibility to break theirs.
You, further, who act and then lie to the LAW and judicial parties to the LAW, shall fall to the same.  Judges
really don’t like, especially their own officers of the courts, lying, cheating and misrepresenting in their
courts and to the Bench.  It is degrading to any JUDGE to have such behavior condoned in his court which
reflects on his own good judgement and rulings.

Mr. Abbott has gone even further in insulting the Judge after having a ruling made against him.  What is a
system that allows such incredible and insipid behavior?  Should we expect more?  YES!  Will you GET
more?  Well, it is YOUR WORLD AND YOU’RE THE ONES CREATING THE ALLOWANCE AND
EVEN THE DEMANDS UPON YOUR LAWYERS.  Your wanting to WIN at all costs only degrades
the system further, IF YOU BE WRONG.  And you aiding-and-abetting players: THINK!  What are
YOU going to gain from destroying the very hand that holds your own gain?  Perchance you are biting the
wrong hand?  Well, again, it is your life and your choices but if you think GOD condones ill-behavior, you
are WRONG.  Allowing and condoning are two very different perceptions.

I continually find it most interesting that so many people will REFUSE to go to the party with the key to the
lock-box being sought (or claimed to be) for opening, but will join with the crooks who are setting dyna-
mite to blow up the box and all contents while actually HIDING from the one with the key who is ready,
willing and able to OPEN THE BOX.  People, you witness miracles every day—and this is one of the
most visible miracles of stupidity that I can express.  Remember that a “miracle” is but a “perception” of
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MIND.

Remember too that all people have differing aspects of that ONE experiencing personality and expression.
Which aspect do you present and where and when do you express it?  Do you have the pious face of the
fool as you tout innocence only to be in actuality playing the part of the idiot?  If you do not realize your
own lessons and examples to SELF—then please realize the impact YOU AND YOUR ACTIONS ARE
HAVING ON OTHERS WHO MAY VERY WELL CONSIDER YOU TO BE CRIMINALS, FOOLS
AND BUFFOONS.  Even the ones who will use your degrading material despise you and count you a
disgraceful fool.  They will come back to smite you for your invalid input when they face their own music
which you have erroneously and deliberately orchestrated incorrectly and badly.  I suggest that Mr. Horn
may very well come back against all you INFORMERS OF WRONG INFORMATION, for he is, at
worst, an excellent and shrewd legal mind and, at best, he uses that talent against his perceived enemy.
False information acted upon is about the worst thing a lawyer can encounter if he foolishly uses same.
Moreover, he has all your information, addresses and evidence RIGHT IN HIS PACKET of tricks.
George Abbott and David Horton will be blown away by this lawyer in the blink of an eye.  Mr. Horn is not
my enemy; he is simply an opponent regarding a fact in dispute.  Worse, he is having to struggle with
holding a case with WRONG information and cover for wrong or negligent actions compounded by
conspiratorial parties.  That is a hard position to have to tolerate and yet he struggles on in behalf of his
clients, right or wrong.  You who set him up in lies are not going to be his best friends—even if he won on
such garbage.  Truth “losing” is nothing new, my friends, and to win with only the lies is not an asset for the
soul of a lawyer who must bear his own shame forever after.  You who contribute to that shame are not
popular, only useful tools to be as rapidly dispatched and discarded as is possible.  He must realize that if
you have fed him one lie—all else is suspect and undependable, even beyond his own misrepresentation.
Misrepresentation piled upon misrepresentation soon becomes OBVIOUS MISREPRESENTATION
OF THE WHOLE!  Every lawyer, perceived good or bad, tests your OWN qualities of judicial righteous-
ness or “getcha’”, whichever is the point of your “game”.  In the old right judicial system, JUSTICE was
the name of the game.  Today it is simply who can wiggle to win a point.  Justice is no longer just blind-
folded but bound by infinite cords of injustice.  Society as a whole becomes the VICTIM, not just the little
guy who hangs with right and truth and is bashed by the system biased against your “rights”.

Realize please, in addition, that a jury’s vote as to right or wrong is not the deciding factor of right or
wrong, for that merely shows that one lawyer may well be better at argument and projecting his truth or lies
to the crowd.  A jury can only form a joint opinion at best.  And, further, that is usually based on one lawyer
or the other lawyer—the victim rarely has a chance to even be heard.  What do I mean?  Well, in eight
years Ekkers have NEVER BEEN ALLOWED A HEARING!

So much for this morning.  Thank you for allowing us this opportunity to speak, write and utilize our limited
ability to have freedom under the Constitution.  It is difficult to realize that journalistic freedoms are so
limited as to allow total loss of the freedoms under your Bill of Rights as citizens of a ONCE great nation.

May you walk in truth and light so that you are never confused by that truth in presentation.  Truth will stand
long after the lies are buried and gone from the memories of Mankind.  Salu.
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CHAPTER  3

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., APR. 3, 1996    6:58 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 231

WED.,  APR. 3,  1996

FREE-MEN

In the community of JUSTUS (Just Us), Montana, is an atrocity taking place.  Is this atrocity and blatant
usurpation of human and civil RIGHTS the only thing being threatened in that community?  NO, it is the
nation as a whole under siege by Federalies.

The people who have dared stand forth in their guaranteed RIGHTS under the Constitution have been
seiged, seized and incarcerated.  The ones snared were taken in a full-fledged STING operation whereby
the Federal Agents committed THE CRIMES and then seized the people who actually have done NOTH-
ING—period.  Nothing!!  These “Freemen” residents have NOT issued bogus checks or bank drafts.
They have no such things.  The students who have supposedly paid to learn about these INSTRUMENTS
of paper FOR COLLECTION are ill-using the documents.  If you think otherwise then you STILL, NO
MATTER WHAT YOU THINK YOU KNOW, DO NOT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT YOUR
BANKSTER SYSTEM OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE AS A BRANCH OF THE ONE WORLD
GOVERNMENT.  By the way, Mr. Bush Georgie Boy is on the “outs” with the Gangbuster Band and is
going to have to set up HIS HEADQUARTERS IN KUWAIT.

WHY  THE  BIG  PLAY?

The focus in such subtle show of strength is to accomplish two things: 1) Let the country and the people
who know this operation to be legal and valid that the pro-Constitution approach to life in America is
OVER.  And, 2) To stop distribution of those GOOD AND VALID DOCUMENTS.  The government
thugs have been able to stop any further honoring of these instruments in the U.S. but some escaped into
the foreign exchange and are presenting BIG problems for if the instruments, which are valid, are NOT
honored, the treaties of international interchange are BROKEN.  This is a big dilemma for a bankrupt
system.  Rubin can either print more money currency, computer transfer funds for value currently recog-
nized as “money”, or pay off the funds in gold or silver collateral (which is non-existent in the U.S. at
present).

While the “market” shows outrageous growth, to fool as many as possible all the time, the nation is totally
bankrupt and either has to admit it or go kill off the honest citizens who know what’s going on.  First they
will TRY to kill all the citizens who know but at some point they can’t simply KILL off all of the citizens
because the methods used for same will wipe out their own forces.

GULF  WAR  ILLNESS
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Please note that it is now OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED that there is no such thing as Gulf War Illness.
That high-level announcement was made yesterday: NO GULF WAR ILLNESS!

Now, readers, when all of YOU start realizing that YOU ARE NOT GOING TO GET ANY HELP
WHATSOEVER TO OVERCOME PROBLEMS OF YOU-THE-PEOPLE, PERHAPS YOU WILL
BEGIN TO LISTEN TO ME???  YOU CAN’T EVEN DEPEND ON GOING TO A SAI BABA OR
CHIEF MEDICINE MEN FOR ALL YOUR SOLUTIONS TO YOUR ONGOING PROBLEMS
FOR THEIR MISSION IS DIFFERENT FROM MINE!  THERE ARE THINGS YOU ARE GOING
TO HAVE TO DO FOR SELVES.  WE CAN OFFER; WE CANNOT SHOW THAT WE CAN
HEAL, CURE, SELL, OR DIVINE—ANYTHING.  BABA, FOR INSTANCE, HAS A WHOLE DIF-
FERENT THRUST IN HIS BEING WHILE OURS IS TO MAKE USE OF WHAT IS AVAILABLE
FOR SURVIVAL OF A REMNANT—NOT JUST GET YOU TO HIGHER UNDERSTANDING.
HIGHER UNDERSTANDING IS ALL YOU NEED BUT GETTING “THERE” IS A BIG, BIG PROB-
LEM WHILE LEAVING THE RECORDS FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS, IF THERE BE ANY.

So, now that you have been told officially that there is NO Gulf War Illness, I suggest you get busy just as
fast as you can in getting help for self for what the “official announcement” REALLY says is that you are
going to DIE, if you have this terrible thing come upon you!

Does the Big Gangster have an antidote?  OF COURSE, BUT THE POINT IS TO KILL YOU OFF—
NOT SAVE YOU FROM THEIR OWN PRESENTATIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF KILLING,
MUTATING AND MAIMING YOU.  Stop playing mind games with YOURSELVES.

And yes, I do have some additional things you might DO for selves to help balance your bodies and heal
selves.  Note I said “SELVES” for we will do nothing to jeopardize our position of being able to function.

PLEIADES  CONNECTIONS

I want to talk about myself for just a minute because I think that most of you have forgotten some of the
early lessons on homelands and visitors from those homelands.  You of my tribe come through routing
through Pleiades constellation.  Therefore, realize it now that that place is your “twin” in that it is source,
resource and will again become your life-line.  No, EVERYONE does NOT come FROM there nor shall
GO there.  No, as such, I AM NOT a Pleiadian but most of the travelers with whom I dwell ARE
Pleiadians.  I suggest you refer back to some of the early Journals.  I am not yet ready to deal with the non-
Lighted races or tribes of Cosmic origin.

From Ancient Greece came a bit of a poem which might be interesting to share again with you—so you can
get your bearings as you observe the HEAVENS:

“The heaven by night is full of marvels,
There is an evening star,
Hesperus, fairest of the stars, sharer of
The throne of Aphrodite,
One lovers know so well,
A group of seven stars, the Pleiades.
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They are, as it were, the nymphs of heaven.
As doves, the Pleiades, they bring to
Zeus ambrosia, yet at the same time
They are comely Goddesses... The daughters
Of the Titan Atlas and spouses of the Gods.”

If you search the skies for signs and signals from extraterrestrial civilizations, search carefully in the Pleia-
des, readers.

Right now in the cycle of heavenly order, you will, in the late evening time find the Pleiades and then that
which will appear to be just beneath the constellation will be the BRIGHTEST “Light” in the heavens.
That, readers, is MY SHIP.  I do not care WHAT THE ASTRONOMERS TELL YOU IT IS, IT IS MY
SHIP, THE PHOENIX!  We are more frequently now strobing the rainbow lights for recognition but not
so steadily as are the other craft placed around your viewing arena.  And, NO, I do not care whether or
not you believe me.  Your “belief” in ignorance and my truth in KNOWING are two quite differing percep-
tions in FACT.

This seemingly “small” cluster of stars, well known even if only visible best through peripheral-vision sight,
is actually very big and VERY BRIGHT.  Is it too far away or too close—which is it?  Neither, it is exactly
PERFECT in placement.  You are simply constrained by your visual limitations in that the Pleiades has the
type of Light that is seen best through the rods of the eye and not through the “cone” of the physical eye.
There is a good REASON for that phenomenon but that is for another day and another lesson on “vision”.

This “little” cluster of “somethings” is recognized throughout history and right into the current myths of all
original tribes.  They have been known as the “Seven Sisters”, the “Daughters of Zeus”, “The seven
nymphs of Poseidon” as associated with “Dorian” woman.  As the “daughters of Zeus” they are called
Maia, Electra, Celaeno, Taygeta, Asterope, Merope, and Alcyone.  Mothers of Greek gods, they are
believed to have been turned into stars by Zeus so that they might be safe from Orion, who had chased
them for several years.  There are no stars so widely acclaimed as these; their beauty and grace are spoken
of in literature from all cultures, past and present.

The Pleiades were among the FIRST stars mentioned in astronomical literature, appearing in Chi-
nese annals of 2357 B.C.

BEGINNINGS

Sappho, Euripides and Homer referred to the Pleiades in their writings.  Later, in The Rubaiyat written by
the poet-astronomer Omar Khayyam in 1123, they were referred to as “the Begetters”, as “beginning all
things”; while half a world away, ancient Peruvian legend identified the Pleiades uniquely as “the arbiters of
human destiny”.  In China, they were worshipped by young women as “the Seven Sisters of Industry”, and
in ancient times were known as “Mol”, the constellation “Or Gang”.  Milton called them “the Seven
Atlantic Sisters”.  Manly P. Hall, in The Secret Teachings of All Ages, stated that, “The sacred Pleiades
were famous to freemasonry as the Seven Stars of the upper end of The Sacred Ladder.”  As “the Seven
Sisters” they are familiar to most, and as “the Seven Stars” they are one of the few star clusters mentioned
throughout the Bible.  And boy, does that one make the Khazarians mad as Hell and they refuse to take it
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any longer!

The German astronomer Bessel stated that the Pleiades are literally a cluster of suns drifting together in one
direction, led by the brightest of the seven, Alcyone, which the early Arabs referred to as Al Jauzah or Al
Wasat.  Now, for a personal reference if I might.  I, Hatonn (Aton) am also known to some AS Alcyone
but more often in the circles of the Ancient lands I am often referred to as El Wasat.  I think you can coyly
remember that by another term phonetically spelled Al What-is-that (Whatzat?).  Al became recognized
better as El because it indicates “elder”.

Now, I don’t suggest you rush out to your local mountain top and make a fool of yourselves.  Number one,
the star system is not made up of suns, although they could be claimed to be honored as SONS of the
ONE LIGHT, ATON.  Now you may be able to relate to the label “Hatonn” a bit more easily.  Again, if
Duggah told you differently, remember something, I have a much longer history than does a Duggah from
the constellation Orion and in-between mislabeled spot-check-points.  I even go back further than the old
buddies, Ramtha or Bashar (meaning “Commander” or “messenger”) from Assassenia.  Boring or not,
makes no difference to me for TRUTH stands infinitely—and therefore, so too shall I.  Now, good friends
and readers, it must be noted that Alcyone shines to its sister stars with eighty-three times the brilliance of
Sirius and that its brilliancy is one thousand times greater than that of your sun.

Located in the constellation TAURUS, the Bull, the Pleiades (Plee’ya dez) look like a small reproduc-
tion of the Big Dipper and are often mislabeled the Little Dipper or the Wee Dipper.  They are approxi-
mately 500 light years from Earth as calculated by mortals who have no idea of what they speak; the stars
of the Pleiades are clustered closer together than in ordinary space, averaging no more than one light year
between stars.

Muhammad once said: “When these stars rise, all harm rises from the Earth.”  Well, good buddies, we
are about ready to RISE.  The Phoenix is getting ready to ascend.  No, we have no interest in taking the
problem children of your Universe or your planet with us.

Why has this distant star group had a much greater importance throughout antiquity than the other more
dominant star clusters in the night sky?  Their positions in the heavens at various key times throughout the
calendar year does not fully account for the remarkable influence attributed to the Pleiades by a myriad of
cultures, past and present.  Why have historical researchers recently found so many references to the
Pleiades in historical and religious texts worldwide which are parallel in their impact to a profound refer-
ence appearing in the Koran, the holy book of Islam?  The Koran tells of Najm, considered to be the
cluster of seven stars known as the Pleiades, from which a spirit came to talk with the prophet Mohammed.
Surprisingly, the reference indicates that the spirit (or angel Gabriel [Elder Gabrie]) came from those seven
stars to tell Mohammed of the laws the Moslems were to live by and follow.  And indeed this is so!
Whether or not you like it, Esu Jmmanuel (the entity Saul of Tarsus dubbed “Jesus”) IS THE SON OF
GABRIEL.  At Easter passing it is a good idea to come to realize this FACT.

Another interesting thing for you nice readers to “connect the dots” in the puzzle is to realize that astrono-
mers will refer to such as Pleiades cluster as relative to the same cluster type of Hyades.  Are the lights
blinking on a bit?  How would you pronounce, phonetically, Hyades?  Ah ha, we are beginning to get some
of the “beginning”, are we not?  I am NOT interested in Orion as such but I think you nice people had best
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look at the Hyades Constellation for some interesting data references.

Please pay attention for this is important.  The motion across the sky can confirm that the stars in each
group as named are physically associated by some type of “gravity” or system which causes them to
move together through space.  Clusters such as the Hyades and Pleiades, which contain fewer than 100 to
several hundred stars, are usually found in or near the Milky Way; hence they are called galactic clusters
or, sometimes, OPEN CLUSTERS because their density of stars is low (only a few stars per cubic light
year).  It is assumed that these systems must have a common origin and so have similar ages and composi-
tions.  And so it came to pass in the system of God that strange things emerged!

I would like to move on from this pointed lesson in Astronomy but I would like you to make a few very
important CONNECTIONS.  We tried to offer this information in our “Pleiades Connection” series,
which is now banned, but we can get the same lessons out through being given enough time for (d)harma’s
fingers to do the task and offering the diagrams with small perceptive headings by Tom Astley of South
Africa.  The POINT to remember is that all things are simply LIGHT.  LIGHT is GOD of all CREATION
and from that THOUGHT OF GOD, IN THE TOTAL STILLNESS, COMES THE MANIFESTATION
OF MAN AND ALL “THINGS”.  WISDOM IS THE GREATEST OF ALL PROJECTIONS OF
MIND IN WHICH LIGHT IS MIND AND THEREFORE IS GOD.

Wisdom is the light and wherever the light flashes up, there darkness and
ignorance disappear.  Ignorance is the essential darkness and can only be
overcome by the light of wisdom.

Wisdom is the mark of the existence of the spirit and disguises itself in the
qualities of truth, poise, knowledge, beauty, harmony and peace.

Wisdom is also the mark of a human who has recognized the existence of his
spirit and works with it according to the Creational laws, for wisdom and
the spirit are two factors which react as one, much in the same way as the
sun and sunlight... both give warmth and light.  Semjase.

And, Little Crow: “Waksape” (wisdom).

“What we are looking for, we already are.  What we are seeking, we
already own.  What we would like to find out, we already know.”

No, I took liberties for he did not head this speaking with “Wisdom” as a heading.  But it says it all, does
it not?  Wisdom is the RECOGNITION AND RELATIONSHIPS OF ALL THINGS IN BALANCE
AND HARMONY!  Therefore, wisdom is Light, Light is God, and so then, God is Wisdom.  The circle
IS infinite!  Therefore, if YOU gain WISDOM—you shall gain GOD.

Now, let us look at the Lakota “medicine wheel” in its four important concepts: Woksape (Wisdom),
Wacantognaka (Generosity), Woohitika (Bravery) and Wowacintanga (Fortitude).  Friends, it requires all
the four great characteristics to attain the most important goal of all: WOKSAPE (Wisdom).  It requires
first the GIVING and RE-GIVING in Generosity that you might separate ego from the grabbing and
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greedy intentions.  The gaining of Wisdom demands fortitude for the way will be riddled with obstacles and
therefore Woohitika (Bravery) is necessary for the cowardly fall to the way and become the very handmen
and maidens of the Satanic Anti-Spirit of Truth and God.  When you meet the Anti-Christ in ANY form,
you have met your enemy and when you become your enemy—you cannot be within GOD!  Since
“Satan” and “God” are the two recognized English Language representatives of the opposite poles of
existence is it not better to simply ask if you are “Anti-Satan” or “Anti-God”?  Why all the “anti-Semitism”
and “anti-Christ”?  Satanism is running behind the curtain of “Semitism” which is not even a proper word.
But remember, readers, Satan never uses the EXACT term after he side-tracks you and it is always THE
MAJOR SIGN.  Confusion as to everything is the trickster’s major asset.  “Christ” is simply a definition
relating to the State of Being in Goodness.  It is not a proper name!

This is why God has expressed that “You are either with me or against me.”  There is no actual middle
road except in the perception of mortal Man.  You are either moving TOWARD God or AWAY from
God—ALWAYS.  Evil is simply a term used when the direction of “movement” is AWAY from God.  The
“directions” are described as LIGHT OR DARK, WHITE OR BLACK, ALL OR ABSENCE OF ALL
COLOR.  There is ALWAYS a “cause” and an “effect”.  There is always duality of sexing and when you
have something pop out at you like Hyades and Pleiades you had best look at it for one represents Hell and
the other Heaven.  Where do YOU come from and where are you GOING?  I represent God, so, you are
either for me or against me and you may well begin to KNOW, without DOUBT, that if you are against
me—I AM AGAINST YOU IN YOU SIMPLE ASSUMPTION OF STATUS.  Don’t tell me your
“intentions” are pure when you show that you are “against me”.  Oh, you just don’t believe me?  So what,
you don’t have to believe ME to act in goodness instead of criminal or evil actions delivered to deliberately
destroy me and mine.  If you act deliberately to DESTROY GOD or that which IS GOD’S (which is the
SAME THING) THEN YOU SHALL BE DESTROYED—BY YOUR OWN HAND.  ASK IN ALL
SINCERE INTENT IN DESIRE FOR THAT WHICH IS OF GOD AND YOU SHALL SURELY
RECEIVE FOR THAT CALL COMPELS THE ANSWER—ACCORDING TO YOUR BEST AND
HIGHEST GOOD AND ACCORDING TO THE FULFILLMENT OF HIS TRUTH AND GOOD-
NESS.

Will I, for instance, zap my enemy?  No, I will point the way through the petitions of those who seek truth,
to find that tool necessary to offset the ability of the enemy to damage further.  You will see through
example what I mean if you will but stay tuned to this station.  If you jump off a 1500-foot cliff—expect to
have a very hard landing.  It is best to have the TRUTH on your side with the umbrella of a good parachute
and a few GOOD angels.  If the cliff is only 25 feet high you might well have a good near-death experience
but at 1500 feet in depth/height, the landing will surely give you an interesting sure-death experience if
some good flying angels don’t come along and you forgot your God-parachute.  Some of you local en-
emies are not going to like the position you are now going to find selves experiencing in total consequence
of YOUR OWN ACTIONS.

You who continue to serve the dark energies have been given years of opportunities to turn from your silly
ego-tripping but you have only increased your assaults.  Fine, for the backwash will be your own UNdoing!
All the combined lies in the world will NOT MAKE YOU RIGHT.  My people who have paid dearly will
be given and shown the WAY to win, my good teachers of how NOT to act, and you shall be left totally
WITHOUT.  You on that “black road” are going down, brothers.  I can promise you that much: YOU
ARE GOING DOWN!  Would God act in this manner?  ABSOLUTELY!  For every “cause” there is a
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return “effect” and the effect of the cause you have chosen to manufacture is going to give you the most
unpleasant “effect” as the cycle moves on in its infinite realization.  You have all been “BAD” ENOUGH
FOR A VERY LONG TIME—THE PORTION OF THE WHEEL OF JUSTICE IS MOVING BACK
TO SOME FORM OF “GOOD” AND LIARS, CHEATS, AND THIEVES ARE GOING DOWN!
Hold it in your hearts as surely as there is a Pleiades and a Hyades!

I don’t like to even equate such as Hyades with being somehow “bad” for, as with all things, whatever IS,
simply IS.  But the Lakotas have a term which is “heyoke” which means: sacred clown.  Well, the world
is filled with sacred clowns doing their tricks and misadventuring.  They entertain and distract but in the
ending the sorting is accomplished.  I, further, refer to all things as SACRED so you can assume I mean,
simply, “clown”.  So in that explicit understanding I can call my favorite heyoke, Green, my best example
of how NOT to act or what intentions are going to pull yourself “down”.  I do not ever mean to offend the
meanings given language by any peoples.  My “nagi” (soul) is within the “can gleska” (sacred circle)
upon the “owanka wakan” (holy place, altar) of Wakan Tanka (The Great Spirit, THE GREAT
MYSTERY).  In this journey I am of the Wakinyan (The thunderbirds or thunder beings) and I serve with
the Wambliska (the LIGHT or “white” EAGLE) and we come from “wi” (the sun—son) and we can be
called “wowakan” (something supernatural).

You will try to commit us to simply being from Pleiades or wherever but the TRUTH and FACT of the
matter is that we come from “maka sitomni”, “mahpiya”, “tate topa”, “mitakuye oyasin” (the
universe, the sky [heaven], the four directions, for all our relations).

Aho!
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FRI.,  APR. 5,  1996

GOOD  FRIDAY

What might be “good” about the celebration of the murder of a Christ?  Also, how is it that Passover
comes immediately prior to Easter?  What does it all mean?  Whatever you have been told it to mean!

RON  BROWN

There ARE some very important things to note, just in the U.S.A. this week, and hold it in your hearts,
readers.  The killing of all these men and Ron Brown in the Adriatic Sea area was an atrocity hardly
matched in your political circles of death and destruction of this “New World Order” come upon you.
These are indeed dark days as the Khazarians come up from their holes to take control.  I am not going
into what all has taken place in this one little scenario but it is NOT what you think.  Ron Brown was a part
of the crooked team of slave-masters ready, willing, and able to sell his soul for MONEY, and did.  How-
ever, as with everything done by the Elite puppet masters—there is required a PRICE for security and it is
not money—is it?  Who took out Ron Brown?  You will be finding out within mere days so we won’t spoil
that little surprise.  Just know that planes in this sophisticated day and age do not go “off course” for the
heck of it, and to NOT have a “box” for recording and location is absolutely unheard of in craft that,
especially, would carry the most important men in your current business world.  “Secretary of Commerce”
SHOULD be about the most respected and highest office in your nation.  So, did these men ACTUALLY
perish or are they stashed somewhere to do their service another day in another way?
I find the games of evil men to be intriguing but, at the same time, boring.  Why?  Because they are so
predictable as evil intent never changes its scripting.

BACK  AT  UNABOMBER  HEADQUARTERS

The Janet Reno Brigade HAD TO HAVE A MAD BOMBER IN CUSTODY because you approach the
19th of April which is the most evil of all days any more.  There have been threats of more misery on the
19th and it is being blamed on this “Unabomber”.  Well, it is show-and-tell time for your Big Boy killers.  It
will also be made, once again, to appear to be Patriots and Zealots.  No, it is the New World Order
Khazarian Rulers in the sheep’s covering.  Get the picture of upcoming religious shenanigans tonight as
Billy Graham lays out a wondrous Easter message.  Just remember that Easter was the blackest of all the
Ancient Ritual Holidays.  And, by the way, don’t buy that garbage about blood on the doorsill causing the
Angel of Death to Pass-Over!  That was a Satanic symbol designating allegiance to the Dark Side, not
God of Light.  You go forth and believe whatever you want to believe, but WERE YOU THERE?  I WAS
THERE!
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There is a song which goes, “Were you there when they crucified my Lord?  Were you there when they laid
him in the tomb?”  Well, I replaced the word “tomb” because, silly writers, there were not recognized such
things as simple graves in those days and tombs were meaningful as “resting” places, prestige, and all
manners of “stuff”.  If you think they killed Christ, think again.  “Christ” CANNOT be slain for it is a
“STATE OF BEING IN SOUL EXPRESSION”.  Not even symbolically can “Christ” be “taken out”.  All
celebrations of the “time” are, you will note, very PHYSICAL in presentation!  Blood, the symbol of
bread, methods of murder, torture of the physical body and on and on.  This is NOT OF CHRISTED
(PERFECT) GOD, MY FRIENDS—THESE ARE THE ENTRAPMENTS OF THE TRAPPERS OF
SOUL.  Did a “soul” ascend?  Of course, all SOULS ascend for they are EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIGHT
and they must, by the law of the universe, ascend.  If they are BOUND, then they very definitely descend
and that indicates a bondage to the physical plane of experience.

UNDERGROUND  SECURITY  SHELTERS

ELITE MAN has built his underground survival cities against the act of his own destruction, deep under the
surface of the globe.  Why?  To protect him from that which he has conjured to destroy his enemies—
YOU OF THE LIGHT.  He believes, stupidly, that somehow it will protect him from the very LIGHT
pulses and rays as “GOD BRINGS HIS WRATH UPON THE EVIL EMPIRE”.  Poo and phooey; he is
HIDING from God and it simply does not work for there is truly nowhere to run, and certainly no place to
HIDE—FROM GOD.  The body may be tucked away but God keeps track of the SOULS and in the end
that is ALL THAT MATTERS.  No, this does not mean that you stupidly stand out in the line of fire—
unless of course you want to rid self of that silly body.  But OUR people have a job to do and I suggest that
if you want merit badges and brownie points you will keep that body as secure as possible.  Keep the soul
tuned to God of Light, and the rest will take care of itself and you will be exactly where you SHOULD be
to meet your PURPOSE.  And, you WILL need some supplies for that body so don’t be foolish in your
assumptions that “God will take care of me”—for YOU WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU OR FORGET IT.

SUPPLIES

No, it won’t be easy to sit back on your assets and wait for either someone else to “save” you or even,
perhaps, make it on your own.  You have some real heavy problems coming on and one of the things
showing up is in the food supply of the bovine population in England.  This same grain is being imported to
the U.S. and all around the world.  The culprits are Archer, Daniel, Midland Corp. who control the world
grain supplies.  Moreover, the contamination of a rather innocuous strain of smut has been already intro-
duced into the growing seed and fields of grain.  There are only a FEW types of grain which are NOT
affected.  Spelta is one.
Wheat seed is by and largely now contaminated.  What happens is that the grain grows and the harvest
may well seem OK.  But, the GROUND is poisoned and contaminated and future plantings will be poi-
soned as will the harvest product.  This will be all but impossible to clean up and even with the rather weak
strain of SMUTVIRUS it will require some seven years of cleansing to get rid of the massive hazard.  This
“poison” will also, obviously, slip into the water supplies.  This is a manmade assault weapon and you now
must realize that it will wipe out the cattle and bovine population which would be in line to be fed the
damaged grain which will have no other use.  Well, it isn’t too good for cattle-feed either.  And remember
something very important, world: Everyone who is not Zionist is considered in the Talmud as CATTLE.
This includes ones of Hebrew ancestry who err in calling themselves Jews and don’t know that about
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which they project.  Indeed, Ron Brown was a very, very BIG SIGN OF YOUR TIMES!  Whatever HE
THOUGHT HE WAS, he was a symbolic “BLACK” and the intent of the Talmudic Khazarians is to
destroy all “Blacks”.  Then they will destroy all “patriotic” “others”.

They won’t actually meet their overpowering match until China (Asians) rises up and smites them soundly.
It is time you looked at FACTS and stopped the dawdling over the instructions the enemy has written for
you in your GOOD books.  The enemy has rewritten the text to suit their needs and blow you away.

So, go to your churches and synagogues and do that which you will—but LOOK AT WHAT AND WHY
YOU DO IT!  If it is to fill your hearts with love and respect, then fine—but you can do that from your
nearest place in which you stand, without new robes or baubles.  Enjoy the lily, I suggest, for its pure
beauty as a flower and stop burying it in the trappings of a “murder” ritual.

The fact is that in the very scenario of Easter celebration there is little attention to such as lilies.  The
tradition started because in the Spring in the Easter Season of the Satanic Holiday, about the only flowers
around were the spring lily-plants.  A legion soldier picked up a withered lily and tossed it ON The
Teacher.  As he did so he laughed and said, “...and a flower for your teaching.  What better remembrance
than a dead lily!”  This was after he smeared it in the blood of the Man in point.  So, in your pictures on your
cards you have the symbol alright, usually growing right up through a crown with the cross.  That is a
Masonic Illuminati symbol.  Do you see that it doesn’t matter, however, what is on the picture card—IF
you send the card in grace and love, God only sees the INTENT of love and sharing from your soul-heart,
not the sketching on a piece of PHYSICAL paper?  What is engraved or painted on and within your soul
is YOUR TRUTH.

There is a wonderful little thought-provoking “invocation” which a friend, J.S. of Mt. Shasta, shared with
Dharma years ago.  She keeps it right by her elbow as she types and it reflects the purpose of our intent
and it is in no way able to be restricted to a given “religion” or church for it MUST become the intent and
desire of ALL Men.

I thank you, John, for this gift for it has brought us “through” the heaviest of days when the heart was
broken and the path too difficult to confront without balance and focus.  You are beloved of us, John.

THE  GREAT  INVOCATION

From the point of Light
within the mind of God

Let light stream forth into
the minds of men.

Let Light descend on Earth

From the point of Love
within the Heart of God

Let love stream forth into
the hearts of men.

May CHRIST return to Earth.
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From the centre where the
Will of God is known

Let purpose guide the little
wills of men —

the purpose which the
Masters know and serve.

From the centre which we
call the race of men

Let the Plan of Love and
Light work out.

And may it seal the door
where evil dwells

Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan
[OF GOD] on Earth.

When YOU understand this petition unto God, you shall have seen the meaning of the Christed Being by
whatever name you wish to call HIM.

ANTI-SATAN—ANTI-CHRIST

IT IS NOW THE TIME WHEREIN THE MAJOR CLASHES COME FORTH BETWEEN THE ANTI-
CHRIST AND THE ANTI-SATAN.  CHRIST SHALL PREVAIL OVER SATAN!  So you may well
go forth and call yourself Jew or Christian, Islamic or Buddhist—but if you MISS this one point of all
importance, you have nothing save Satan in your closet.  The very most important FACT OF LIFE IN
PHYSICAL FORM IS THAT YOU ARE EITHER FOR GOD OF LIGHT OR YOU ARE
AGAINST HIM—THERE IS NO MIDDLE LINE.  And you shall be known for the company
you keep and the actions you commit for those things reveal the SOUL INTENT WITHIN.

WHERE  ARE  YOU?  CLUES!

It is required that Satan presents a clue, a sign, a MARK!  That mark is scattered around on every-
thing you touch for all you can “touch” is PHYSICAL for the sensing body.  The mark of the
beast is on everything, but that is not important, for anyone who experiences in the physical
arena is “marked”—but, IT IS THE MARK ON THE SOUL WHICH HAS IMPORTANCE.
And, it is through the mark on your soul which shall reflect in your physical actions and presenta-
tions.  The mouth will LIE; the SOUL WILL NOT!

If you come from the LIGHT and remain as a Lighted Being, YOU SHALL RETURN TO THE LIGHT.
If you are a repetition of the darkness and remain unlighted, you shall remain in the DARK without the
presence of the LIGHT, GOD.  Yes indeed, this is the TRUE meaning of HEAVEN AND HELL.  Heaven
bears GOD, LIGHT.  Hell bears nothing save DARKNESS with absence of LIGHT.  It is all in the mind,
good physical readers, just as you are told about “things” and if the mind is misdirected, so too shall be the
things of the physical sensing body.  Ah, but ’tis the MARK which matters and it behooves you to consider
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what brand your soul might be wearing.  You are birthed with the KNOWING OF TRUTH; what have
you done with that asset?  You SHALL be judged by that one recognition.  How did YOU spend Good
Friday, Saturday and Easter Sunday?

Well, Ekkers are spending theirs in a full “face-off” with Satan’s representative in depositions.  Already
there are transcripts wherein the actual words have been CHANGED.  This is a real bad scene, readers.
Remember we spoke of Dharma’s confrontation (right out of the blue without warning) where the op-
posing lawyer leaned forward and asked, “Mrs. Ekker, are you anti-Semitic?”  Doris later thought of a
dozen better responses than “I” offered instantly.  She thought it would have been better to say, “Are you
anti-Christ?” or, “Define your term,” but what popped out was: “I AM SEMITIC!”  Now just guess how
that one got later changed in the typed transcript with every hope it would never be noticed: “...no, I am
sympathetic.”  Oh indeed, DELIBERATE TAMPERING, and that is not a good thing.  There are several
equally naughty things which shall remain unpublished but will surely carry the day in dastardly deeds of
intent.

Why is Dharma here writing instead of being at the deposition?  Well, the naughty trickster was going to
substitute HER in today rather than according to the schedule for tomorrow.  He really wants ME in the
worst possible way.  So, we decided to write until the explosion of disappointment blows over and the
shattered pieces settle a bit.  I sincerely enjoy “helping out” this little misguided missile sent against me.  She
will drift on over after a while and I will simply see to it that they have a really good day with E.J.  I sincerely
believe that our own lawyer is sharpening his teeth a bit, in addition.  Since this whole thing is but a battle
of wits of good against evil, let’s WIN, shall we?  I don’t think it matters much in the final solution—but let’s
give them something to ponder in their spare time.  By the way, the Green Brigade might well sharpen up
themselves for this lead lawyer is pondering bringing charges of “false testimony” and “false information”
against them, starting with George Green!  You see, early on in the taking of the house, George himself
offered to cover the cost of the dwelling in sale.  It turns out he had stolen enough funds to do so nicely so
it was safe for him to be the nice guy and offer.  Oh my, it is right there in the old depositions!  The opposing
counsel HAS TO LOOK AT THAT AND WONDER “WHAT WENT WRONG” (the three big “Ws”!).
When he realizes he is more damaged than helped it should be quite an interesting revelation.

As we walk through the tumultuous storms, please check the weather-vanes, for a lot of “funny stuff” is
taking place, from the holographic “comet” suddenly appearing, to the Worldwide Crusade of good old
Billy tonight, to ships which appear and disappear—yours—in your oceans.  They also manipulate clouds,
energy fields and laser light beams from those same locations and there are ones confirming this right from
their own inner circles.  May the FORCE be with YOU for there is protection in the LIGHT.

Yes, I know, Dharma, that it doesn’t look that way from where you sit but it is so.  Know that the seeming
“win” which you might well view, is not necessarily the “last laugh” of the victory.  Do not try to outguess
God’s magnificent plan.  The opposition is not even fighting with an intent of “justice” or “right” as they fling
hardship after miserable hardship in the pathway through dirty tricks and outright unlawful actions which
seem to always remain OK with the judicial bench.  The Judge, however, will have to realize that he will
have to face some rather interesting “appeals” if he gets too far out of line and becomes an obvious servant
to the opposition.  At some point PUBLICITY will focus on this miserable mess and that is what they want
to squash before allowing it to happen.  Now, aren’t you proud to know George Green, who is pushing
and hiding behind the little nit of the “wit society”?  That standoff will surely come sooner or later and I
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hope we all get to view the fireworks, for such as Abbott, Horton and Green are not even remotely a
match for the shrewd skills of such as a Steven Horn.  He will chew them up and spit them out as lunch
appetizers.  One thing is quite obvious about the REAL defined, according to Horn’s definition, “anti-
Semitic” blatherers such as the Green Brigade who don’t have allegiance to ANYTHING, especially the
false-One Worlders, is that the system of players on “that” side, will getcha and they despise the idiots who
suck themselves into the game.  Where do you readers REALLY think the Tutens, Younts, Ences, etc., of
the game will END UP with Green?  Paying, of course, for he will COST THEM EVERYTHING.

But will they destroy us?  Of course not for there is nothing of value in your perceived game and the loss,
at worst, is so temporary as to be amusing.  The interesting thing is that it is costing the players on Green’s
Team the most important thing in their lives: their MONEY and their very soul transition out of the muck of
the sensing world of temporary physical translation.  Remember, team-mates, that every one of our
systems have to be TESTED under fire and so it shall be and is being accomplished.  I can only hope that
each of YOU will see YOUR OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE AND NOT JUST PASS IT BY.  That
service opportunity will come always in such ways as to be quite overlooked if you are not paying atten-
tion.  Just a word, a confirmation of support, is often THE DIFFERENCE in success or failure.  Make sure
you SUPPORT the RIGHT SIDE.  Everything is PERCEPTION and INTENTION so let us see who will
take an opportunity to support God and LIGHTED SERVICE and who will cop-out on the way to the
witness stand to protect SELF’s little ego and misperceptions.  And, no, I do not just speak to the wide
reader audience—is it not time to put your support on the line right in your dooryard?  E.J. and Doris will
NOT come and ask you, so you have to pay attention and think over your own experiences, travels,
reasons for those travels, and focus on our goals of winning in LIGHT.

Check your goals and our journey and then see what might be your contribution and purpose in this
supporting network.  Sometimes it is the most tiny thing of a word, insight, sharing a burden, a song or a
prayer for insight.  Listen, then, and watch for opportunities flowing past.

I have to remind you that in every instance involving any of the players according to the Plan of the
Protocols of Zion you will find them producing their lies and witnesses to what did not happen.  For
instance, there were said to be, at the “NON-SALE” of Ekkers’ property, three witnesses and a real
estate agent present.  Horn even produced a couple of secretaries who disappeared when the truth was
noted with better and more accountable witnesses.  I suggest you ponder this and if YOU can serve as
witness to good, step forward.  I remember the old times when a man would be singled out and, when
asked to step forward, ALL PRESENT STOOD FORWARD.  You who can remember any instance
which might help as witness, is it not time to step forward?

I would example something about the last deposition of Dharma wherein the topic was on Father Ed
Cleary.  Things are not only CHANGED (tampered with) in wording but the whole dissertation of repeat-
ing what Green has said and scattered “secretly” about Ed came out as if Dharma felt that way and was
speaking badly of the man.  No, yesterday she actually took the block under the neck with the axe
swinging and set the record to straight—except you can’t get the records to enter them so extreme mea-
sures have to be taken to bandage gaping wounds.  Whatever Ed Cleary may be or may not be, he was a
FRIEND, and I believe he will come to see that he chose the wrong-intentioned persons.  However, that
matters not in this scenario for Dharma has never felt him other than a friend and George Green badly
abuses and insults him.  So, will he somehow deliberately hurt her for some perceived gain with Green?  I
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do not believe so!  I believe the very antics of Green and his munchkins show that Ed Cleary told Green
where to “shove it”—you know: into that place where the LIGHT doesn’t have showing?  Misplaced
loyalties are a thing of which LIFE is made as the sensing flow ebbs and rises.  So, check your gauges and
see where your soul intent dwells, not the silly representations of the sensing network of confusion into
which you are never allowed FULL VIEW.

The old adage, “know your enemy”, is a good one, but a better one is, “know God and never mind your
enemy”.  I don’t accept “enemy” as a valid term in any way, shape, or form, although I use it to better
explain my relationships as you would define opposition parties.  However, enemies are not valid in per-
ception if you KNOW GOD.  These are simply adversaries doing their job FOR YOU.  These are the
challengers for your experiencing.  When you make up your mind to overcome them, they will dissolve
without your spoiling your own soul intentions.  When YOU have no more use for your enemy—you will
resolve the circumstance, and HOW you handle that conversion is the finest alchemical response of all
translations.  Physically destroying your enemy is NEVER a reasonable or workable solution for the
consequences so far outweigh any “good” as to be remarkable in recognition.  Dissolving the “enemy”
status is the point and if it means to allow him to remove himself, so be it, but allow it to fully come to
realization so that he or his toxins do not rise again to smite you down.

You might always consider your enemy as your friend who is UNCOVERED in his intentions and you will
fare even better for you have, mostly, friends who are deadly enemies running about in friendship’s clothing
waiting to get what is yours, even if they have to steal it from you.  Whatever they take, it is NEVER
ENOUGH.  It is always good to get those hidden enemies out where you can deal with them properly and
in proper sequence of their own events.  JUST BE SURE TO BE WARY, AND CUNNING AS THE
FOX AND GENTLE AS THE DOVE.  Be patient, and if the intent of the other is toward evil—they will
devour themselves, so why tarnish your own soul advantage by soiling it in conflict?  Conflicts are a basic
part of life experience and you err if you sacrifice soul on the altar of ego “things”.  Contradiction is the
major perception of life journey.  The test of a human is in the perception regarding the conflict and
contradiction.  Sometimes it is better to consider HOW to handle wealth than poverty for wealth kills off
more good souls than any one other physical acquisition.

Do all of you see that these cases of which we share and write have almost NOTHING to do with the point
of any of the confrontations?  This is sorting the grain time, people, both for good and evil, but the problem
is that there is NO PLACE FOR THE GRAIN IN THE MIDDLE!  Into which coffer will you find self?
Will you find yourself eventually in the witch’s brew or in the soaring essence of REAL LIFE?  Oh yes, it
IS up to YOU.  Destiny has a lot to do with it—FATE, nothing.

On this thoughtful notation let us end this chapter this morning.

Thank you and may these days of focus on those things of greatness and micrology be ever considered
with WISDOM.  Salu.
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WED.,  APR. 10,  1996

FAR  FROM  HOME!

Each of us think upon our own status and circumstance and memories wash over the being in waves of
recognition of times gone by, times of which dreams are made, things which are undergoing impact both
negatively and positively, each according to a given portion of each play in performance.  It is not as
simplistic as starting a novel by such as Snoopy in the comic strip Peanuts who simply sits atop his doggie
house with his goggles and Red Baron flying scarf and begins: “It was a dark and stormy night, unlike most
nights in which the stars show bright and sparkley in winter more intensely than in summer...”  Then he is
suddenly attacked by a canary with a banner that reads “Met Life”.

Well, Dharma has no goggles, no scarf, but there is an abundance of yellow-bellied bird-brains attacking in
hopes she will stop our writings.

We are honored that some do take the papers in which our writings are either honored or attacked, for out
of “work” one always hopes a tiny voice is heard and sometimes believed.

Before the INQUISITION trial of the day in August it becomes more and more difficult to find a moment
to write.  I find that interesting in that lawyers want pay and yet no time is left for productive work.  Useless
DAYS upon days are spent in pounding, degrading depositions which have not one iota of relativity to the
point.  The opposition is ACTUALLY TRYING TO CALL DORIS AND E.J. “ANTI-SEMITIC” AND
SOMEHOW THAT IS SUPPOSED TO DISTRACT ENOUGH JURORS AWAY FROM THE FACT
THAT THERE WAS NO SALE, AS ADVERTISED, OF THE ADAM DRIVE PROPERTY IN MAY
OF 1988.

MARLON  BRANDO

Well, it worked with Marlon Brando, didn’t it?  I can tell you one thing and that is IF THESE GROUPS
OF RACE-CLAIMING, RELIGION-CLAIMING PARASITES CALL THEMSELVES “SEMITES”
THEN THEY ARE NOT GOING TO BE VERY POPULAR FOR VERY LONG.  Why are they
ASHAMED to have it noted that they own Hollywood?  Would that not be something they would like
recognized?  Why is the very term “Jew” so disliked as to have the simple utterance a “hate” word?  This
is what they call themselves; is that not how to address them?  How is it a hate crime to speak of such in
supposedly interview circumstances?  How is there no “hate” involved to speak of the “so-called Chris-
tian” evangelists and their like kind while if a non-Jew (Goyim) speaks of a Jew it is a “hate crime”?  But
that is not my point!  My point is that in the myriads of articles we have written and in which I feel there is
far more science than comment, being NON-RELIGIOUS and certainly NON-RACIAL, how is it that in
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a court of law such a reference is dumped on a simple grandmother who writes for Godly energies as
would any journalist who has work put to public press?

If indeed Dharma were totally “anti-Semitic” (which she neither is nor can be for she IS SEMITIC), what
can that possibly have to do with her and her husband going to a public auction sale with certified funds in
hand to purchase a piece of property for which there was NO SALE, some eight years ago—PRIOR to
any journal writing AT ALL?  And how can a word such as “Semitic”, which Mr. Horn just used in the
breath before Dharma said, “I AM SEMITIC,” with measured emphasis, be mis-transcribed as “I am
sympathetic”?  Did this little court reporter misunderstand or did she have help with corrections of percep-
tions in spelling and refreshing of memory?  In other places words appear which were not spoken and in
that there is some interest.  No wonder Mr. Horn will NOT ALLOW a deposition to be taped; his tricks
might be revealed.  He very definitely objects massively to journalistic articles being written wherein he is
mentioned.

Well, Doris writes about what happens and this is what happens.  Commentators MUST write about their
observations and perceptions and what is taking place as they experience it.  Then these observations must
be backed by journalistic backup material regarding the topic under discussion.  What is a JOURNAL-
IST?

JOURNALIST:  One whose occupation is journalism.

JOURNALISM: The occupation, practice, and academic field concerned with writing, editing, and pub-
lishing newspapers and other periodicals.

JOURNALISTIC: Pertaining to or like journalism or journalists.

JOURNALIZE: To enter regularly or daily, in a journal.  To write or describe in, or as in, a journal or as in,
a journal or diary.  To keep a journal or diary.

JOURNAL:  A diary or record of daily or regular occurrences; especially, a ship’s log or logbook.  A
newspaper, especially one published daily or regularly.  Any periodical or magazine; as in a learned jour-
nal, etc.

(These definitions are from The Readers Digest Great Encyclopedic Dictionary.)

Readers, if writing now well over 160 JOURNALS, a hundred odd being already public in publication,
and some six years of weekly newspaper articles of which at least three of Dharma’s writings are pub-
lished, if extras are not even considered, (6 X 52 X 3 = 936 full writings) PUBLISHED.  What then CAN
be considered journalism or being a journalist?  Further, if you write as in journalism, do you not have to
have reference backup?  And furthermore, are not the publisher and editors responsible for seeing to their
own business?
Now, how is it that a lawyer, in trying to say there was a property sale held (when there was NONE), can
demand all of the writings, copies of writings, books, journals, paper articles, phone notes, e-mail, faxes,
correspondence and backup materials used and produced by this journalist since Jan. 1, 1990 WHEN
THE NON-SALE UNDER SCRUTINY TOOK PLACE IN MAY OF 1988?  Of course he IS working
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directly with George Green, Betty Tuten, Leon Fort and, surely, George Abbott, esteemed lawyer of
Nevada, including also David Horton and other, long since departed from God, suers and sue-ees.  And is
not a journalist entitled to her/his OPINION ABOUT THESE ENTITIES IN OBSERVATION OF THEIR
ACTIONS WHICH INCLUDE LIES, CHEATING, AND THEFT DIRECTED ON TARGET AGAINST
THE JOURNALIST(S)?  Whether or not these people who represent the worst of officers of the courts
and maligning malcontents like it, there is the obvious FACT that E.J. Ekker ALSO fits the title of JOURNAL-
IST.  Further, if a person is in court and is accused of being the brain-child in mental writing, then is that
person not the ONE who has the right to be heard AND/OR PROTECTED by that law of the courts the
same as the perpetrators of the attacks who HAVE NOTHING, NOTHING, TO DO WITH WHETHER
OR NOT THERE WAS A SALE OF PROPERTY IN 1988, WHEN NONE OF THEM WERE SO
MUCH AS PRESENT OR HEARD-OF AT THE TIME?

If there were ones of the reading audience who wished to purchase the property, for whatever reason,
later, as an investment for collateral, is this unlawful somehow if Ekkers didn’t know how or who struc-
tured the transaction?  I can guarantee that Ekkers, of all parties, were the most shocked to find that such
as Betty Tuten, Tammie Ally and family had made any investment in the property.  Did they do that because
they loved Ekkers or wanted to make sure the property would be under their control to cause the Ekkers
to have to vacate without warning?  These people now trying to destroy the Ekkers must surely have had
no loving idea of helping and the proof is in the eating of the pudding, readers.  It was an investment in
property as collateral and it is assumed they thought it to be a good investment or THEY certainly would
not have made such a business move, would they?

These enemies now claim, after they came, took and moved on, to have been programmed and brain-
washed.  How so?  There is no group, no regular meetings, no seminars, not even more than an announce-
ment of a possible meeting where all or any are welcomed to visit.  Of all the things you will NOT FIND
HERE, IS BRAIN-WASHING OR PROGRAMMING—and that is about the most OBVIOUS of all
things regarding us.  Our whole thrust is “no force”, “no programming”, welcome to go or come, and
hopefully the seekers who didn’t find La-la-Land would move on and seek in somebody else’s pocket.  It
is not the job of these people here to see to others’ business for they have about had enough of trying to
salvage the leavings from the liars, cheats and thieves who move into the neighborhood and try to take over
that which is not theirs, mismanage that which is also not theirs, and then lie, cheat and steal that which is
others’ and claim they are innocent children of God.  Forget it, brothers and sisters, it just is not so!  And,
there was no SALE ON MAY 24TH, 1988 AT THE EAST FRONT ENTRANCE, OR ANY EN-
TRANCE, OF THE CITY HALL ON THAT MORNING BY LARRY MITCHELL OR ANY OTHER
AUCTIONEER.  THERE WERE NOT THREE SECRETARIES AS WITNESSES, NO REAL ES-
TATE AGENT, NOR ANY OTHER GATHERING, SO WHAT DOES “ANTI-SEMITISM”, EVEN IF
IN 1996, HAVE TO DO WITH 1988, EVEN IF IT WERE SO, WHICH IT IS NOT?  AND WHAT
DOES A JOURNALIST’S WRITING IN 1996 HAVE TO DO THAT WOULD CHANGE THAT
FACT?  AND, ABOUT AS BAD FOR PUBLIC IMAGE IS THE BAD SHOW THESE SUPPORT-
ING PLAYERS ARE MAKING OF THE NEVADA COURT SYSTEM BY THE OUTRAGEOUS
ACTIONS OF THESE SAME PLAGUE-BEARERS.

Well, it may be difficult for my writer to carry, and especially while “I” make it public, but we don’t lie,
cheat OR steal and we do not keep dark and dank secrets while trying to further damage anyone, even our
self-proclaimed enemies and opponents.  Dharma doesn’t really like coming to work 365 days a year,
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holidays included, to write at daybreak or before.  Neither does she enjoy getting nothing of value, for
living, in return.  Mr. Green broke all of his agreements, so what else is new?  Readers, life is what happens
while you make other plans and so, too, it happens here to us and it happens to you!  The alternative is to
QUIT!  Which will it be?  Well, here, we don’t quit—whoever we might be!

Now, I would like to turn to another topic for, after all, that is what our writings are about, OTHER
TOPICS.  These references are like life, that which happens while we try to do our appointed work.

THE  GREATEST  STORY  NEVER  TOLD
by Lana Cantrell

I would especially like to honor a writer this morning by the name of Lana Cantrell who was born in
Salzburg, Austria.  Her accomplishments can’t even begin to be listed here but there is one volume of work
which is without peer, THE GREATEST STORY NEVER TOLD; The Scientific Inquiry into the Evi-
dence of the Fall of Man from a Higher Civilization in Antiquity.  I don’t know how you get this book
but it appears to be a publication of Biohistorical Press.  The only address offered is 8215 Belden Blvd,
Cottage Grove, MN 55016 and bears a year of 1988.  ISBN #9-620749-0-X.  The book itself is well
over 500 pages and I have no intention of covering it.  I would like to point it out to you because this author
has pulled together some very accurate and wondrous information FOR YOU.  Chapter One is entitled:
“Those Magnificent Gods in Their Flying Machines”.  Now readers, I don’t even have the first two pages
of that chapter but I am going to offer the rest of the chapter for reference for it bears confirmation of
exactly what I have told you about your “flying brothers”.  You need confirmation, not just more revelation
from science fiction.  Spielberg can give you enough fiction to satisfy the most addicted people, including
monsters and satanic offspring.

PART ONE

[QUOTING, PART ONE: (Editor’s note: To preserve the exact flavor of the document, no effort will be
made to correct grammar and punctuation.)]

....  Though they may have no longer believed in the power of the Gods in these late times, in the days
of Cicero, they still believed in their existence and why, as in these times, they suddenly abandoned the
people.

This book is, I believe, the first ‘holistic’ study of man and his position in the world.  Looking at the
popular press of science books, particularly by so-called noted scientists, it is sorely obvious that eclectic
thinking is missing from them for most of these people are studied in one area only with very minimal use of
the myriads of others.  How could anyone study Neanderthal man or even Napoleon without knowing
what they ate, their environment, their physiologies, etc?  The issue of whether or not Ancient Astronauts
lived is a very touchy subject with the Carl Sagan gang, as I call them, scientists who just are not studied
enough in all fields.  This national clique has everyone believing that all scientists believe as they, but this is
definitely not true.  Just as with the theory of evolution, another subject of aggravation to many, but which,
we will see is very much a part of this study too.  It is a shame Albert Einstein is not around today when the
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debates over the issues of Ancient Astronauts is at its highest for he believed that man today is but the
remnant of a once highly civilized and technological society.  He would have sided more with Eric Von
Daniken and Zecharia Sitchin than the Saganites and perhaps we would have had less quibbling over this
controversial topic.  I used to be rather undecided until, as a student of pathology and other natural
sciences, I started reasoning that if all of what the Ancient Astronaut proponents said occurred were true,
then there should be biological evidence of it.  Taking the old texts and scriptures at face value is not
enough; there has to be other evidence to collaborate it and I believe I have found it.

As I began reading the histories of Egypt, Sumer, India and Hebraic peoples, I began getting a pattern
of history that no one seems to have recognized because we have allowed the Bible to influence our
research through the ages.  I kept seeing paralleling stories in all these texts and a new story to man’s
ancient past erupted.  The latest translations of the Veda, or Mahabharata, the great India epic, (which
itself means “The Great Story,” and indeed it is!) has been looked upon as nothing but tales, but I was
amazed to see the same stories in the Egyptian, Hebrew, Sumerian and, biblical histories.  How old these
histories of India are, no one really knows, but they, like the Egyptian and Sumerian, predate the Bible by
thousands of years.  Only by the wedded bliss of the natural sciences such as psycholobiology, pathology,
and a score of others, can we ever divorce the true history from the exaggerations and myths picked up
along the way by man as he recorded his past.  This is another part of it too, for all these histories stemmed
from a common source, perhaps a record of the events left by the “gods” themselves, and it also points to
a common origin of these people.  The translations of the Veda by J.A.B. van Buitenen published by the
University of Chicago has been a herculean task for this man who should receive credit for a superlative
job.  There are many versions of the Veda, but the stories all collaborate one another more or less much as
in gnostic literature of the Bible, another forgotten source, for we shall see just why the Dead Sea Scrolls
may have been hidden from us and written in such secrecy.  But we are also indebted to van Buitenen for
he disbelieves the Ancient Astronaut theory, which is a plus for those of us who do not, for he is then not
biased in his translations.

There has been much debate that our government is concealing facts concerning UFOs, hollow earth,
etc.  I too was undecided in this until I delved into the past.  It is rather narrow-minded to be skeptical that
in the enormous universe someone else would not have already gained the knowledge we ourselves are
trying to seek.  We just do not know all there is to know in the areas of physics and the natural sciences to
make a definite yes or no to this.  The Lock Ness Monster is a good example.  It is not so much, is it
believable, but is it possible?  Considering the fact we still have thousands of animals and millions of insects
yet to be identified there is no reason, and certainly not from a natural science point of view, why it could
not be true.  One of the big problems in science is that we have too many people voicing opinions who are
only studied in mathematics and physics and very few in the biological sciences for this is a high-tech world
caught in the last stages of its own decline because people do not employ all the sciences together for that
is the true scientist.  Remember the gorilla, the coelacanth, animals they said were extinct, until they found
them?  It is nice to be confident about your world, it makes us feel secure, but putting horse blinders on
may distract us from seeing the truth and dealing with it.  It takes more intelligence to not believe in
evolution, than it takes to believe in it, I have found.  Those who are fanatics in its belief remind me so of the
church that has kept man in the dark for ages.  I am not a Creationists per se, but they have certainly hit the
mark on many things by bringing up issues in science that are an embarrassment to the Saganite gendre.
But to teach such a shaky theory in schools is putting horse blinders on very young minds who should be
able to explore the world for themselves.  Quite frankly, this is communistic.  Believe! or else you will not
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pass the grade.  I have read scores of scientific literature on evolution and they begin to all look alike for the
same reason—it is what I call the Professor Cory syndrome.  I do not know if anyone remembers this
comedian, but he would start talking a long-lettered, scientific jargon, emulating his old professors, until he
had an audience in stitches but actually believing what he said, whatever it was.  No one wanted to admit
they really did not know but he made you think you did.  And this is pretty much the format of much of
science as far as evolution goes.  They get drunk with their words and really do not know themselves what
they are saying, but with 20-letter words, anything looks good!  I intend to prove that the evolutionary
theory is one of the biggest hoaxes since the Cardiff Giant, and a test-case in what happens when people
are not studied enough in all the sciences.

Whether you believe in the Ancient Astronaut Theory or not is irrelevant; actually this book covers so
many areas of mankind from a biological and historical viewpoint I think layman and professionals will find
it of interest.  I come from the old school of thought that one must be well-studied in all fields before
judgments are made, and writing something to please the general public or make a sensationalized state-
ment to gain attention is very poor research.  This research will step on many toes, but as a researcher, I am
not out to win a popularity contest.  I have had to deal with biological truths that affect us today which have
their roots in this dark past.

It is a sad fact in this country that most science books have to be subsidy published for there is no
public interest in improving their way of life.  Every subject I have dealt with really could have had more
volumes devoted to it, so this is very condensed.  The problem is that the average citizen does not have the
time or initiative to study anything in the sciences or medical fields and puts their faiths in the first persons
who condone their paths in life, even if it means catering to their weaknesses which evolution most certainly
does.  If they were more well read, they would not be so easily duped.  Evolution among scientists is not
fact; it is still very much theory, contrary to Carl Sagan, whom I admire in all areas of his research, save this,
and his disagreement against the Ancient Astronaut proponents.  Many in the science fields advocate it.
Our best two examples are from NASA itself.  Josef P. Blumrich and Maurice Chatelain.  Blumrich was
chief of the Systems Layout Branch of NASA, a skeptic until he read the story of Ezekial and therein found
the exact description of a spaceship and wrote his book, Spaceships of Ezekial, using his technical
acumen of aeronautics to discern what went on here.  Another superb book is OUR ANCESTORS CAME
FROM OUTER SPACE; A NASA Expert Confirms Mankinds’ Extraterrestrial Origins (Doubleday
& Company, Inc., NY-1978) by Maurice Chatelain.  The title is rather ‘campy’ which truly hides this most
interesting study by one of NASA’s officials who helped put man on the moon and conceived and designed
the Apollo space craft.  Now, if the Ancient Astronaut theory is all bunkum, why are NASA officials
advocating it?  There are too many peoples in these fields who believe as do not.  As Chatelain wrote
concerning the Apollo flight:

But the astronauts were not limited to equipment troubles.  They saw things during their
missions that could not be discussed with anybody outside NASA.  It is very difficult to
obtain any specific information from NASA, which still exercises a very strict control over
any disclosure of these events.  It seems that all Apollo and Gemini flights were followed,
both at a distance and sometimes quite closely, by space vehicles of extraterrestrial origin—
flying saucers, or UFOs (unidentified flying objects), if you want to call them by that name.
Every time it occurred, the astronauts informed Mission Control, who then ordered, ab-
solute silence.  I think that Walter Shirra aboard Mercury 8 was the first of the astronauts to
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use the code name “Santa Claus” to indicate the presence of flying saucers next to his
space capsule.  However, his announcements were barely noticed by the general public.  It
was a little different when James Lovell on board the Apollo 8 command module came out
from behind the dark side of the moon and said for everybody to hear: “We have been
informed that Santa Claus does exist!”  Even though this happened on Christmas Day
1968, many people sensed a hidden meaning in those words that were not difficult to deci-
pher.

He then went on to tell how the astronauts had photographed various UFOs and when the first moon
landing of Apollo 11 was made on the Sea of Tranquility, two UFOs hovered over Astronauts Armstrong
and Edwin Aldrin who took pictures of them which appeared in the June 1975 issue of MODERN PEOPLE
magazine having gotten them from a Japanese source, so it was said.

There was even some talk that the Apollo 13 mission carried a nuclear device aboard
that could be set off to make measurements of the infrastructure of the moon and whose
detonations would show on the charts of several recording seismographs placed in different
locations.  The unexplained explosion of an oxygen tank in the service module of Apollo 13
on its flight to the moon, according to rumors, was caused DELIBERATELY by a UFO that
was following the capsule to prevent the detonation of the atomic charge that could possi-
bly have destroyed or endangered some moon base established by extraterrestrials.  Well,
there was a lot of talk and there still is.

Perhaps we will find out why the moon may have been off limits to us to detonate such a device.  We
are going to find we are very much not alone.

It was also said that during their flights our astronauts frequently felt as if some exter-
nal force were trying to take over their minds.  They experienced strange sensations and
visions.  What seems almost certain is that some of the astronauts did have psychological
problems and changes of personality after their missions in space.  Some turned deeply
religious, some seemed to develop mental trouble—facts that of course could be ascribed to
pure coincidences without particular significance.

The experiments in telepathy carried out in space by some astronauts have been dis-
cussed and even published.  Special symbol cards of geometric figures were used to transmit
thoughts from the participant in orbit around the moon to the correspondent on the surface
of the earth.  Most of these experiments were successful, much more so than similar tele-
pathic experiments conducted on earth, which generally had a lower score.

One of the astronauts who is yet doing research today is Apollo 14 Astronaut, Edgar D. Mitchell who
heads the scientific INSTITUTE OF NOETIC SCIENCES to study further the issues of telepathy and
other so-called paranormal research which, we are finding, is not so paranormal.

[END QUOTING OF PART ONE]

GORDON  COOPER
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I choose to end this particular segment right here because the NEXT subject person referenced is GOR-
DON COOPER, pilot of Mercury 9 in 1963 and of Gemini 5 in 1965.  I want to tell you a little story about
this man and his effect on Dharma.  He won’t know this but back at the time prior to her writing the little
movie “treatment” called Sipapu Odyssey a man entered her life by the name of Jerry Popper.  We will not
belabor this tale but Jerry had worked on a project concerning filming of some Tesla material (black
boxes) and so too was Gordon Cooper working on that project.  Gordon Cooper personally gave a
“silver medallion” copy of CONTACT WITH PLEIADES to Popper.  Years later when he met Ekkers he
was working on the project revolving around a possible project with Ekkers and “Little Crow” of the
Lakota.

This gets more interesting because he dug out the Volume I picture book from deep in his closet to share
the pictures.  It became of total interest and many things came from that connection; however, several
other things continued to occur along the roadway which followed.  Not the least of these incidents was
that this was a one-time edition which was not able to ever be replaced.  It was on loan when the Ekkers
moved to Tehachapi and guess what?  Mr. Green had been involved in that book in a most negative
manner.  Moreover, the original book ended up missing after Mr. Green visited.  Later, seminar attendees
to Mr. Green’s lectures said he said that he had an original book INSCRIBED BY GORDON COO-
PER.  Now, you put the possibilities together, readers, and you might concur with us that a LOT of strange
things took place.  It was most expensive and terribly embarrassing to have to replace the volume with a
substitute no longer of value, personally, at all.  This is the same Green who is helping Mr. Horn destroy the
Ekkers in a case involving a non-sale of property BEFORE GREEN EVEN KNEW THE EKKERS.  IS
THERE SOMETHING WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?  WHAT MIGHT THAT WRONG PIC-
TURE REPRESENT?  IS MR. GREEN ACTUALLY, AS TOLD TO US, AN AGENT FOR THE ADL
B’NAI B’RITH?  IS HE JUST A FOOL?  HE IS CERTAINLY A THIEF OF GOLD AND PROJECT
PROPOSALS.  SO WHAT CAN HE ACTUALLY DO?  EVERY NASTY THING HE CAN CON-
JURE!  HE REPRESENTS THE VERY ENTITY WHICH IS AND HAS BEEN DESTROYING YOUR
GLOBE SOCIALLY AND PHYSICALLY.  DOES HE EVEN BELIEVE IN UFOs?  OF COURSE,
HE HAS SEEN THEM AND WILL BE THE FIRST TO TELL YOU SO.

Just last week the Ekkers were smugly sent a brand new catalog from America West Distributors.  It is
noted that they still carry many of the books PUBLISHED with funds from the Phoenix Institute as “bor-
rowed” from the Institute.  These are NOT journals but rather Dr. Coleman’s Conspirators’ Hierarchy,
etc., a tale of Bush, Immaculate Deception (This one just ripped off the authors and not the Institute.),
Violet Flame meditations, Bridge to Infinity and several others—BUT THE INSTITUTE PAID FOR
THE PUBLICATIONS OF WHICH HE TOOK THE RIGHTS.  The most atrocious in his circle might
well be the usurpation of Dolores Cannon’s fine works on Nostradamus.

Dr. Coleman’s book was partially typed by Dharma, and Janice Jaffee, who was working here with the
Institute structure, retyped it, and the editors of the journals and CONTACT did all the editing and layout.
Dr. Coleman was not even GIVEN a customary box of books.  And readers, THIS is the quality of
persons (Green’s Brigade) aiding and abetting Steven Horn in his all-out assault against two old people still
struggling just to find a bit of justice in the now defunct and corrupted judicial system.  Is Mrs. Green,
Desireé, a party to this?  How could she NOT BE?  She still shows as “distributor” and still writes letters
to further hide the misdeeds which continue to this very moment.  Does this make the books they distribute
somehow untrue?  Of course not—get with knowing the difference, readers!  Truth flows as well as lies
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from evil—so don’t be silly in your discernment.  Just as you must test your receivings against that which
you KNOW IS TRUTH, you must allow all the input you can gather to allow for judging works and
presentations.  The most important books ever written are by EUSTACE MULLINS, and America West
Distributors handles some of those volumes.  You won’t get much of a discount for prices, though, I can
promise you, from that source of distributors.  There is also possibility of getting copies of the first 50 or so
“journals” from them although there is no reference longer in the catalog.  They should still have about 110
thousand copies, although at their last accounting in court they say they only have 40,000.  A big difference
in then and now?  Who knows?  Well, I guess The Shadow knows.  I suggest the paper run the contact
information for some of the books offered are hard to find in book stores and you might be interested.  I
find they follow CONTACT with great detail and offer many of the books we recommend or endorse.
They won’t yet, however, have this one.  I am sure they will make every effort now, however, to get a
corner on it somehow, if for no other reason than to keep it out of circulation.  No, ’tis true, readers, I really
do not like these people AT ALL and love has nothing to do with it.  I despise evil but I don’t waste my time
in hate so don’t even entertain such a thought as to my feelings.  The more difficult they make our task, the
more the truth will be noted.  So be it and good morning.
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CHAPTER  6

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., APR. 11, 1996    8:00 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 239

THU.,  APR. 11,  1996

LAWYERS  ON  THE  MOVE

When George and Desireé Green moved away and off to bury their loot in Nevada they promised to
continue the good fight, pass out the good word, support all that had begun in recognition of God and Light
and finally the day came when the transfer would take place.

Desireé asked sincerely: “Can’t we continue our work and serve God as well in Nevada as here?”  My
response?  “Yes, you could, but you won’t!”  It doesn’t matter WHERE you are for it is always WHAT
YOU ARE that will tell your tale.  The gold itself was already snugly hidden away for none to find.  Now,
when found out, it is deemed everyone’s problem but theirs.  A letter from Dave Overton which had
nothing to do with the gold in point was then presented as if Dave had given Greens $350,000 for their bills
and rent payments—without need of even sharing.  That the letter didn’t match the presentation made no
difference whatsoever.  Clever?  No, quite stupid.  George may be able to find bent attorneys as willing to
lie, cheat and steal as is he—but the truth is out for anyone to see, clearly, the facts.  So, having a court rule
WITH YOU doesn’t mean a thing when the facts are you lie, cheat and steal and bury truth.

It reminds me of a lawyer joke:

When it was learned that old Macauley, a member of the Bar for almost thirty years, had only a few
days to live, his buddy Flaherty hurried over to the hospital.  To his surprise, he found the patient
sitting bolt upright in bed, leafing through the Bible in a frenzy.

“Take it easy, pal, calm down,” Flaherty soothed.  “What the hell’re you up to, anyway?”

“Looking for loopholes,” gasped Macauley.

How many of you are looking for loopholes which will allow you to continue in the LIE and perhaps maybe
make it through into some glory-land which is ONLY available to TRUTH?

Well, Benjamin Franklin once said: “God works wonders now and then: Behold! a lawyer, an honest
man.”

And no, I am not picking on lawyers for how else are lawyers to work within the system as it is structured?
They are but priests in the temple of their gods in the black robes.

I am further amused at what is taking place all around you and is as if the trick is to magic you into believing
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what is said and not what IS.  The Ron Brown plane crash is now noted to have been stricken by, at the
least, TWO FULL BURSTS OF LASER BEAMS.  And still the waggling tongues give homage and
show-and-tell to cause you to not notice the murders.  And among these same “take-out” games, just
watch what “they” are doing with the Unabomber and the Montana hoopla over sovereignty in a tiny
village of Justus, Montana.  Do you really think justice is taking place in Justus?  Oh citizens, it is now being
readied for the “necessary Federal ‘raiding’ by troopers”.  It is in all the news, so how do you miss it?  It
is given that in a “week or so” there “will have to be action taken”.  Against who?  People who never even
leave their city-limits and do nothing but claim freedom?  Ah, indeed; a week allows for you to reach the
high-UNholy day of April 19!

So, the next hue and cry is “Well, where is Jesus to allow this to take place, for these people claim to be
Christians!?!?”  Good question, readers: Which Jesus?  What Christ?  YOU define the term for me and I
can tell you where HE IS NOT.  Otherwise he is everywhere.

If I ask YOU, “Where is God?”, most of you will say piously “Ah, within my heart!”  No, God is not JUST
within your heart.  God is everywhere, all things, all around and you are literally living and breathing GOD
IN LIGHT.  You are like a fish surrounded by water in the sea, so surrounded are YOU by GOD.  Any
MAN you refer to as “christ” is not a labeled being but a Man in a state of Grace or christness.  Christ is
not a name; it is a state of being so whatever name you call the MAN involved makes no difference.  You
can get rid of the Christ teachers one way or another from the physical plane but you CANNOT GET RID
OF GOD NOR HIS DEMAND FOR YOUR “GOODNESS” (GOD-NESS).  You only have an alternative
of TWO places to TRY and hide, the physical or etheric expression, and therefore you don’t have any
place to hide your transgressions from God nor, actually, long from Man.  And, you shall be KNOWN
FOR THE COMPANY YOU KEEP.  Seek out evil and you shall be accepted as evil.

JESUS  CHRIST

As Easter and Passover have just whizzed by and there is song in the hearts while the eyes remain blind, I
am nagged to explain the man, Jesus.  I can’t explain a figment of Saul’s brain.  I CAN speak of Esu
Emmanuel (Jmmanuel) but that too only seems to cause confusion.  Perhaps I can better look at the
Talmudic references to this Man called by the “Jews” many names but RARELY as “Jesus”.

This becomes difficult in anything other than simply reference for there is more attention to the name and
the possible MAN than on the Christed presence.  Since I don’t want to give supposed information
perhaps we should go directly to reference material already assembled.  To disallow bias as to these
references and end up on the wrong end of the “anti-Semite” swear-in I shall take the information from that
which is referenced in the Jewish TALMUD.

This information was assembled and presented in Latin which would hardly serve many people so we have
to have a translated version and we will take the translation as presented by a scribe of prominence and
respect, I.B. Pranaitis, which is simply also a Latin term.

[QUOTING:]

JESUS  CHRIST  IN  THE  TALMUD
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by I.B. Pranaitis

Many passages in the Talmudic books treat of the birth, life, death and teachings of Jesus Christ.  He
is not always referred to by the same name, however, but is diversely called “That Man”, “A Certain One”,
“The Carpenter’s Son”, “the One Who Was Hanged”, etc.

Article I.—
CONCERNING  THE  NAMES  OF  JESUS  CHRIST

1.  The real name of Christ in Hebrew is Jeschua Hanotsri—Jesus the Nazarene.  [H: Ah, but there is
NO REFERENCE AT ALL IN THAT OLD TESTAMENT ABOUT “NAZARENE”.  This be-
comes important because “Jesus, the Nazarene” was to be the fulfillment of that being which
would be from Nazareth.  There is NO MENTION of such a thing.]  He is called Notsri from the city
of Nazareth in which he was brought up.  Thus in the Talmud Christians also are called Notsrim—
Nazarenes.

Since the word Jeschua means “Savior”, the name Jesus rarely occurs in Jewish books.  It is almost
always abbreviated to Jeschu, which is maliciously taken as if it were composed of the initial letters of the
three words Immach SCHemo Vezikro—”May his name and memory be blotted out.”

Footnote: cf.1. Buxtorf in Abbrev. Jeschu: “The Jews among themselves do not say Jeschu, but Isschu,
so nearly corresponding to the words of this curse.  When talking to a certain Jew about this some years
ago he told me that it not only meant this, but also Jeschu Scheker (liar) Utoebah (and abomination).
Who would not be deeply horrified at this?  This Jew lived at Frankfurt and at Hannover and had travelled
all over the world.  When he saw how this horrified me, his faith in Judaism began to weaken, for he was
not adverse to the Christian faith and had often discussed it with me and Dr. Amando Polano.  I also
discovered here and there two other secret words from the Jewish Cabala which have to do with this
name.  It is well known that the Israelites are often warned in their sacred writings to shun the worship of
Elohe Nekhar—strange gods or god.  What does Elohe Nekhar really mean?  By the numbering method
of the Gammatria these letters equal 316, which taken together make the word Jeschu.  This is found at the
end of the book Abhkath Rokhel.  They therefore teach that to dishonor God by the worship of Elohe
Nekhar is the same as to dishonor him by the worship of Jeschu.  Behold the malice of the serpent!  [H:
Still believe that Judeo-Christian can have meaning when looped TOGETHER?  They are oppo-
site IN MEANING.]  Antonius also found a marginal note in a book about the Jewish faith and religion.
In a Jewish prayer book there is a certain prayer beginning with Alenu.  Formerly the wording contained
certain things which were afterwards deleted for fear of the Christians, but the space remains vacant to
warn children and adults that something is omitted there.  The deleted words were hamischtachavim
lehebhel varik umitpallelim lelo ioschia “Those who bow down exhibit vanity and foolishness and
adore him who cannot save.”  This is generally said about idols, but is secretly meant for Jesus whose name
is here signified by the letters...”

2.  In the Talmud Christ is called Otho Isch—”That Man”, i.e. the one who is known to all.  In the Tract
Abhodah Zarah, 6a, we read:

“He is called a Christian who follows the false teachings of that man, who taught them to celebrate
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the feast on the first day of the Sabbath, that is, to worship on the first day after the Sabbath.”

3.  Elsewhere he is simply called Peloni—”A Certain One”.  In Chagigah, 4b, we read:

“Mary... the mother of a certain one, of whom it is related in Schabbath...” (104b).

That this Mary is none other than the mother of Jesus will be shown later.

4.  Out of contempt, Jesus is also called Naggar bar naggar—”the carpenter son of a carpenter” (cf.
Abhodah Zarah, 50b.), also Ben charsch etaim—”the son of a wood worker”.

5.  He is also called Talui—”the one who was hanged”.  Rabbi Samuel, the son of Meir, in the Hilch.
Akum of Maimonides, refers to the fact that it was forbidden to take part in the Christian feasts of Christ-
mas and Easter because they were celebrated on account of him who was hanged.  And Rabbi Aben
Ezra, in a commentary on Genes, (XXVII, 39) also calls him Talui, whose image the Emperor Constantine
reproduced on his banner.  “...in the days of Constantine, who made a change of religion and placed the
figure of the one who was hanged on his banner.”

Article II.—
THE  LIFE  OF  CHRIST

The Talmud teaches that Jesus Christ was illegitimate and was conceived during menstruation; that he
had the soul of Esau; that he was a fool, a conjurer, a seducer; that he was crucified, buried in hell and set
up as an idol ever since by his followers.  [H: Now don’t blame anyone ELSE, readers, this comes
right from the Jewish TALMUD!]

1.  Illegitimate and Conceived During Menstruation

The following is narrated in the Tract Kallah, 1b (18b):

“Once when the Elders were seated at the Gate, two young men passed by, one of whom had his
head covered, the other with his head bare.  Rabbi Eliezer remarked that the one in his bare head
was illegitimate, a manzer.  Rabbi Jehoschua said that he was conceived during menstruation, ben
niddah.  Rabbi Akibah, however, said that he was both.  Whereupon the others asked Rabbi
Akibah why he dared to contradict his colleagues.  He answered that he could prove what he said.
He went therefore to the boy’s mother whom he saw sitting in the market place selling vegetables
and said to her: ‘My daughter, if you will answer truthfully what I am going to ask you, I promise
that you will be saved in the next life.’  She demanded that he would swear to keep his promise,
and Rabbi Akibah did so—but with his lips only, for in his heart he invalidated his oath.  [H: Good
old Kol Nidre at work?]  Then he said: ‘Tell me, what kind of son is this of yours?’  To which she
replied: ‘The day I was married I was having menstruation, and because of this my husband left
me.  [H: Do you see anything wrong with this little cutie, readers?  I thought that Mary
was to have already been with child at her marriage?]  But an evil spirit came and slept with
me and from this intercourse my son was born to me.’  Thus it was proved that this young man was
not only illegitimate but also conceived during the menstruation of his mother.  And when his
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questioners heard this they declared: ‘Great indeed was Rabbi Akibah when he corrected his
Elders!’  And they exclaimed; ‘Blessed be the Lord God of Israel who revealed his secret to Rabbi
Akibah the son of Joseph!’”

That the Jews understand this story to refer to Jesus and his mother, Mary, is clearly demonstrated in
their book Toldath Jeschu—’The Generations of Jesus’—where the birth of our Savior is narrated in
almost the same words.

Another story of this kind is narrated in Sanhedrin, 67a:

“Of all who are guilty of death by the Law, he alone (namely, a seducer, who tries to seduce
another to worship an idol and to join a false religion) is caught by a ruse.  How is it done?  They
light a candle in an inner room and place witnesses in an adjoining room outside where they can see
him and hear his voice, but where they cannot be seen by him.  Then the one whom he tried to
seduce says to him, ‘Please repeat here privately what you told me before.’  If the seducer repeats
what he said, the other asks him, ‘But how shall we leave our God who is in heaven and serve
idols?’  If the seducer repents, then all is well.  But if he says, ‘This is our duty and it is right for us
to do so,’ then the witnesses outside, who have heard him, bring him before the judge and stone
him to death.  This is what they did to the son of Stada in Lud, and they hanged him on the eve of
the Passover.  For this son of Stada was the son of Pandira.  For Rabbi Chasda tells us that
Pandira was the husband (A marginal note says this son of Stada was called after his father, not his
mother, although he was illegitimate.) of Stada, his mother, and he lived during the time of Paphus
the son of Jehuda.  But his mother was Stada, Mary of Magdala (a ladies’ hairdresser) who, as it
is said in Pumbadita, deserted her husband.”

The meaning of this is that this Mary was called Stada, that is, a prostitute, because, according to what
was taught at Pumbadita, she left her husband and committed adultery.  This is also recorded in the
Jerusalem Talmud and by Maimonides.

That the mention here is of Mary, the mother of Jesus, is verified in the Tract Chagigah, 4b:

“When Rabbi Bibhai was visited once by the Death Angel (the devil), the latter said to his assistant:
‘Go and bring to me Mary the hairdresser’ (that is, kill her).  He went and brought Mary the
children’s hairdresser—in place of the other Mary.”

A marginal note explains the passage as follows:

“This story of Mary the Ladies’ hairdresser happened under the Second Temple.  She was the
mother of Peloni, ‘that man’, as he is called in the tract Schabbath,” (fol. 104b).

In Schabbath the passage referred to says:

“Rabbi Eliezer said to the Elders: ‘Did not the son of Stada practice Egyptian magic by cutting it
into his flesh?’  They replied: ‘He was a fool, and we do not pay attention to what fools do.  The
son of Stada, Pandira’s son, etc.’” as above in Sanhedrin, 67a.
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This magic of the son of Stada is explained as follows in the book Beth Jacobh, fol. 127a:

“The Magi, before they left Egypt, took special care not to put their magic in writing lest other
peoples might come to learn it.  But he devised a new way by which he inscribed it on his skin, or
made cuts in his skin and inserted it there and which, when the wounds healed up, did not show
what they meant.”  (This is treated at greater length in the book Toldath Jeschu, where it speaks
of Jesus as a conjurer, as we shall see further on.  It is also mentioned in the Jerusalem Talmud in
chap. 12.)

Buxtorf (cf. Lexicon. Jud. in verbo Jeschu.) says:

“There is little doubt who this Ben Stada was, or who the Jews understood him to be.  Although
the Rabbis in their additions to the Talmud try to hide their malice and say that it is not Jesus Christ,
their deceit is plainly evident, and many things prove that they wrote and understood all these
things about him.  In the first place, they also call him the son of Pandira.  Jesus the Nazarene is thus
called in other passages (cf. The Jerusalem Talmud, Abhodah Zarah, ch. 11, and Schabbath, ch.
XIV, Beth Jacobh, 127a.) of the Talmud where express mention is made of Jesus the son of
Pandira.  St. John Damascene also, in his Genealogy of Christ, mentions Panthera and the Son of
Panthera.

“Secondly, this Stada is said to be Mary, and this Mary the mother of Peloni ‘that certain one,’ by
which without doubt Jesus is meant.  For in this way they were accustomed to cover up his name
because they were afraid to mention it.  If we had copies of the original manuscripts they would
certainly prove this.  And this also was the name of the mother of Jesus the Nazarene.

“Thirdly, he is called the Seducer of the People.  The Gospels testify that Jesus was called this by
the Jews, and their writings to this day are proof that they still call him by this name. (cf. Sanhedrin,
107b)

“Fourthly, he is called ‘the one who was hanged’, which clearly refers to the crucifixion of Christ,
especially since a reference to the time ‘on the eve of the Passover’ is added, which coincides with
the time of the crucifixion of Jesus.  In Sanhedrin (43a) they wrote as follows:

“On the eve of the Passover they hanged Jesus.

“Fifthly, as to what the Jerusalem Talmud says about the two disciples of the Elders who were sent
as witnesses to spy on him, and who were afterwards brought forward as witnesses against him:
This refers to the two ‘false witnesses’ of whom the Evangelists Matthew and Luke make mention.

“Sixthly, concerning what they say about the son of Stada that he practiced Egyptian magical arts
by cutting into his flesh: the same accusation is made against Christ in their hostile book Toldoth
Jeschu.

“Lastly, the time corresponds.  For it is said that this son of Stada lived in the days of Paphus the
son of Jehuda, who was a contemporary of Rabbi Akibah.  Akibah, however, lived at the time of
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the Ascension of Christ, and for some time after.  Mary is also said to have lived under the Second
Temple.  All this clearly proves that they secretly and blasphemously understand this son of Stada
to be Jesus Christ the son of Mary.

“Other circumstances may seem to contradict this.  But that is nothing new in Jewish writings and
is done on purpose so that Christians may not easily detect their trickery.”  (There are Jews who
themselves confess to this.  For instance, in the book Sepher Juchasin (9b): “The Rabbis have
always deceived the Nazarenes by saying that the Jesus of whom the Talmud speaks is not the
Jesus Christ of Christians.  They permit themselves this falsehood for the sake of peace,” in Rohling,
Die Plemik and das Menschenopfer des Rabbinismus ul supra.)

2.  Furthermore, “In the secret books, which are not permitted to fall easily into the hands of Christians,
they say that the soul of Esau came into Christ, that he was therefore evil and that he was Esau himself.”
(Synag. Judiaca, p. 217; cf. also Buxtorf, Lexicon in verbo Jeschu.)

3.  By some he is called A Fool and Insane.

In Schabbath, 104b:

“They, [the Elders] said to him [Eliezer]: ‘He was a fool, and no one pays attention to fools.’”

4.  A Conjurer and a Magician

In the infamous book Toldoth Jeschu, our Savior is blasphemed as follows:

“And Jesus said: Did not Isaiah and David, my ancestors, prophesy about me?  The Lord Said to
me, thou art my son, today I have begotten thee, etc.  Likewise in another place: The Lord
said to my Lord, sit thou at my right hand.  Now I ascend to my Father who is in heaven and
will sit at his right hand, which you will see with your own eyes.  But you, Judas, will never reach
that high.  Then Jesus pronounced the great name of God (IHVII) and continued to do so until a
wind came and took him up between earth and sky.  Judas also pronounced the name of God and
he likewise was taken up by the wind.  [H: My, my—awfully big “winds”, it would seem to
me!]  In this way they both floated around in the air to the amazement of the onlookers.  Then
Judas, again pronouncing the Divine Name, took hold of Jesus and pushed him down to earth.  But
Jesus tried to do the same to Judas and thus they fought together.  And when he pissed on Jesus,
and both thus being unclean they fell to earth; nor could they use the Divine name again until they
had washed themselves.”

Whether those who believe such devilish lies deserve greater hatred or pity, I cannot say.  (Wagenseil,
Sota, p. 1049.)

In another place in the same book it is related that in the house of the Sanctuary there was a stone
which the patriarch Jacob anointed with oil.  On this stone were carved the tetragrammatic letters of the
Name (IHVH) (No one knows how this august name of God is to be read).  It is certain, however, that it
was not pronounced Jehovah, although it is thus commonly pronounced.  For the vowels of this
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tetragrammatum are the vowels of the name Adonai [H: Certainly is and in the name of “Adonai” I
often place my own salute.], and it is thus that the Jews read IHVH.  Out of reverence, however, it is
never written in their books, with the exception of Sacred Scripture, but only indicated by: “, or Haschem,
the Name.) and if anyone could learn them he could destroy the world.  [H: Ah so...  Since I know them
does that mean I have the power to destroy the world?]  They therefore decreed that no one must
learn them, and they placed two dogs upon two iron columns before the Sanctuary so that if anyone should
learn them the dogs would bark at him coming out and he would forget the letters through fear.  Then it is
related: “Jesus came and entered, learned the letters and wrote them down on parchment.  Then he cut
them into the flesh of his thigh and inserted them there, and having pronounced the name, the wound
healed.”  (Buxtorf. Lexicon)

5.  Idolater

In the Tract Sanhedrin (103a) the words of Psalm XCI, 10: “No plague shall come near thy dwelling,”
are explained as follows:

“That thou mayest never have a son or a disciple who will salt his food so much that he destroys his
taste in public, like Jesus the Nazarene.”  [H: And you foolish people thought it was good for
your heart to cut out salt?]

To salt one’s food too much or to destroy one’s taste, is proverbially said of one who corrupts his
morals or dishonors himself, or who falls into heresy and idolatry and openly preaches it to others.

6.  Seducer

In the same book Sanhedrin (107b) we read:

“Mar said: Jesus seduced, corrupted and destroyed Israel.”

7.  Crucified

Finally as punishment for his crimes and impiety, he suffered an ignominious death by being hanged on
a cross on the eve of the Passover (as we have seen above).  [H: Now, since Passover in these modern
times is BEFORE the Easter Crucifixion, would it not seem somebody has set more convenient
timing of events to distract all OTHERS from the event of the death of that one thought to be
Christ?]

8.  Buried in Hell

The book Zohar, III (282), tells us that Jesus died like a beast and was buried in that “dirt heap...
where they throw the dead bodies of dogs and asses, and where the sons of Esau [the Christians] and of
Ismael [the Turks], also Jesus and Mahommad, uncircumcised and unclean like dead dogs, are buried.”
[H: Ranos, I ask that you pay very, very close attention to the terms “Zohar”, Zehar, and Seehar
and see what you think about them!  Also note how very close we each come to total distraction
and loss.]
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In the book Synag. Judaica, (Ch. III, p. 75) is the following: “He who cuts himself off [namely, who
does not believe blindly in the Rabbinical teachings] will suffer the tortures of the damned, as is decreed in
the Talmudic law of punishment in the Tract de Repudiis (Gitt. c.5): He who despises the words of the
wise men shall be cast into the dirt heap with the damned.” ...

9.  Worshipped as God After His Death By His Followers:

George El. Edzard, in his book Avoda Sara, quotes the following words of the commentator on the
Hilkoth Akum (V,3) of Maimonides:

“In many passages of the Talmud mention is made of Jesus the Nazarene and of his disciples, and
that the Gentiles believe that there is no other God besides him.  In the book Chizzuk Emunah,
part I, ch. 36, we read: ‘The Christians build up an argument from this [Zachary XII, 10] and say:
Behold how the Prophet testified that in future ages the Jews would lament and weep because they
crucified and killed the Messiah who was sent to them; and to prove that he meant Jesus the
Nazarene, possessing both the divine and human nature, they quote the words: And they looked
upon him whom they transfixed and they wept over him as a mother over her first born
child.’”

[END OF QUOTING}

This dissertation on the names of “Jesus” has moved on into too lengthy a discussion and becomes dis-
tracting in its presentation.  It is most interesting but causes our own presentation to become unwieldy while
we only wished to discuss, actually, the misperceptions of simply naming a person.

It must by now be evident that you who do not speak Yiddish as a language CANNOT possibly translate
correctly from that language which is not even Hebrew.  Just as I have to have a translator to speak in your
language, so too is it impossible to correctly interpret what is presented to you if you have no idea of the
original language or scripting.  How could you otherwise realize “Adonai” is “a” term meaning (IHVH)?

Can you begin to see that it is just possible that you have been fed a pretty long line of probable errors?  I
have no interest in YOUR RELIGIONS for they ALL are filled to overflow with MAN-MADE errors.  It
does not matter, do you see?  It matters only according to that which is according to GOD within your soul
and heart.  Right and Wrong are birthed within SOUL at your presentation so you who try to fool all the
people, including self, all the time, are in real deep trouble when it comes to TRUTH and FACT within that
TRUTH.  Lying, cheating and stealing are not of God’s Commandments, readers, no matter how you
choose to handle yourselves.  And yet, supporting another as to absolute truth is seemingly difficult to you.
Say, you have gone with someone to pick up or handle funds.  If you have seen a transfer from one to
another of, say, an envelope which you later consider holds funds, did you or did you not “see” the funds?
Well, you didn’t actually see or count the funds enclosed, but you did later realize it was a most important
envelope.  What is your TRUTH?  Your TRUTH is exactly what you came to know for hindsight causes
realization of that which occurred as surely as that which you witnessed or experienced.  The problem
always comes when the adversary comes against you with conjured witnesses who were not even present
but are only claimed by the evil liar to have been there at a given time to lie about happenings.  It is difficult
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to realize this happens—but that action is within the very PROTOCOLS themselves.  Wherein does YOUR
alliance belong?  How are the rest of your truths?  Do you hide in “fear” of some kind?  It is time for all of
you to begin to realize what TRUTH really IS and stand forth with goodness when you have opportunity—
for otherwise, you are going down in the bloodbath which is before you.

And to you who simply gain revenge over those you falsely perceive have harmed you in some manner, I
suggest you look very carefully at that which you join and do for you are WRONG and shall be sucked
into the pit right along with the liars, cheats and thieves.  And you who deliberately break your alliance and
agreements and betray a brother—check it out carefully for you shall be the one to fall, for every betrayer
of another—WILL HAVE SKELETONS IN HIS OWN CLOSET WAITING TO BETRAY SELF.

Can you see that it matters NOT what you call goodness or how much goodness is called by other names
to mock it—it shall stand into INFINITY on its own TRUTH?

Any man who betrays his brother is despised by those to whom be offers that betrayal.  The betrayed need
do nothing to cost that “other” (betrayer) his respect for the RESPECT is gone forever more from the
perceptions of even the Elite who accept the betrayal.  You become the FOOL in such games of directed
hurt.  You who join with the enemy of those you shared your own liaison in shelter—have just announced
YOUR OWN ENEMY.  No man shall again trust you in any circumstance.  Those who stand on Truth
without deviation shall prevail ultimately and shall gain the trust of all who come thereafter.  Sometimes that
journey is difficult, but always worthy, students.

ADONAI.
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CHAPTER  7

REC  #1    HATONN

FRI., APR. 12, 1996    7:36 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 240

FRI.,  APR. 12,  1996

FATHER  ED  CLEARY

Not in your wildest dreams, readers, can you perceive Ed Cleary turning from that which he deems to be
God, whom he has come to realize bears the title “Aton” of the Creator One Light.  What he has turned
from are people who “others” have denounced and pushed aside in their own anger and transgressions.
Yes, it is hard to believe that one of YOU in your most confidential sharings would actively turn into evil
destruction of all for which you stand.

I am grateful that even in their interruptions of linear flow with our team that he and his old friends still
consider, plan and work for a project which benefits all.  They could not know truth for it resided too close
to them to see what was happening.  Father Cleary, without realization, was aiding and abetting that which
would later mock his own name and tradition.

George Green, he claims, had the full ear of Cleary and continued to have same.  This is simply, as usual
with the tellings of Green, NOT TRUE.  It IS true, yes, that Father Cleary came here when Greens moved
to this place but it was through my own connection with Father Cleary that he joined us.  He had been for
many years retired from the active participation as priest in the Catholic Church.  He retired a bit early
because he had a confrontation with the hierarchy of that Church.  He RESIGNED.  He was not “kicked
out” because of any activities of immoral nature as is now advertised about the circle of the enemy.  I
cannot stop the George Abbotts, Greens and Ences from telling these tales—I can only offer here that the
lies grow and grow and are choking the very tellers.
As Ekkers and attorneys dig out what, exactly, the “house circumstance” is all about, a lot of information is
flowing.  It is NOT what has now been fed to the Horn/Santa Barbara/Green Brigade.  And the thieves and
liars are in a worse position for the deeds they have done.  And, yes indeed, I will tell it for I am sick to my
own soul at seeing those who pretend to be gracious, giving, honest and wondrously Godly, living the LIE
OF LIES.

Those who watched and participated in the very presence of the Ekkers as the BATF surrounded the
wooded area around their house and the lock-smith waited at the corner to come and drive them out and
change the locks, finally had opportunity to allow longer struggle.  As the RTC [Resolution Trust Corpo-
ration] took over the property, it was put up for sale.  Silently a group of valid and wonderful friends
gathered to see what could be done.  There was little funding to pay the cost of the litigation which had
moved into multiple years.

Beautiful Sharri sent funds to cover the holding price of the property.  She, however, did not want to have
the house as collateral, so as other things eased a bit, she held her funding, put it in through the Institute and
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then most of it went DIRECTLY into a couple of corporations she was using.  She was neither officer nor
director in any corporations.  She had and used the ONLY bank accounts for any of those funds.  She later
pulled out the funds which is a terrible IRS error as to bookwork and this again left Ekkers to answer to
those nice people about the withdrawn funds.  It is fine for it brought to light the fact that the corporations
were STILL TOTALLY in Ekkers’ care and direction.  There were now no funds to consider in the
accounts for those, too, Sharri closed, then abandoned the corporations themselves.

These are the SAME corporations later taken by Betty Tuten from the Agent’s Office unlawfully.  Those
corporations were not registered in any way to Sharri.  Months before the taking of actual books a secret
transfer of those corporations was made to a silent agent in Reno.  This agent is cutely referred to in the
legal community as the Corrupt Attorney’s Incorporation Company (CAIC).  The name, of course, is not
the same.  Well, the corporations got changed out unlawfully and when confronted the State of Nevada
demanded that the corporations be returned and hold charges against the perpetrators.  Nevada Corpo-
rate Headquarters saw to the correction of documentation and is now told by the State that they must bring
some kind of legal action to “close” the case.

Sharri claimed to have nothing going with Green and that she did not allow her stock or anything else to be
used by Green.  But none of those original documents, including the stock, which is the BIG NO-NO, has
been returned as demanded by both the State and the Agent.  We now know that Green, Abbott, et al.,
have tampered with that stock and are using it as backup for their dirty tricks.  Most of this is not realized
by Sharri, who again will not accept calls.  After calling CONTACT and writing a pre-prepared letter to
Doris, who had to attend the corporation mess, disclaiming any use of those corporations—there is a letter
from her in Mr. Horn’s files—right there in deposition.  While lecturing us on “love”, “goodness” and
“understanding”, there is the hate mail right on top of the pile!

Ah, but there is more, for Mr. Green sent out dozens of “packages” denouncing Ekkers and sending lists
and copies of short-form trust deeds about the house (in which Sharri is not involved at all) to everyone he
could conjure up to lie to.  The Ekkers are not stupid, readers, they KNEW Father Cleary had done
something which “temporarily” secured the house but they were deliberately kept out of any loop which
involved the property.  The understanding, if there ever was any “understanding” about the matter, was that
the house was sold in order to have collateral to continue the legal processes.  And, essentially that is what
happened, only the Ekkers didn’t have the slightest notion of how it was handled and knew that the
property was no longer in any way, shape or form, theirs.

This is not presented to Mr. Horn in that way and now months more of deposing, etc., is oncoming.  What
difference it makes is beyond anyone involved but somehow Green and Brigade are trying to help Horn
prove the Ekkers are frauds (his words).  Now, George Green got away with being an Officer AND
Director of the Institute, diverted funds from CLC into at least TWO other corporations and at least one
bank in Colorado, took untold amounts of gold, $350,000 + KNOWN and other things.  Rod Ence was
Officer and Director of the Institute and got off using friends of MINE to get $23,500 KNOWN and a
note covering, at the least, the same amount, to buy farm equipment which he said his “mother” loaned him
money to purchase and which he took and sold.  Now we are in over $50,000 outstanding if you count
nothing more such as the total lack of farm return in several years and finally coming to a total disaster.  He
has now drawn maps to turn in to the County Building Inspection Dept., tattling on the original owner of the
farm.  Well, he is pretty unpopular for they came, inspected, and found little to cite anyone for and what
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was noted was from years and years before anyone had heard of Ence or Ekkers.  Having to ask Ences to
leave the farm resulted in the following from Sandy’s Father:

“To Whom it May Concern;

Due to the vicious lies, manipulation and transgressions by Doris and E.J. Ekker also
spy Charles Neil, to have the Rod Ence family evicted from the Ranch, please remove my
name from your “Contact” list.  Also include the tape list, journals and Gaia products, as I
can no longer support an operation  under such evil leadership as Doris and E.J. Ekker.

Thank you,

Robert E. Rhoads
P.O. Box 60
Victor, MT 59875.”

Interesting?  Well it gets more interesting for Robert Rhoads is also in the list of Horn helpers who had
bought a tiny piece of the property on which he holds a deed.  There was also Tammy Ally and her husband
Steve, who also each held a tiny portion in deeds.  Tammy is Sandy Ence’s sister and Steve is her es-
tranged husband.  Tammy left owing rent after having had her small loan to the farm repaid in full.  She had
been given a job and it is noted that gossip attributed directly to her doorstep caused ongoing confusion
and problems at several companies.

Ence owned a corporation called Challenge Met and the farm was sublet to him with permission of the
owner, Turner.  Charles is the manager of Sunshine Valley Farms which carried the lease.  Therefore
Charles was and IS the Manager.  So what do Ekkers have to do with the farm?  Nothing save making
loans TO the Farm Research programs and to pay Ences for their work through the Institute which is set
up for these very research purposes.  The farm is THE research place for Spelta which is now gaining a
real notable foothold in the market place BECAUSE OF OUR THRUST.  “Spy” Charles now has ar-
ranged and has growing with the biggest organic grower in the U.S. spelt fields scattered now through the
whole local area between Tehachapi and Bakersfield.  They are also testing the addition of pumice which
will allow for no irrigation as the land soil is prepared and “finished”.  The soil is going to be de-weeded and
prepared for research of several crops AT THE FARM.

Now, for you who think Ences were “kicked out”, naked and poor, they were NOT.  They had been
handsomely paid and had, further, been getting assistance from ADC and the Food Stamp program.  All
their living quarters and expenses were fully covered.  And, a job was being worked on for Rod elsewhere
in Bob James’ Jojoba oil extraction project.  By the way, E.J. had to listen while he was accused of having
an airplane hidden away.  Sorry, it is Bob James’ and it sleeps in a hanger shared by Rob Davis.

Who is Bob James?  He is “just” a person who develops ionized water which alone will save your lives.
He builds and researches radionic devices and pulse stimulators—THAT WORK for all manners of things,
including fat loss and parasite ridding.  He is the full support system for our products.  He knows Drs. Beck
and Merkl and, and, and.  He has invented a small motor which WILL REPLACE all motors as you now
recognize them and can be utilized anywhere on anything for which you need a motor with efficiency, light
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weight, and exceptional power.  He knows about bladeless Tesla/Posell pumps and turbine generators and
“Brown’s gas”, just to name one or two research capabilities.  He is not even a reader, except occasion-
ally, of the paper or the journals.  We have a WORKING respect—not some kind of silly following.

It is now claimed by Betty Tuten that people come and are brainwashed and programmed here.  How so?
Even Dharma doesn’t have time to read the paper OR THE JOURNALS and neither does E.J.  The
lawyer claimed Ms. Tuten had even told “everybody” of Mrs. Ekker’s waste by having elaborate layouts
of party things, expensive cakes, etc., at meetings of the “cult”.  Cult?  Offering our visitors and friends a bit
of cookies or cake for visiting?  What do you do in your home of which Mrs. Ekker no longer has one and
is not allowed personal visitors?  It is presented that Doris has the social leadership under full CONTROL
with an iron fist.  How so?  She doesn’t get to attend hardly any of the activities of ANYONE, other than
an occasional baby shower in which she participates in the expected delivery.

Now let us look at this Leon Fort who claims to have lost everything at the evil hands of Ekkers!  He
loaned some funds to the Institute after having come to know of the Tehachapi opportunity from George
Green.  He was given everything anyone is given and Ekker did the paper work.  The funds were almost
“passed through” to George Green for publishing books, of which the journals were used as collateral but
included at least five other authors including John Coleman.  Then when Green left, with the gold, and went
to Nevada, Green summoned Fort, took him to Texas to a “dome building” school and asked him to
withdraw his funds and join him and others in a development using domes.  The project was, of course,
NOT HIS but did in fact belong to a research venture funded by the Institute.

Well, time went by and because of the thefts, the Institute had to respond to the “run” by going totally under
the shelter of fiduciary responsibility and secure ALL notes.  A plan was worked out to repay Mr. Fort and
$40,000 was, in fact, PAID to Mr. Abbott, Fort’s attorney.  This funding was never acknowledged and
after months of “receiving” payments was laughingly told by Fort as never having an agreement and cer-
tainly he “never signed the stupid agreement” and they were just “going to see how much the Institute
would pay before they noticed.”  The funds paid were immediately used personally by George Abbott.

At the same time you nice readers were helping get a hearing from Gerry Spence, Ann Beam and Leon
Fort were writing poison letters to Spence.  Remember, readers, the request was for Spence to help get
legal hearings STARTED after seven years of inability to get the case to court trial.  The letters sent by
Beam did stop Spence but for the WRONG REASONS.  The letters were filled with lies provided
George Abbott with proof otherwise and dealt with the Green garbage in Nevada.  Ann later, through Fort,
acknowledged publicly the “errors” and “misperceptions”, started to bring charges against Abbott and
within a week was right back on the Abbott suit list paying for Abbott’s new assaults with Horton and
Green.  My goodness, and then we are bastards and evil for noting this kind of behavior?  An INSTITUTE
of which many of you are participants is at stake here.  YOUR interests are being destroyed here—what
is this?  The courts allow it to go on and on into infinity and yet “goodness” is not supposed to speak out?
Well, just WHEN does “goodness” speak out?  Ah, NEVER?  What might be wrong with your world,
readers?  CRIME PAYS HANDSOMELY!  These “nice” groupie friends of Green’s used Eleanor
Schroepfer to DESTROY both John and herself along with her son.  They stuck John into a prison
institution care facility AFTER, John claims, he was hit over the head with a fire extinguisher.  Abbott
drained Eleanor and is still trying to get all the rest of her meagre assets now that she is in an elderly care
facility having been placed there by the son who doesn’t want to tend a “crazy old woman”.  Read this and
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weep, people, for this is where you have come to in your world.

Well, it is obvious, is it not, that there are so many cases ongoing wherein the banksters have unlawfully
acted as to cause terror in their hearts if ONE loses in a single case?  There comes a note by FAX this
minute that speaks of the unlawful sale of Peter Kawaja’s home and property—as we write here.  People,
the goodness is over—can’t you see it?  The Elite intend to HAVE EVERYTHING and the “helpers” are
just along for what they can grub out of you in the killing fields.  Green has made sure through his thugs that
Ekkers can NEVER have anything ever again for his buddies have gotten judgments against them to the
extent of endless litigation or “give up”.  Either way the assets are used up to further the evil invaders.

I don’t want to belabor this further but I am not going to longer sit and allow these things to continue to go
in secret coverings before you who were sold a bunch of defective “goods” by the pious pretenders to
goodness.

I am, however, especially interested in Father Cleary for he is now in his long-shadow years and those
things which were precious to him in his church experience are being likewise shattered as has been in
recent trusting relationships.

I hope all of you will pay attention to yesterday’s writing because today I shall offer something on “QUEEN
OF THE JEWS”, about beautiful Mother Mary and the calloused degrading of such a wonderful and
wondrously beautiful entity.  Are these writings true?  What mean you?  They are provided here to share
and, as a newspaper journalist and journal writer, we have obligation to share.  At the very LEAST, Mary
was always respected, it seemed—but as you saw yesterday, the Talmudists degraded her and her memory.
Now Father Cleary is coming under the worst kind of attack upon his character and in a way TYPICAL
of bringing down Holy Fathers (Priests) in the Catholic Church.  This is predominantly a focus of misbe-
havior in sexual indiscretions.  If the tales of Green were actually true I certainly DOUBT that Father
Cleary would have told Ence and, much the less, George Green.  But alas, it seems the enemy never
knows when to quit.  I do suggest Father Cleary take a good long look at what has come to pass—through
his friendship and defense of Rod Ence/Enz.  I also suggest Mike take an equally long, hard look for he is
being the one quoted in the damaging tales.  When this comes out in third party DEPOSITIONS, unrelated
to anything, it is serious and MALICIOUS!  Tuten, is using Father Ed even more crassly—look for
yourself.  She has totally destroyed Dr. Hoffmann’s relationship with his family and wife and it is noted it
was not too steady before.  He has simply tried to offer humanity the benefit of his healing knowledge.  At
least, now, I believe he realizes all moves to protect him were worthy of his note when at the time he
couldn’t fathom such actions by Green and others—HE HAD ACTUALLY HELPED ALONG THE
WAY.

How dare I continue this personal discussion?  Because I do not PLAY to the WORLD, readers, I send
messages to you who WAIT for your connections.  I don’t come to bring groupies to join into some
patriotic or religious activity.  I am simply making acquaintance with you who know you are and were,
waiting for the itinerary you seek.  These people touch our lives and therefore TOUCH GREATLY, YOURS.
I don’t wave flags or religious banners; I simply am a journalist to inform and you may discard or receive
as you choose.  It is YOUR journey and it is YOU who must judge and discern but I shall not hide the
perpetrators of directed evil war against you, my friends, or shelter them longer from you whom they
claimed to desire to serve.  This means that Dharma and E.J. are no more than busy JOURNALISTS
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trying to write on matters which impact YOU.  They do not plead change in YOU or demand anything of
you but certainly they expected more from those who actually CAME and claimed to wish to share the
journey.  How be it the strikers hurt mostly the elderly?  Well, they can’t fight back much better than the
babe, can they?  There is never an equal playing field with the evil-mongers and greed-snatchers—they
always structure the lies to hide the truth of their actions.  Then they claim “those UNGODLY people”
about you others.  It is as old as Satan himself so why do you act surprised?  Ego and Satan are one of the
same cloth.  This then is also whereat the sins of the Father are laid upon the backs of the sons and
daughters.  Think carefully about it for many will be lost in their precious direction, to the lies.

This would take days to cover so let us simply move on.  I get so many letters for updates and I try to
ignore them and then I get more and people are getting badly hurt out there among you whose names were
pulled from stolen mail-lists and offered black lists of these very few misfits.  I just remind you to look what
they did to THE TEACHER, THE MESSENGER, THE GOODLY PROPHET.  AND, LOOK AT
WHAT THEY DO TO THE BELOVED “MOTHER” AND THEN LOOK AT WHAT YOU ALLOW
TO HAPPEN AND CONTINUE.  So be it.  Ed, I am sorry, son, for my soul weeps WITH you.

Dharma is required to be away much of this day and be available to attorneys so we haven’t probably time
to finish the dissertation on the topic of MARY but, please, let us at least begin.  I ask that the Editors
please do not correct or change spellings, punctuation or make other “corrections” for in the
“quoting” of material, it must remain unchanged from the original even as to apostrophes.  We
do not need to spend time integrating our own type of print or Editing for it only leaves Dharma
open for further accusations.  I weary of such garbage on our desk in such continual assault.

[QUOTING, PART ONE:]

QUEEN  OF  THE  JEWS
by Arthur B. Klyber

[Remnant of Israel Publications, New Hope, Kentucky 40052]

The booklet was presented in April of 1960.

FOREWORD

This booklet speaks to Catholics and Jews about a Jewish maiden praised everywhere as the “Virgin
Mary”.  Hundreds of millions in every nation venerate (not worship) Her as the holiest child of Adam ever
to have blessed our sordid earth with the sandals of Her feet.

In one language after another Her Name falls with gentle veneration from the lips of more than half the
world’s population because they acknowledge her as the Mother of the Messiah.

At times gentiles have been moved by a holy envy of the honor that reflects on the whole Jewish people
through the honor given to Mary.  One such gentile is the Sainted Ignatius of Loyola, Founder of the
Society of Jesus.  When someone once spoke to him about ‘pure’ Spanish blood, un-mixed by any Jewish
blood through marriage, Ignatius countered: “I would consider it a special favor from God had I been born
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a Jew.  What a marvellous privilege it is to be related to the Messiah and to the glorious Virgin Mary, His
Mother, by ties of Blood!”  Is there any Son of Abraham who does not feel a thrill of exhilaration on
learning that one of this own people is being so honored as Mary by gentiles?  Paraphrasing the words of
a well-known American Poet, I make bold to call this Virgin of Israel the Jewish People’s “Solitary but
Magnificent Boast”.  I want to etch into Her Crown therefore, the perhaps hitherto unspoken but most
appropriate Title: “Queen of the Jews.”  For, this Virgin Mary Whose Son is worshipped as “King” of the
Jews, must be, in an unique way, “The Queen of the Jews”.

CHAPTER  ONE

IT  IS  A  WONDER

Might not the twenty centuries of honor to a Jewish Maiden prompt Jewish people to ponder: ‘In view
of the continual disdain that many gentiles hold for Jewish people, how is it possible that one Jewish woman
ever came to get so much honor from them?  She has been credited with a multitude of miracles: Did those
alleged miracles really occur?  Could this Woman possibly be the “Virgin” (the “Almah”) of the prophet
Isaiah?  Can She be the prophet Jeremiah’s “Woman Who shall encompass a man”?  And is She perhaps
the “Woman Whose Seed (Son) shall crush the head of the serpent?”

(Prayer from Jewish Morning Service)

O God, and God of our forefathers, bless us with the threefold Blessing of Thy Law, —
written by the hand of Moses Thy Servant, and spoken by Aaron and his sons to Thy holy
People: “The Lord Bless thee and keep thee; May His Face shine upon thee and be
gracious to thee; may the Lord turn His Face to thee, and give thee peace.”

“ABOUT  SIX...”

Before proceeding with the subject of this book I think something about Jesus in particular would help
to its better understanding.  Let me begin with a pleasant memory of my seminary-days.  One day a student
for the priesthood asked his Professor of Scripture this question: “Father, about how many Jews, do you
think, were fully responsible for, and guilty of calling for the crucifixion of Jesus?”  The Professor, a really
holy and very learned man in His Subject after twenty-five years of teaching It, answered almost at once:
“O, about six.”

That unbiased opinion nails the full guilt of the crucifixion to the few, where it belongs.  The mere mob-
action of the ordinary Jews who were present at the Trial of Jesus, is so clearly stated in Church Tradition
that only a blindly prejudiced person could miss it.  Simon Bar Jonah, better known to Bible-readers as St.
Peter was very likely an eyewitness of the Crucifixion of Jesus.  On the Day of the Descent of the Holy
Spirit on the Apostles, he proclaimed to some three-thousand Jews in Jerusalem: “I know that you did it
(shouted for the crucifixion of Jesus) in ignorance, just as did your Rulers.”  (Book of the Acts of the
Apostles, Ch. 3, verse 17.)

The sage utterance of the Scripture Professor above quoted, pinpoints the inescapable lesson of
history, that every nation will pay in suffering, for the crimes of its leaders.  I have tried to present that fact
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at greater length in my book “THIS JEW”.

So much at the moment, for the Crucifixion-Event.  Its inseparable connection with what I write about
the Virgin Mary should be evident as I proceed: the Two, Jesus and Mary, are everywhere inseparable.

[END QUOTING OF PART ONE]

This would seem a good place to break this writing so that we can begin next writing on the focus to Mary,
“Who is She?—What is She?”

The writer of this journalistic piece is not anti-Jewish; he simply, like any other speaker or writer, is without
ability to separate, by name, those who would break asunder a planet and those who simply walk through
their goodly journey in ignorance thrust upon them by the self-proclaimed Elite.  The Elitist Christians are,
sadly, worse in perceptions and at gaining REVENGE.  None WANT truth and that sadly is simply the
way it is.

There are three very involved people with the writing and presenting of this very little book: Klyber,
McCormick and Ritter.  I use only “Sir” names because the foolish reaction of the “community” is to
destroy the messengers to keep the lies unto themselves.  God is infinite, readers, and to keep ignorance
into infinity is to separate self FROM GOD.  It is your choice, most surely, but a “hearing” might well be
worthy of some note.  Could YOU possibly be ever so slightly WRONG in concept and knowledge?
Were YOU perfect and ALL-KNOWING you would not be stumbling around in a third-dimensional
character of God’s thought projections.  If TRUTH prevailed at present, there would be no problems on
your place as you now experience.  How many messengers do YOU help crucify?  DARE you not
consider possibilities?  So be it.  Good morning.
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CHAPTER  8

REC  #1    HATONN

SAT., APR. 13, 1996    8:01 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 241

SAT.,  APR. 13,  1996

WATCH  YOUR  ICONS

I would like to continue right on into our subject of Mary, the assumed Mother of the one you call Jesus.
The memory of one you respect becomes the image.  If that image is conjuring a message, then it is a
worthy entity indeed if you can become discerning.  Let me example: Once I received a short letter from a
young man who was quite damaged in Vietnam.  He sent along with the letter, several pictures.  The
pictures were of mold and fungus growing around his worse soiled bathroom walls.  He was truly without
resources and lived in poverty.  He was physically alright and did, in fact, “work out” almost to obsession.
He found images of Jesus, the Devil, Mother Mary, urchins and angels outlined in the mold.  He was
searching for Icons to fit the feelings of any given day.  I told him to wash his walls and stop this groveling
for God in the refuse of disease.  You will find GOD EVERYWHERE but to enshrine fungi is not where
to keep your mind.  If he were fascinated by the growing and ever-changing patterns then he might well
study the growth of mold and fungi but not to find religious icons.  As the different references were marked
and presented there were at least double the number of ill-begotten images of “bad stuff” than of good.
Clean the bathroom and paint it and the devils would be gone—except, of course, those burned into the
heart and obviously it was those very ones who dealt the constant misery.  If you play mind games the mind
will play games with you.

MARLON  BRANDO

Mr. Brando is under attack by the ADL and JDL these days for suggesting that “some” Jewish groups are
less than wonderful.  Are there not groups of White people, Asians, Indians, ANYTHING, that are not
perfection in fairness?  The thing I find interesting is the major demand of the man, who had described and
explained himself quite carefully, was demanded to make apologies on the property of the staged museum
of Holocaust!?  He simply said that the “Jews owned Hollywood” and therefore, what else is new?  Ah,
but there was blackballing, black-listing, etc., underway to see to the non-acting position of this man
forever.  He met their demands and still there is no satisfaction and I ask you this: If the man is being anti-
Semitic, Semitic apologetic, pro-Semitic, or warbles “Dixie” in a nightclub, does making this public display
under pressure and force MEAN anything at all?  And I repeat something: very, very few of these people,
or any people, are from Shem, the recognized Shemite (Semite).  This is a term which no longer represents
its true meaning and has simply become a hate word.  Dharma is being asked that same question about
being anti-Semitic in a deposition over a thing totally unrelated which happened eight years ago.  What is
this?  Then the response was not accurately written, to allow for further deceit.  This term is applied as A
SIGN that the party accused is to be destroyed politically and socially.  It is something akin to a death
sentence for intimidation.  The accusers are harsh, bitter, loud and raspy in their finger pointing and de-
manding and still no one defends the speaker.  It is indeed sad but is part of the play unfolding.  Doris
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worked for, with, and within Jewish circles all her adult public work life, from politicians to doctors and
lawyers and loved them all.  Accusations from a Jewish lawyer in opposition will not change a breath of it
but the insertion of exchange words does.  She said: “I am Semitic” and it just somehow got printed “I am
sympathetic”.  Sympathetic?  What would that even have in meaning?  Everyone in the room heard it and
nothing save the written and accepted transcript missed the word.  Is this not reason enough, Lawyers, to
demand a TAPING of the sessions as well as the recorder’s transcript?  Or is Mr. Horn afraid his antics
and insulting intonations will show up on tape as they DON’T on a printed page after the transcriber cleans
up the “errors”?  Mr. Horn has demanded all of Dharma’s tapes since 1988 so why can’t you at the least
demand a taping of the depositions?  He considers there is something of value in tapes so why DON’T
YOU?

DR.  HOFFMANN

Dr. Hoffmann has sent a reasonable questionnaire regarding the use of the word “Jew” in the book And
They Called His Name Immanuel.  Since I don’t know what copy or printing to which he refers I am at
a loss for being able to explain another’s intention.  In the original manuscript there was a long explanation
of the use of the word “Jew” for it was not a term used in the days of Esu “Jesus”.  It is, however, the later
translated term used.  As readers come along and read such a book wherein in other places the word is
“Jew”, there is no way without long reference to know the difference.  There are several versions of this
translation NOW and those other equally good translations use the term AS ACCEPTED by the later
generations.  It is for identification and nothing more.  To translate anything from one language into another
where it remains unknown is not our primary focus.  We always try to identify “terminology” but can’t take
the time to explain, with every USE of a term, a dialogue regarding each word.  The actual enemies of Esu
“Jesus” were the Pharisees.  In addition, you will note the difficulty there is in the word “Jesus” for it was
NOT his original name but you call him by that name and if we don’t use it, also, there is no way for you to
identify with that intended energy.  And by the way, readers, it was well over 300 years (three centuries)
AFTER the Man Jesus that the gospels and the New Testament were written and chosen FOR
INCLUSION, by German scholars.  Nothing was written in book form prior to that.  The Man
himself never wrote anything!

I do wish to also thank Dr. Hoffmann for turning his attention to Christopher Reeve for there is no physical
reason his spine can’t heal, for all that is necessary is for the spinal nerves to realign themselves and make
their proper connections.  GOD WILL CHOOSE HIS PERFECT TIME.  I fear the man himself will fall
as shackled to the Hollywood scene.  The Protocols demand you be brain-washed by the movies you are
shown within the limitations of the instructions.  There will be very few Godly pictures made for public
consumption, without tampering.

I am hard pressed in wondering whether or not this particular topic of “Mary” is just another way to cause
more hurt to my Scribe or if it can be accepted as presented by scholars.  We have nothing save the
recognition of respect and reverence for all men and their religions as to their RIGHT to believe, practice,
worship anything as they so choose.  BUT EACH BEING HAS A MORE RESPONSIBLE STANCE
TO STUDY ATTITUDES AND TRUTH.  If only the myths are allowed presentation, how can there ever
be a correct recording of FACT?  Well, we shall simply go on as offered and continue the writings begun
yesterday.
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Because I offer this information as asked by the sender of the booklet in point DOES NOT
MEAN THAT I CONCUR IN HARDLY ANYTHING OFFERED.  For instance, “Virgin” did not
mean what you think, in those days—THAT ALSO, is a mistranslation of language.  Spirit of God or
Angels is different from a human man’s touch OR artificial insemination.  My purpose is to burst silly
bubbles in any instance, not just the ones YOU don’t like.  I find almost NOTHING of ACTUAL TRUTH
in these writings and do, in fact, believe this does more harm than any good which can come about from the
argument.  BOTH ATTITUDES ARE BASED ON PHYSICAL PERCEPTIONS ACCORDING TO
VERY NARROW-MINDED PRESENTATIONS.

If you ponder “differences” then consider this as used: “Jesus” in this instance is the NAME OF A MAN.
“Christ” is the label used for representation of the Spirit of Soul in Goodness.  And, readers, unless you
have the RIGHT connection with God in Spirit—all the rest has NO MEANING!  Physical aspect of
experience is temporary at best; Soul is eternal.  YOU are “not” your body physical—YOU ARE THE
YOU OF SOUL.

I will share another chapter or two from this booklet to allow you to see the direction taken and then realize
that the author never actually extends beyond the argument over physical myths.  And worse, spends most
of his time apologizing for his own perceptions.  It is like arguing over whether the candy is better as a Baby
Ruth or as a Butterfinger.  The point is they are both simply a matter of preference for both are candy and
both are “physical”.  ONLY the “Idea” is of spiritual recognition.  You argue over “THINGS” BECAUSE
YOU ARE SO ILL-INFORMED AS A SPECIES AS TO HAVE LOST THE MEANING OF YOUR
EXPERIENCE ALONG WITH YOUR REALITY OF YOUR PERFECT CREATION.  Were YOU
created in a Man called Jesus?  By a Mother called Mary?  Were you created in Atlantis, Mu—Pan???
No, YOU were created with God, FOR GOD and BY GOD in the projection of HIS THOUGHT INTO
MANIFESTATION.  In this sense, readers, there CAN BE NO one Man who is the basis of LIFE or can
be YOUR salvation.  There CAN ONLY BE teachers, messengers, and leaders toward, or away from,
GOD.  Does it matter what Marlon Brando thinks?  No, certainly NOT.  It matters only what YOU think
AND HOW YOU THINK ABOUT IT!  These thought demands and restrictions are for the PURPOSE
OF CONTROLLING YOUR EVERY MOVE AND YOUR EVERY PERCEPTION.

[QUOTING, PART TWO:]

QUEEN  OF  THE  JEWS
by Arthur B. Klyber

CHAPTER  TWO

WHO  IS  SHE?—WHAT  IS  SHE?

I here apologize to my own Jewish people for part of what I am about to write.  I love them... what
else? but before God I do not see any other way to accomplish what simply must be done.  Certainly too,
I haven’t the slightest intention to call down on Jewish heads the anger of any Christians who may read this
book.  In centuries past, and even nowadays, some dastardly calumnies about Jews in general, have been
circulated by gentiles who do not deserve to be called Christians.  Who would think of upbraiding the Jews
for fighting back with their justified complaints about all that?
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On the other hand we find equally malicious calumnies on the Jewish side against cherished basic
Christian Beliefs.  So, as the French adage has it: “Noblesse oblige”—that is, “nobility obligates”.  As
Christians are willing and ready to defend the Jews against gentile calumnies, so we expect our Jewish
fellowmen to bear up with our own complaints about some Jewish mistakes.  Informed Christians just
cannot in conscience allow certain untruths about Jesus and Mary to go their destructive way unhindered.
Honest-minded Christians and Jews will see the reasonableness of this.  With that observation let me go
ahead.  I refer here to the total blackening and destruction of the good Names of Jesus and Mary in a
certain printed Work of the 13th century known as GENERATIONS OF JESUS (in Hebrew, TOLEDOTH
JESU).  The contents of that Book are known chiefly to the Yiddish-speaking people of eastern Europe;
and, those contents are explosive.  Discussion about them makes me think of something that happened to
a friend of mine who was inspecting a carbide-pit while smoking a cigarette.  As he bent over the pit some
of the cigarette-ashes fell into the pit and caused it to blow up into his face and hands.

With a smile—let me say to the reader whoever you are: please try not to read this book with the
“lighted cigarette” of prejudiced mind: it might blow up into your face.  A Jewish reader could be strongly
tempted to condemn me as a “jew-hater”, and Christian readers might feel like condemning Jews as anti-
Christian.  Please be on guard against that, and credit me with sincerity of purpose in relating the following
incident, and in drawing conclusions from it.  I am stretching it, only because of the calumnies it reveals as
buried in the minds and hearts of many really religious Jews.  [H: Is this not sad that half the writing has
to be in apologies for expected rebuttal?  What happened to your freedoms to debate and re-
search possibilities?  How come a writer must walk on glass shards to simply give you a story to
consider?  It is sad in history when the debates are smothered and only ONE tale is allowed,
through force of Law.  I don’t care either way for I consider that there is little remaining TRUTH
in either side of THIS TALE.]

THE  MAMSER

Out of respect and love for the feelings and religious convictions of my dear Aunt, my mother’s sister,
I refrained from visiting her, or writing to her for about twenty-three years after I had come to believe in the
Messiahship of Jesus.  [H: You must see that even here a false impression is controlling even the
author!]  However, I finally decided to visit her because of her advanced age, lest she go to God without
my ever seeing her again.  As I stepped across the threshold of her home she greeted me with a warmer
than usual motherly embrace.  We had hardly gotten seated than the dear woman began to scold me, and
after a couple of minutes she asked me point blank: “Do you believe that Yaysus (Jesus) is God?”  She
spoke the Name “Jesus” in her Yiddish accent, and surprised me by pronouncing it at all.  Since she was
nearly stone-deaf I had to answer “Yes” with a nod of the head.  At that she countered with an unmistak-
able sting of sarcasm: “Don’t you know that he is a mamser?”  (“Mamser” is the Yiddish word for “bas-
tard-child”.)  That was a severe shock, not only because of what she had said, but because she had said it
to me.  It made me sick at heart.  I had read that 13th century Book called GENERATIONS OF JESUS
(TOLEDOTH JESU) in which the moral character of Mary and Her Son Jesus are dragged in the mud in
vile verbiage that I choose not to write in these pages.  I was aware too that the calumnious sewer-
language of TOLEDOTH about Jesus and Mary was still circulating among the best Yiddish-speaking
Jews in the world, and possibly among the non-Yiddish-speaking Jews.  [H: I am caused to pause and
ask you, reader, a question: Is it the “somehow” fault of a baby as to how his parents consort?  Is
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not the Hollywood of current vintage overfilled with unmarried child-bearing people, both Moth-
ers and Fathers?  Does “legitimacy” make a child better?  Worse?  Well, certainly, it appears,
disadvantaged if not properly credentialed.  Is THIS the perfection of GOD in understanding
and Christ-goodness, Jewish or Gentile?  Do you not argue stupid topics?  You CLAIM you want
freedom in allowance and then find that THIS is actually “the allowance”.  Is it not time YOU
determine your position in the reality of TRUTH of all things, not just religious or race doctrine
and dogma?]

As was hard to grasp that this devout Aunt of mine, 85 years old, had always sincerely believed that
Catholics gave divine adoration to One who “had been born out of wedlock to a prostitute named Mary”.
Again, to think that my Aunt Ethel had thought of me for some 25 years as one who venerated and asked
heavenly intercession from that woman whom she honestly believed was a common slut and street-pros-
titute!  In addition to this, it is saddening and mind-boggling to know that of all Jews it should be the really
religious ones who still believe those lies, while the less-religious Jews had thrown GENERATIONS OF
JESUS into the sewer long before.  This is verified in VALENTINE’S JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA in its
column headed “Toledoth Jesu” as follows: Toledoth Jesu is a Hebrew biography of early composition
with no background in fact.”  (Emphasis is the author’s).  The master Work known as THE JEWISH
ENCYCLOPEDIA (1908) has the following in Vol. 7 under the subheading “Jesus in Jewish Legend”:
“Many of the legends (Jewish) have a theological background.  For polemical purposes it was necessary
(?) for Jews to insist on the illegitimacy of Jesus as against the Davidic Descent (of Jesus) as claimed by the
Christian Church.”  Right here, but also in the abominable language of GENERATIONS OF JESUS we
may see the reason that our religious Jews remain blind to the real, historical Mary and Jesus; it all explains
why the Synagogue condemns Jesus and Mary as deserters from the Jewish People, and as persons
condemned eternally by God Himself.

(From the Jewish Morning Service)

O favor us with knowledge, understanding and discernment from Thee.  Blest are Thou, O
Lord, Gracious Giver of this knowledge.

SMEAR  AND  THEN  FORGET

The facts about the history of the Virgin birth of Jesus were originally proclaimed and written by Levi
(St. Matthew) [H: Just how many of you knew St. Matthew as, in fact, Levi?  Do you see how
actually little you know about those times and those people involved?]  and by St. Luke.  Christians
will recognize in GENERATIONS OF JESUS the butchered account of that Gospel.  [H: Furthermore,
NO THEY WON’T!  Christians are less prone to “think” or study the FACTS.]  The few leaders
(“about six”) to whom I have referred, transmitted to their unsuspecting Jewish posterity the horrible smear
that the Mother of Jesus was just a filthy prostitute: and this they did so as to give the impression that they
were consistent in rejecting also Her Son Jesus.  They injected their spiritual poison so doggedly and
persistently into the minds of their People as at last to completely sterilize their spiritual bloodstream of
every “germ” of genuine love of Mary and Jesus which they had in the beginning.  Consequently, a “prayer-
curse”, uttered often by Yiddish-speaking Jews especially, is: “May His Name be blotted out,” and in
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blotting out of their memories the Name of “Jesus”, they also blotted out His Mother’s Name.  If they find
that they must speak about Jesus they will “sidestep” that Name, and say instead: “that man”, or “that
bastard”, or “that apostate”.  [H: Can you see that here, again, there is only argument over the
PHYSICAL ASPECT OF EITHER AND BOTH OF THESE BEINGS?  IS ONE MAN’S OPIN-
ION BETTER THAN THAT OF ANOTHER?  IF BOTH BE PHYSICAL—HOW CAN THEY
BE SPIRITUALLY IN TRUTH?  PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL ARE TWO OPPOSING IDE-
ALS AND IDEAS!  We too are categorized and you cannot separate the facts of presentation—
one is PHYSICAL, the other SPIRITUAL.  IF YOU CLING TO THE ONE WHILE CASTING
OFF THE OTHER, YOU HAVE ERRED AND ANOTHER MAN’S OPINION CAN DESTROY
BOTH IN FACT.]

More devastating than a nuclear bomb was that campaign of “smear first and then forget”.  Only a sad
vacuum remained in the good hearts of those deceived Jews.  God’s People in Israel justly expected their
Leader-shepherds to walk them to green pastures where they might find their Redeemer; but instead they
marched them into dark, forbidding wastelands.  [H: It doesn’t matter whereto you march, YOU are
your REDEEMER or there won’t be one.]

Well—whom they once loved they can love again because “Nothing is impossible to God.”  If the
charm of the real Mary of Nazareth should once again capture their hearts, and if the “Second-Moses”
(Jesus), Who loved His People unto death on a Cross, ever becomes known to them they will again fill the
air with their Hosannas.  It is undeniable that if those two “boasts” of Israel ever became known to our
Jews, they would evict from their minds forever the hideous ogre that now lives there, and would hug Mary
and Jesus to their hearts with tears of joy.

(From the Jewish Morning Service)

And may His Kingdom soon be revealed and made visible to us: and may He be gracious to
the Remnant of His People, the House of Israel, granting them grace, kindness, mercy and favor.

[END QUOTING OF PART TWO]

I’m sorry, I simply can’t go on with this diatribe.  It becomes a bigoted article which is worse than that
which it is supposed to venerate.  I remind you of my prior explanation: exchanging one physical percep-
tion for that of another physical perception is missing the life-boat to Spiritual Life.  I would example that I
prefer you to pray FOR me in your own name than in the name of anyone or anything else—I KNOW that
it is YOU who can make a difference and not some possible figment of imagination.  You have no PROOF
of the existence of anything, including SELF.  WHAT you THINK is what YOU ARE.  When you dump
your responsibilities onto the head and shoulders of another—YOU HAVE THE WRONG IDEA!  GOD
OFFERS THE “WAY” TO SALVATION BUT NEVER, SALVATION.  IF YOU WANT SELF “SAVED”
THEN I SUGGEST YOU GET WITH THE SELF-SAVING PROGRAM.  YOU HAD BEST GET
YOUR THOUGHTS AND IDEAS, IDEALS AND DIRECTION, INTO PROPER ORDER, SE-
QUENCE AND TRUTH OF HOW IT IS!  NEVER MIND THE CHRIST IN JESUS—WHAT ABOUT
THE CHRIST IN YOU?

By the way, as long as you attend and focus on the Christ in Self, you don’t have to pay much attention to
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the Evil in Another.  It is only when you allow self to slip into the evil patterns of intention and behavior that
you might well have great concern.  Revenge for perceived injury to self, usually by self, is the really big
scene to watch for, because it consumes you and wisdom is lost to the fire of hate.

Let me just give you a story in TRUTH of something which now many of you have as reference.  Betty
Tuten has been writing and stating that she “called her note” and left this area.  She is angry because she
“says” there was a million dollars in the Institute the “month before”.  Let me just explain something since
the “money person” is in point here and so many false statements have been foisted off onto you unsus-
pecting relatives.

Sharri Yount had some funds from mutual fund changeouts.  This made for a large sum of money in the
neighborhood of “around” a million dollars, give or take a bit.  She sent it THROUGH the Institute and it
was IMMEDIATELY AND DIRECTLY transferred in sums over $600,000 INTO HER OWN PRI-
VATE BANK ACCOUNTS.  The majority of the remainder purchased gold FOR Sharri’s account at the
time, prior to “calls”.  There was not enough LEFT IN THE INSTITUTE FROM THOSE SUMS TO
PAY THE INTEREST ON THE NOTES!  What is there that you readers don’t seem to understand other
than almost nothing?  Do you actually expect a good business person, as Sharri was, to tell you she had
then emptied those bank accounts and paid HERSELF?  This has MAJOR IRS implications for wrong-
doing.  That is certainly the business of one, Sharri, but it would have been far more simple to DO IT
CORRECTLY AND SECURE HERSELF.  You who have given Sharri such WRONG information are
far more responsible than anything Sharri did on her own account.  You don’t shift and then steal corpora-
tions at the whim of a Betty Tuten at the instructions of Mr. Berger and certainly not from George Green.
Theft of corporations is Felony Grand Theft and whether or not that is by “little old ladies” or criminal
thieves is only different in intent.  Now, YOU WHO CHOOSE TO REVEAL YOUR OWN PRIVATE
MATTERS CAN NO LONGER EXPECT ME TO COVER YOUR ASSETS.  YOU MAKE THE
CHOICES BUT INNOCENT PARTIES WILL NOT BE HELD LONGER RESPONSIBLE FOR
YOUR PROTECTION THROUGH SUCH PREVAILING LIES AND MISREPRESENTATIONS.
GEORGE GREEN HAS SPREAD WORLDWIDE THE INFORMATION ABOUT EACH OF YOU
THAT HE CAN CONJURE OR GET OUT OF YOU, YOURSELF.  IF YOU WANT THE LIES TO
STAND THEN YOU HAD BETTER GET A DIFFERENT VANTAGE POINT BECAUSE I WILL
NOT COVER YOU LONGER!

Can you see that if you have only a tiny part of a story—the rest is what will “getcha”.  Ekker has protected
your assets; GEORGE GREEN AND ROD ENCE HAVE TAKEN YOUR ASSETS—UNLAW-
FULLY—AS THE THIEVES IN THE NIGHT!  Would it not pay you unthinking badgers to KNOW
THE FACTS?  How much do YOU EXPECT Ekker to stand for when he only has tried to protect both
the Institute and all its business—AND YOUR ASSETS?  And, furthermore, is not this ganging up to
destroy you and your businesses, a CONSPIRACY TO DAMAGE?  YOU had best think about these
things for this is the pattern of everything in your world this day!

Ekker simply allowed Sharri to get her funds and hold them in her own accounts for security.  This is called
PRIVACY.  He most certainly DID NOT owe Betty Tuten or George Green or John Doe an explanation
of Sharri’s business in her own bank accounts—which did not, in fact, even affect the Institute in any
manner businesswise.  This simply provided Sharri with the flexibility to handle her affairs as SHE WANTED.
Do you see that if you get a story it is better to get the WHOLE STORY correctly stated?  The FACTS
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make the nightmare team look pretty stupid and leaves each open for consequences and repercussions of
your own errors and omissions.  A lot of people are offended and damaged by YOUR ACTIONS and
MISPERCEPTIONS.  “Oops” and “But I thought...” won’t cut it once the hounds of legal hell are loosed
and they certainly seem to be, now that you have joined in a case having NOTHING TO DO WITH
ANYTHING BEING BROUGHT FORWARD!  If it were not so sick it would be amusing and, in fact, is
amusing to watch the total irrelevancy unfolding as each and EVERY name of your secret coalition is laid
bare for the world to see in its worst light.  A snitch and thief uncovered is never again trusted by ANY-
ONE, especially the ones you claim to serve.  Why do we continue to share?  Because THESE ARE THE
LESSONS OF LIVING!  THERE IS NO BETTER TEACHER THAN “EXPERIENCE”.
THERE IS NO BETTER EXAMPLE THAN TRUTH UNFOLDED.  Remember that only names
are changed in your never-ending tales.  On which SIDE of TRUTH does YOUR NAME FIT?  So, how
will it be?  Exactly as it will be!  Is it not interesting that ONLY YOU can decide how it will be with you?
And, what you ARE is none of my business.  What I AM is ONLY my business.

Let me close this with a tid-bit of waksope (WISDOM) from Little Crow:

“You are not an accident thought up.  You are not an experiment.  You are
from the universe itself and you are made up of the universe in its entirety.  It
flows through your veins and you call it blood; it flows through your mind
and you call it THOUGHT.”  6/24/90

I don’t wish you a “nice day” for it would be so nice if you went forth and did something WORTHY and
REAL this day—like THINK.  We don’t rattle these keys to make Dharma’s day!  She is pretty tired of
the repercussions of pounding these alphabet and number keys.  It becomes, however, worthy of the labor
if only ONE thinks and hears while seeing the TRUTH presented in the silly symbols of Man’s lacking
languages.  Ignorance is not silly nor cute—the ignorant man deserves compassion and then when he
refuses to learn truth and knowledge—he must have pity.  Above all, however, he becomes no longer
ignorant, but, rather, stupid and foolish.  A world built on foolishness by fools cannot stand.  He who builds
on an earthquake fault might well expect a good shaking so when is your earthquake coming?  How much
do you have stored for food between life and starvation?  How long between home and homelessness?
Ah indeed.  There truly ARE other things to think about than the Mighty Ducks hockey team and your
brand of beer.  Further, there may be no big meaning in sorting Jesus and Mary from the recognized myths
of any religion—BUT YOU HAD BEST GET THE STORY OF GOD CREATOR QUITE STRAIGHT
IF YOU PLAN TO CATCH THE BUS “HOME”.  Salu.
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CHAPTER  9

REC  #1    HATONN

SUN., APR. 14, 1996    7:55 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 242

SUN.,  APR. 14,  1996

ON  ANY  SUNDAY

I would wish that on EVERY Sunday the preachers would stand up and recite from I Corinthians, 10:13
NIV.

“No temptation has seized you except what is common to man.  And God is
faithful; he will not let you be tempted beyond what you can bear.  But when
you are tempted, he will also provide a way out so that you can stand up
under it.”

How many have you betrayed simply by listening to, and passing on, gossip, that of which you have no
knowledge—anger, revenge, false testimony for which you have no facts or only few facts?  Check your
list and see where YOU fit.

Why do I begin this day with this message?  Because my scribe wants to have this “cup pass from her”!
Well, chela, so too does Zita want hers gone and Wally wants his gone and most certainly John wants his
gone and on and on right through all of the people you can think to list.

Dharma says, “But with me it is different...”  Isn’t everyone’s cup of problems unique and individual?  If
you just work on the ones that are in sameness you still have plenty of problems to pass around.  Some-
times the only way of solving the problems is to unite and brainstorm.

DISCOVERING  DAVID  HUDSON

Ah, but when Dharma did this in the Phoenix Institute Board meetings she finds the very Board Members
now betray her to the world and her worst enemies, and build case after case against her BECAUSE SHE
WORKS WITH ME.  But this is not the reason she believes she can again suggest less writing and
speaking—it is because of David Hudson and the recent interest being stirred within our little ground crew.
More people are diving off into Hudson’s games than pay attention to my own.  I find it amusing for I called
attention to Hudson’s work two years ago now—where have YOU been?

This does NOT mean that I do not approve of Hudson’s work; I just find it interesting that you have
MORE, and in a perfected way of use for whole health.  What you want is to express the “ecstasy” without
working for it.
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What Hudson is speaking of lately is NOT particularly monatomic gold but rather, iridium, rhodium, ruthe-
nium, palladium, platinum, etc.  Well, these are the SAME things offered in OxySol and are already in their
monatomic form.  You simply want to fly before you crawl.  We need people with both feet ON THE
GROUND and not a bunch of scatter-brained Lolly-Loophole-Land airheads.  What gets the most atten-
tion to Hudson’s recent revelations?  Ah yes, the sexual aspects of satisfaction without the having to be
gracious or giving to another person—a sort of do-it-yourself tension-stress reliever.  Get your mind in the
right focus and you can accomplish the same thing.

Hudson understands HIS role very well and there is great healing in his offerings—just be sure you don’t
perpetuate the WRONG intentions in your lust for lust fulfillment.  God always has a hooker on the line
which is duly noted by the Evil Empire.  Where are Hudson’s products MOST USED?  In the homosexual
community of the garment industries, in the circles of deviant behaviors and child abusers, in the hair-
dresser-products companies and, generally, where there is a full-fledged effort to maintain deviant behav-
ior as a life-style.  “If you don’t get the diseases of the game, then why stop the game?” is the hue and cry.
We have the perfect product for offering the same thing in its natural form IF SOME OF YOU WOULD
JUST DO YOUR JOB AND GET IT TESTED, WORKED AND AVAILABLE.  Why do you wait
always for us to prepare it into your bottled applicators?  Well, when the scientists get focused on that
which is available, perhaps we can have some assistance.  You do not have to GO ANYWHERE to gain
what we have been offering you for YEARS.

WHY  DON’T  I  JUST  MANIFEST
LIKE  BABA?

Why don’t YOU just manifest like Baba?  You want ash with all the alchemist’s attributes?  You don’t even
have to manifest it to get it!  YOU have it but you don’t want the responsibility of having to live in such a
manner as to be near perfection in relationship to God.  I am not going to present it on silver platters
because then you have a following which is called a cult and which endangers the very lives of ones who
must be protected.  We want truth within GOD and not some frolicking idiots dancing in their tu-tus.  To
heal self in order to simply reinfect self with disease is hardly my idea of proper attitudes.

Do not think that I am putting down David Hudson—for I AM NOT!  He has a responsibility to GOD and
he recognizes that aspect of himself.  He knows even MORE than he tells and he knows that these very
metallic products are exactly the substance of true extraterrestrial flight craft.  He also realizes that properly
expressed you shall have the freedom of interdimensional explorations WITHOUT SPACE VEHICLES,
save your own.  LIFE is not out there somewhere—it is right wherever you THINK YOU ARE.

I am a rather pragmatic and practical teacher, students, and my job is to instill some sort of balanced
KNOWLEDGE and RESPONSIBILITY within your eternal soul-minds.  I have no intention of teaching
you to simply further lock selves into the physical non-reality of dreamland.  I am in full recognition of the
substance of LIFE—monatomic gold.  But, realize something, brothers: the thrust of the group you seek is
for the iridium-rhodium products in the natural form of earth samplings.  You are not getting refined mona-
tomic gold.  If you convert these substances by Drias you have more than the same thing as you convert to
“frequency” while not even a scientist can recognize anything in the end product.  You can watch it being
added, and later, nothing shows.  That is natural conversion (alchemy).  Just be careful that you don’t utilize
another’s output to the extent we cannot accomplish our own very different needs.  These people know
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they can’t corner and patent this “earth” any more than dolomite can be patented.  Please use your God-
given brains, students.  What I see happening is an outlawing of being able to use these natural substances
just as you can no longer use the plant, hemp.  I do not want to discourage you for you need confirmation
every time you can get it.  But don’t go dive off a springboard with no water in the pool.  If you want these
things so much, why have you not been working with our own products?  Well, I’m not in the make-you-
feel-good operation for I am trying to allow some of you, a remnant, to get through the tribulation and
negative things coming upon you.  All the rest can simply try to heal the world and somehow offer salvation
and ecstasy to any and everyone who comes along in a search for “doing it without any effort on your
part”.  I do not agree with the end possibilities.  I do agree with the perfecting of DNA/RNA etc. for the
RIGHT REASONS.  So, just make sure YOUR reasons are “RIGHT” and go for it.

I certainly agree that the products lose so much in the oral taking of same as to discourage those who are
ill.  All are far more effective given by injection and especially by IV modality.  However, we are not in the
medical business, drug business or any other kind of such so I will NOT jeopardize anyone or anything by
suggesting things which are limited by any kind of regulation at all.

The digestive tract emits enzymes and acids which negate a lot of the product taken orally but it is the only
method you are going to have suggested by me—other than enemas, possibly.  Those things are up to you.
More product is negated by the parasitic invaders you carry and the toxins given off by other life-form
microbes.  So what is new?  Well, lots of things.  I suggest that the frequency boxes be made available
because daily use of same will rid the body of parasites in about three weeks and then will allow the body
to balance itself and fat will be able to be controlled.  Surely these are not unlawful uses.  But again, why do
YOU have to go get such simple products from others when you have great need for product sales to keep
your own businesses alive and thriving?  These are not patentable products any more than is a battery
charger.  These are the most simplistic of all.

Everyone is looking for the magic.  Well, you have it but it needs some attention.  I will tell you now that all
anyone has to do to accomplish what Hudson’s crew is pushing is go to a volcanic area and EAT DIRT.
Please allow some of the team to keep our heads about us.  Yes indeed, I DO think you need to get some
memberships with Hudson—for the connection.  But don’t go sell us out to his bunch, please.  The Ramtha
misfits are gaining total control over his operations and the Spiritual profits will be diminished exponentially.
If a man is allowed to believe HE IS THE ANSWER TO THE PROPHECIES, you have inherited the
wind in a most unfortunate manner.  You can accomplish the same fine feeling of ecstasy, for goodness
sakes, with heroin or morphine right from the poppy plants of Asia.  This wave of artificial “flying” will result
in multitudes of suicides because you have to separate from the physical body to truly have freedom as
expressed.  This will become just another thing for the government to control and remove from your ability
to have and share.

This is very definitely NOT what Dharma wanted to hear because she searches for someone else to take
this responsibility from her and for others to stop waiting for her to finish one assault attack to allow the
enemy to get on with the next.  Well, the enemy is never going to stop attacking so why don’t we just deal
with that reality?

What else is new?  Well, several things have been ordered up by the opposition which have NOTHING to
do with the fact there was NO SALE of the property in 1988.  In fact, nothing of the new assaults have
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anything to do with the property at all.  Mr. and Mrs. Ekker have now been ordered to deliver to Mr. Horn
ALL DOCUMENTS, ACCOUNTS, PAPERS, COPIES OF TAPES, WRITINGS, BUSINESS,
NOTES, HANDWRITTEN NOTES—EVERYTHING THEY HAVE DONE SINCE 1988.  Mr.
Horn is trying to enforce a psychiatric evaluation of Mrs. Ekker to see what is in her brain—like “me”.  This
is, of course, being demanded with a Dr. Goldberg.  Well, if it is the same Goldberg Doris knows of
already, fine—she will enjoy it immensely.  If Doris is nuts NOW, she certainly was NOT in May of 1988!
She could see, hear, tell time, speak, eat, sleep and do all those normal things on the day there was NO
SALE as advertised, of any property to which she had claim of interest.  And even if she is not “sound”—
what are they going to do with E.J.?  He was, after all, the very one who made arrangements to meet the
obligations of the sale transfer.  Can all of you see to what lengths the Evil Cartel will go to “getcha”?  And,
in addition, do you also see how far the judicial system is sunk into the cesspool of injustice?

It would appear to me to be a wonderful opportunity for you nice people here to enter Horn into a position
of co-conspirator with Green, Abbott, et al.  He is personally doing the damage at their behest and
mandate.  If they think they are proving Ekkers are somehow unable to have said property, all their claims
of money-getting only PROVE their ability all along to get the property!  If they have taken MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS from hapless innocent victims as Tuten claims—they could have bought the property ten
times over.  They didn’t, however, so somebody must be “honest” around here.  Tuten certainly doesn’t
have her stories even remotely or nearly correct.  Sharri simply left out the most important information in
her offerings to Tuten.  Worse, this sucks into the lies such as Father Cleary and now, Mike, et al.  Father
claims Ence/Enz and Tuten as HIS FRIENDS. (???)  Better think again, CAREFULLY!  They have
betrayed all trust ever placed in or with them.  Look around and see what they have done—even unto
YOU.

YEAST  AND  OTHER  PROTEINS

Yes indeed I am changing the subject.  I weary of the narrow focus and the demands of some people on
our time and output for the satisfaction of their own narrow tunnel vision.  I have a full-blown and quite
insulting bit of thrust against us for dealing with anything save THEIR interest focus.  I am told that you can
convert microbes to fight against other microbes.  This is so and is in use so why aren’t you nice people free
of disease?  The idea is to fight fire with fire, so to speak.  I also am reprimanded for not offering you the
transitional information of using yeast to offer a protein base, yeasts being a whole product life-form as are
the algaes, etc.  Ok, readers, I am going to offer you a little information and I want you to respond to me
with a full explanation of what I offer you, by return mail in 30 seconds or less and certainly use no more
than 50 words.

TURNING  YEAST  SEQUENCE
INTO  PROTEIN  FUNCTION

We will only deal here with the most studied genome Saccharomyces cerevisiae.  Why?  Because this is
the genome getting the most DNA attention in your scientific community.  Separation of structures were
long ago begun and by March when the information was due from the scientists as to sequencing.  Well, as
of April of this year a mere 1% of the 12.5 million base yeast genomes remained to be sequenced.  And,
moreover, what will you do with the information when you finally get it?
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There are 6200-6300 potential open reading frames (ORFs) in the genome, around 25% have been
sequenced and functionally characterized before 30% encode proteins with significant similarity to proteins
of known function from other organisms, and the remaining 40% represent completely novel proteins.
Work is now underway in your laboratories to make a rapid assessment of the functions of these NEW
genes by gene disruption, and, for some genes, by more detailed phenotypic studies.  Remember, readers,
MUSCLE is made up primarily of proteins.  Does this smack of genetic tampering and reproduction or
what?

The yeast data has already led to the identification of a number of proteins that had previously not been
suspected to be part of the S. cerevisiae genetic repertoire.  It is interesting to know, however, that a very
large number of plasma membrane proteins with different transport functions have been identified by sifting
through about half of the genome with hydrophobicity analysis and sequence alignment methods.  Some of
these are clearly homologous to the multidrug-resistant proteins of bacteria and higher eukaryotes.  This is
fine because we have grown into the cellular membranes of the Drias a merging factor for all cellular
structuring.  This is most important in considering the multidrug-resistant homotypes and homologous
structures of those resistant proteins of bacteria and higher eukaryotes.  Still with me, readers?

Let us consider a most interesting example which is simply noted as PDR1, a protein that has all the
hallmarks of the so-called ATP-binding cassette (ABC) proteins, but with the ATP-binding domains at-
tached on the N-terminal rather than the C-terminal side of the membrane-embedded domains.  As is
usually the case for membrane proteins, overproduction of this protein turned out to be difficult for your
scientists.  However, and this is usually the case, a mutation in the PDR1 transcription factor was isolated
that not only led to a 100-fold increase in synthesis of active PDR5, but also allowed efficient sorting to the
plasma membrane.  Whether this or similar mutant strains will be a general panacea for membrane protein
over-production in yeast remains to be seen; the success with the PDR5/PDR1 system certainly suggests
that genetic selection of overproduction strains may aid the assignment of protein function.  Ah, but what
happens if the mutation becomes part of the functioning genetic structure of the CONSUMER?

It must be noted, readers, that the rapid accumulation of fully sequenced prokaryotic and eukaryotic
genomes puts new demands on bioinformatics.  If, for instance, the sensitivity of sequence similarity searches
can be increased by even a few percent, hundreds of new genes may be functionally and even structurally
classified with minimal requirement for tedious experimental investigations.  My goodness, won’t this be a
wonderful boon to cloning science?  We might point out that already there are about 15% of all the yeast
proteins which are fully and sufficiently similar to proteins of known 3D structure to allow automatic gen-
eration of 3D models.  Aren’t you glad to know that you are going to be a simple yeast product?  These
models are already expected, in scientific circles, to be very accurate and almost identical around an active
site and are fairly accurate within the central core of the protein, and yet are still quite unreliable in the
exterior loop regions.  These would be useful, however in, for instance, guiding site-directed mutagenesis
studies.  Fine so far?  What do you think your exterior mutation appearance will be after all this “blending”
and tampering?  Those exterior loop regions are quite important for external appearance and identification.

Well, you now have this information floating around on your Internet—unfinished and making it as easy to
tamper with DNA structuring as is making a bottle-bomb for the kiddies.  There are MAJOR studies
underway in laboratories world wide, readers, that would take away your breath.  Now we can just slam
this on the Internet and the awaited unification of experimental and computational biology will be in vogue.
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Where will this take you, World?  It is anybody’s guess, I suppose, but MY guess is that a lot of people will
be playing with deadly toys and wipe out your whole species!  So be it.

Is everybody now happy to have this wondrous information revealed herein?  Does it make your day?
How nice that you can get this revelation and understand it fully.  How nice that you are all going to be so
careful henceforth to understand fully everything fed to you.  To you who are bored with my presentations
and impatient to get more of what you can’t possibly understand, much the less comprehend—go latch
onto the world of the Internet.  Information in and of itself is as worthless as a Mensa meeting of nit-wits
lacking any kind of common sense.  Is it information you desire or do you hyper-wits think I will somehow
be impressed that you “don’t” know enough to even ask a proper question?  All you need to understand is
LIGHT, ladies and gentlemen—JUST LIGHT!

Am I not weary of the distractions?  Of course!  But there is something you must understand and that is that
MY KNOWLEDGE and your knowledge are two different things.  YOU ARE GOING TO GET WHER-
EVER YOU ARE GOING ON YOUR INFORMATION—I AM ALREADY THERE!  THEREFORE,
IT MIGHT BEHOOVE THE STUDENTS TO ALLOW THE PROFESSOR TO TEACH THE CLASS
IN HIS STYLE INSTEAD OF THE UNLEARNED STUDENT RUNNING THE LECTURES.

You can all blow your minds with iridium and rhodium, etc., but what have you achieved?  You have
achieved an alternate state briefly for your minds which, in fact, will distract you from GOD and not TO
GOD in a permanent understanding of LIGHT WHICH IS GOD.  Be careful, readers, for the life you
SAVE might well be your own.  Likewise, the life you lose may also well be your own.  These tamperings
can and will, if continued, wipe out your SPECIES.  Think about it for you might well not like what you are
now or how you look or how fat or thin you are, but you are definitely NOT GOING TO LIKE WHAT
YOU ARE HEADED FOR TO BECOME.

Each person of souled being has a purpose and a gift to share and offer.  Be careful with those precious
holdings lest you get carried away with your “allowances”.  Note the government boys will leave you alone
until many are sucked into the trap and then you are going to get pinched as the door shuts on you.
Addictions come in many, many forms and the addiction to disassociate mind from living responsibility is
the greatest of all desires.  MIND addiction is worse than any physical body addiction.  What are YOU
doing with yours?  Mind, that is.  There simply aren’t any shortcuts to living as God demands and condi-
tions, but there are a zillion short-cuts to reaching Hell in many forms of presentation.

Childhood’s end has come, readers, and with that comes responsibility.  Why don’t you just stop the silly
search for magic tricks and uncover the great and wondrous MYSTERIES so that LIFE can be forthcom-
ing—not just a journey through loop-the-loop land.  Any plane which is airborne and runs out of fuel or
breaks its motor will CRASH!  It is not the flight that is hard on the body—it is the landing!  It is not enough
to KNOW how to get the plane off the ground—you must know how to, more importantly, LAND IT.

How many people will MISUSE Hudson’s products?  ALMOST EVERYONE!  He is quickly going to
become the Timothy Leary of brain blasters.  And yet, he holds the priceless pearl of great value in the
monatomic realms of substance.  Can we not be patient in our eagerness to serve SELF?  When man can
relate to his relations, then, and only then, can “self” be put to the rear burner and allow the unfolding of
God’s great mysteries of infinite LIFE.
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My scribe is tired and I can’t argue the merits of how that comes to be and I apologize for such lengthy
dissertations that not three in any billion people understand.  And, if you now have something which allows
you such incredible insight and psychic KNOWING—DON’T YOU THINK POSSIBLY YOUR EN-
EMY ALREADY HAS IT IN USE?  HE DOES!!

Is the “giving away” of the “substances” an altruistic gesture?  No, the “GIVING” away of the substances
without full instructions in a “how to use” guide with the product indicates an effort to protect the people
involved.  The structured “memberships” and offshore TRUSTS indicate good business which protects,
further, the people involved.  Don’t be blind and silly.  Use these tools well and recognize in KNOWING
what is taking place and then you aren’t among the foolish dingle-dangles who destroy all the good oppor-
tunities through your selfish need to make others pay for your mistakes.

So, the Hudson plan sounds too good?  Well, so be it.  Just how are you going to turn your dirt, when you
get it, into all those abundant and valuable metals?  How are YOU going to get your gold out of the dirt?
Ah so?  Alchemy is the cat’s meow isn’t it?  It is just that it is so elusive to the masses to perform.  And the
“factory” tour that you don’t really want to take?  Well, consider that a rock crusher isn’t such an interest-
ing thing.  You are focused on the “idea” and by his own presentation—it is NOT THE MONATOMIC
GOLD PRODUCT HE REFERS TO IN THIS OFFER OF CURRENT UNDERTAKING.  When are
you going to get out of the sandbox, upside down?  Or better yet, if you choose your sand wisely—stay in
it.

No, I do not put-down this wondrous man for he is gifted and special, but I do dislike the method of using
the gift so carelessly.  When we are given the very gift of the knowledge of LIFE, we must attend it most
carefully and selectively lest it be scattered as the pearls before the trampling swine and is lost to man
forever.

Good morning.
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CHAPTER  10

REC  #1    DORIS

WED., APR. 17, 1996    7:54 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 245

WED.,  APR. 17,  1996

GOD  SAID  IT  WOULD  BE  THIS  WAY!

I have always, to now, I suppose, assumed that we as a species were in this game together.  I found that I
believed if a person said he was/is my friend, I accepted that as truth.  Perhaps I am too allowing, and
friendship bonds myself to others wherein I truly am not wanted.  This character trait is dangerous in the
world of MAN.

Today, this morning, I stand at the crossroads filled with choices.  No, they are not world-shaking or even
very important except to me and those of us who believe that God is ALL, God is Love, God is Light.  I
don’t speak of religion or even religiously following anything to anywhere.  God is within my soul and I
make no claim to his entirety for I already am a part of HIS LIGHT.

I realize that others also know this and yet are bound to the FEAR of letting go of whatever represents
security to us without ability to sort wheat from chaff and I find that I long for the days when I didn’t
KNOW.  Ignorance allows you to leave responsibility to others, ignore that which is WRONG, disallow
actions which speak of character growth, you know, just drift along as the political, physical, and limited
knowledge will send you.  I observe how easy it is to become one with physical limitation and remain in the
undemanding shackles of the play script.  I have roles in myriads of plays while only occasionally writing
the play only to realize that in my instance I wrote them ALL in which I participated—at the least, my little
part.

This morning I find that I don’t want to write another sentence on any subject that brings me controversy,
either within or from without.  Why might that be?, I thought to myself.  I KNOW that to attain the goals of
lifetimes, even for self, brings responsibility for the whole of the brotherhood of Man.  But a funny thing
happened to me on the way to the forum of this keyboard this morning.  I realized that in the myriads of
lessons from this keyboard I knew that I finally KNEW/KNOW.

I see and KNOW that the physical being cannot rest on a rainbow or on a dream.  I KNOW that the
“mind” can stay atop both—BUT WHAT I REALLY CAME TO KNOW WAS THAT IT IS SOUL
THAT MATTERS AND SOUL BECOMES THE RAINBOW, THE DREAM, THE LIGHT!  Physical
eyes see the reflection of light, mind visualizes the light BUT SOUL IS THE LIGHT.  In this sudden
realization I instantly KNEW that I would create my own destiny or it would not come upon me other than
as my worst enemies would send it forth.  All I need to recognize now is HOW to achieve that which I shall
create.

I thought about how to serve this dish of understanding even to myself and found my mind wandering to a
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time I remember not but being as a child I looked across a field of daisies in full bloom and my mind was
swept by the color and wonder of such a thing as a flower.  I didn’t try to understand the universe—I
simply appreciated the curiosity of having something so pretty, so alive in the sunshine and breeze, and yet
being without ability to even speculate about the sight or any type of reality checkpoint or reference
relationship.  The flowers just “were” and I just “was”.  Then I pondered on growing and the realization of
the cycles of the flowers just as the annual changes of myself.  The daisy became something to pick and
look at later, press as in a memory into a book, hold for a little while to “make wishes” on the petals, and
then after much thought I found myself looking over thousands of acres of DEAD DAISIES and somehow
I knew that I had allowed this devastation to come upon my own creations.

I wanted to go back in memory and dance on rainbows, ride the wind, blow bubbles on the sea and simply
adore the daisy.  Then my “self” realized that I KNEW that what I really wanted was to again be the
rainbow and BE THE LIGHT wherein wholeness and fulfillment overflows all cups of experience.  The
soul also knows relationships, understands purpose and connections and brings balance to all things with-
out falling to the wayside in fear.  Fear goes when we take control with an honorable soul which is within
the LIGHT of Goodness.  Within THAT Light I AM that Light for it goes beyond being touched by Angels
or embraced by the Light.  This is no near-death experience for it IS A NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE.
There is no need to “die” to CREATE.  We create our own script every day and thus comes the wonder-
ment as to why we create it so poorly?  I suddenly realized it is because we are “trained” through the
darkness and ignorance of TRUTH.

If our goals be worthy and our desires sincere, God will respond and it will probably not be as we demand
or implore—so we think we have no answer.  We will have no answers until we take responsibility and
create the answers.  I could see that no matter how I tried to escape the reality of what goes on, the facts
kept sweeping over my mind in waves of understanding.  In the physical plane of existence, whatever it is,
there are required physical responses and needs for the working of the play.  You cannot simply say, “Well,
soul, old buddy, I don’t need physical things...” because in the physical arena there must be equally physi-
cal things.  So, we have to assume we need that which is necessary to function within the play and that
includes even a medium of exchange—for the script is filled with physical beings.  You cannot separate self
without assuming another position of dimension.  If I am to participate in the physical experience, I must
remain physical.  This means a dual problem, however, for the physical is a binding, heavy, burdensome set
of choices, decisions, manufacturing, ego assaults and dense matter.  Therefore, the soul must always be
attended lest we lock ourselves to the plane of conjured monsters and dragons.  The MIND must find the
pathway, clear the stumbling blocks, open the way and learn the lessons to offer freedom to soul.

Since all of us as Spirits took part in the Creation of our World in which we now experience—are we not
yet creating?  We realize that some entities such as Nikola Tesla could conjure in his mind, build in a higher
dimension and test his inventions in that realm before even building the physical model in the third-di-
mensional plane of matter.  Ah, but we have it backwards, don’t we?  The original idea is in Spirit,
projected onto mind and finally mind transforms the thought to matter realization.  This means that we had
to “be” before we came to express in physical form.  That further means we had to express “before” there
was that upon which to act out our play.  In this realization there next comes the very basic truth of
allowance of all other experiences.  In other words, “I” cannot choose for another for each must take
responsibility for his own choices and actions.
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I believe that our whole thrust in physical experience is to learn the purpose of LIFE.  How is it that we
come to be here?  Why?  Well, why indeed, do we go to college or to universities to increase knowledge?
Earth gives us opportunity to train “on the job”, so to speak, while agreeing to live within the rules of the
game laid before us in a physical format.

All spirits in the pre-mortal world shared in the creation of our worlds made physical and our own becom-
ing mortal.  We were with God and we knew that we were within the perfect oneness with Creator.  We
knew that there was absolute love and we recognized without debate the positive and yet conditional
references to what would become our “actions”.  We each and all participated in the creation of our own
playground, our own stage, upon which we could act out in conscious realization our play.  We prepared
accordingly.  We bonded with others who would be in our play, in order to recognize our missions and
complete them.  We came as volunteers, each of us eager to learn and experience all that God had created
for us to use.  I know that each of us made our own decision to come here and we did it in Spirit where the
challenges could be assembled in order to develop the necessary graded steps to achievement.  In that
world of Spirit even the most fragile among us here has strength and is valiantly gifted there.

We are given agency to act for ourselves in this manifested place of “matter”, this electric world.  Our
own actions determine the course of our “lives”, as we call this experience, and further determine our
higher realization as we move beyond the physical.  We can alter and redirect our lives at any time along the
way.  God made the promise that He would not interfere or intervene in our lives UNLESS WE ASK
HIM.  We all launch out on our journey quite happy for this freedom of choice.  We were grateful for this
ability to express our free will and to exercise this wondrous power.  We could now choose whatever
response in emotion and expression that we would wish.  The choice would be our own through our
decisions.

The greatest lesson I have had to learn is that there is no worthiness or meaning in that which we do in
selfish intent.  God has given us individual talents, for lack of better description of how we come to HAVE
talents—and always according to our needs and expectations.  But there is no happiness to be found in
simply expressing these things in selfish modality.  We have to work with, and eventually understand, the
laws, and overcome the limitations of this physical life.  By understanding these laws we are surely better
able to serve those around us.  Whatever we become here in mortality is meaningless unless it is done for
the benefit of others.  It is only through others that we can find completion in ourselves.  Our only true use
of those wondrous talents given is in our service for ONLY in serving do we grow spiritually.  In that
service also comes the understanding of LOVE in its supreme position within God and within Self.

At 3:00 a.m. this morning the phone awakened us.  The caller was from Europe and, I believe, in retro-
spect, had very good news.  The grog of sleep was heavy and, once pushed briefly aside, the mind was off
and running in its own directions until morning.  Interesting memories flood through the mind at such times.
Realizations are abundant in the full confrontation of responsibility and recognition.  There was full realiza-
tion of “connections” but total objectivity of circumstance and journey.  Big question marks are removed
when realization walks in.  The physical responses are not present—only the KNOWING.  And, I knew!
I knew that if my circumstances will change—I SHALL HAVE TO CHANGE THEM MYSELF.  If I
weary of the assaults of legal nightmares then I must end them, no more and no less.  To suit other needs,
I realize that I must end them favorably lest discredit come upon our dedicated work within the Light of
God.  In other words, I must create that which allows right to prevail.  I have to realize that I AM the
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creative fragment of God’s total reflection and within each fragment is the blueprint of the WHOLE of
everything.  Therefore, within me, in that LIGHT, I AM EVERYTHING.  If I KNOW THIS then why do
I continue to beat-up myself and have sorrow for those who do not see and hear truth?  Why indeed?
Every and EACH entity has a right to his/her own perceptions and interpretations and no amount of
argument or reason shall change a mind buried in cement.  Why waste time and effort—go find the way
without hanging up on the impossible.  I am finding it amusing to realize that I can communicate personally
by phone with a friend half a world away.  I know, for a fact, however, that I can communicate with that
friend from half a universe away.  I can communicate ever so much more easily with God, who is not even
a breath away.

One day it was said by our teacher that “I can create and I can uncreate...you!”  Oh goodness, that one
about did it and has had repercussions ever since.  Today, I understand it for I can create and I can
uncreate—in mind and in soul.  But my soul resides within the Light which is God and therefore is of secure
knowingness.  My mind shall create and uncreate until I find that which allows fulfillment of my own
intended mission to SERVE.  The moment I focus ONLY on self, I cease to serve and I become impotent
in all things.  I AM unlimited and yet I allow bondage to enslave me in my frustrations and immediate
considerations of the moment.  What we really are saying to self is how frustrated we are with the actions
of OTHERS who hold so much power over our own journey.  Do they?  No, but we allow it to become
so.  Well, the realization then comes that if we invite others into our lives to fill tasks for which we choose
to not fill, then we are stuck with allowing them to do their job which in our own perception may be totally
inadequate.  Ah, but they may well know more about law, medicine, etc., and we must measure that
knowledge against the haste and possible waste of “doing “it yourself”.

I am caused to think on some things which are taking place around the globe at present and pondering
about what difference it makes TO ME.  Do we go off the deep end in things such as income tax objections
while missing the important points of living?  I realize that as long as I LIVE WITHIN THE LAWS OF
GOD I CAN ALSO FUNCTION WITHIN THE LAWS OF THE LAND WITHOUT GOING TO
WAR, ESPECIALLY WITHIN MY HEART, MIND AND/OR SOUL.  If I do not accept your burden
or your gift, then I hold neither.  If you accept not my burden nor my gift—then you hold neither.  Either
way your choice is not my business.

I reach out to God in my own frustrations for often I simply do not have answers which are constantly in
demand that I produce.  I am hurt and drained by the assaults which seem unfair and am frustrated by the
demands and threats of others.  However, this morning I KNEW that I would create the way and in that
realization I can do my JOB even if it be not that which I “thought” I wanted.  There are a handful of people
scattered around and who work far harder than I shall ever work to achieve that which must be attended
in Truth.  I shall never be able to adequately thank or serve these friends who have allowed us to continue
through their very love and prayers.  Together we shall accomplish the perfection of living Truth in the
perfection of God’s PERFECT sequence.  I have no wish to slay dragons or even argue with those who
want to simply quarrel and control.  I have POWER and I do NOT want control over any save myself.  In
my perfect world there would be none who want my space.  That is NOT likely for I hold THE JEWEL of
the UNIVERSE.  I HAVE KNOWING!  In that KNOWING, there is not the slightest doubt of winning
the game for there is no way in which I can lose for if God be with me—who can be against me?  I have
known this since I was that little tyke in Athenia, Pleiades a billion years ago, bobbling through the daisy
patch.
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What I must do now is to insure that those who come after me can HAVE A DAISY.  I also know that I
can have absolute love for those who come my way—but I shall certainly place more “conditions” on
those who would take from me and then call me the evil one.  I am NOT EVIL and for that very reason I
am attacked.  I am NOT perfection but I AM GOOD!  I KNOW my station, my responsibility and my
duty and in that I stand blessed indeed for few ever realize their mission and purpose.  I bless and thank
each who have helped me grow, and most especially my so-called enemies, for without them I would have
no challenges to overcome.  Thank you, God, for allowing me to do those RIGHT things to allow other
things to bear fruit today and in this “time”.  Is it not wonderful that somewhere along the way, brothers in
Light, we did SOMETHING RIGHT which has allowed us this wonderful journey with its myriad experi-
ences?

I think most of us are about to the point of awakening wherein we cannot actually express the dream from
the awake state of being.  When the dream BECOMES the reality, we have arrived if our dream vision
was of LIGHTED ONENESS IN ALL THINGS.  We ARE that which we come to BELIEVE.  There-
fore, I AM and it is enough for there is nothing greater than this.

I did not sit to this keyboard today to have great wisdom but I find that all I offer here is most certainly
WISE.  How come I to be wise?  I am long a student and long have I walked the pathways with my teacher
and I find it a worthy road composed of that which I make it to be.  If I stand only on TRUTH then I have
no cause to be faint of heart or wasted of soul.  I shall be exactly that which I shall be and it shall be MINE
for I AM one WITHIN the ONE LIGHT and none can separate me from that unity.

Dave Williams said something a few days back which is burned into my heart as he spoke of going within
his temple and becoming in expression with this wondrous Light Source wherein the mere joy of the
experiences causes the eyes to overflow in appreciation and allowance.  How can any quarrel over any
THING have merit of attention against the very realization of such strength and universal Truth?

Up to now, in this quest for service, I serve as a journalist, a reporter, and not an author.  Today, I am a
writer, an author, and I know of that which I write and speak.  I can stand the slings and arrows of
adversity for at best they can only be passing fancies of the offending energies.  Evil intent CANNOT
STAND in the LIGHT OF GOODNESS and therefore there is no reason to fear anything that shall come
against us who serve in right cause.  I do not have to “fight”; I only need to “be” to win these silly battles of
lie versus truth for the enemy must always remember his lies, and truth stands alone.  Winning or losing is
merely a perception of the beholder.  To win by the lie is a shallow win indeed, in shame, which is always
before GOD and becomes, in time, SEEN BY MAN.

There is an old stupid saying that goes: “Sticks and stones may break my bones but words will never hurt
me!”  No, friends, all three are painful, damaging and ALWAYS hurt if used for that purpose.  The point is
not in the “hurt” but in the realization that if the soul be “right” no thing shall touch IT even though ap-
pearances in this illusion of experience may well offer otherwise.

I write this message to myself that I might look at my own expression and better understand myself.  I share
it with my friends who ask explanations for our coalition and entanglements along the way.  I can only
express my OWN perceptions and realizations and never shall I intentionally USE another for my pur-
poses but might we not share this journey and these visions and together be worthy of slaying the dragons
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which devour our very souls?  I want no wealth beyond that which is required for doing that which we have
agreed to produce, no more but certainly NOT LESS.  All things belong to their creator and in that
abundance I expect to receive that which is necessary for Creator’s needs.  I realize that I no longer have
attachments of lingering demands on physical things but recognize the higher purpose of my own existence.
I DO have a mission and a purpose and it bears no NAME or recognition of myself to other than my self.
Wisdom may well be recognized but it has no merit unless used in actions and expressions.  Don’t ask me
of what “race” I be—but rather, ask me what race I’m “in” and perhaps today I have a better answer than
I had yesterday.

I do not hate even Evil for if I give POWER to evil through hate, I have lost.  I must stand strong in LIGHT
and TRUTH and Evil shall take its own course and fall before me.  If adversity had not come my way I
would never realize this amazing character within myself.  Without the help of those who shared with me
would I ever have persevered long enough in my singular task to have this realization.  I know that we must
have one another so that we might recognize our own reflection and find Truth and balance.  A simple other
realization came as well from this introspection; I am a part of Creator so I don’t have to be a lesser
scientist or any other lesser being of any kind.  I further conclude that if I change myself then I must surely
change my world.  You will have to do that which you will with YOURS.  God gives each of us the power
and capability of doing this as suits our freedom of choices.  I have requirements to which I must measure
against, my own way.  How very wonderful if we can find a similar joy to share.  I came to fulfill MY OWN
PURPOSE and you must fulfill yours, whoever you are.  If you set me forth as a leader or taker of your
journey then we both err for I have misled you possibly and I cannot make YOUR journey in any event.

I will no longer, however, stand silent in the face of wrong accusations, even in the physical plane, for it is
WRONG to allow lies to bury goodness—mine or anyone’s.  I will no longer apologize for my goodness
in intent in the face of evil intent.  You who steal from me in truth or substance shall count on meeting me
face to face for you shall no longer be allowed to go forth with those distractions which bring damage to
goodness.  I claim no asking of fame or of fortune but I do claim justice and Truth in my service and will not
continue to allow ill-intent and greed to push me into silence or cowardice.  The ones who hide behind the
lies are the cowards and, yes indeed, I SHALL challenge them for even though I think quite humbly of
myself—I do not think HUMBLY of THE GOD I SERVE.  IF MY GOD BE NOT YOUR GOD,
BEWARE, FOR MINE IS TRUTH, LOVE, HONOR, INTEGRITY, AND LIGHT.  I apologize not for
MINE.  Why do YOU try so hard to discredit that which is perfection in favor of covering your own
assends, befoulers of Truth?  My writings and my words speak for themselves and honor is given to those
who have shared their magnificent truths to humanity that we might better see and serve.  I am but a
journalist’s keyboard in sharing that which is offered, no more and no less, and you who would cost a
brother one iota of his due are WRONG in your actions.  Excuses but make you look sick and disgusting.

I repeat, if God be with me who can be against me?  Ah, indeed, it is a wonderful opportunity we have had
and are having, to find the enemies among us and realize who is against us for if you now be against ME in
my humble and usually unrecognized service to God, then surely you are NOT SERVING GOD.  I have
done NOTHING to hurt anyone, even my enemies—so what basis do you have to destroy me?  It seems
I must represent something so great as to cause you to be recognized for your ill-intentioned envy.  I have
asked for nothing from you who now represent such bitter enemies—and even though I do not understand
it to my physical liking, I do understand the total inability of yourselves to be otherwise.  Your inability is
not, however, my business and therefore I stand on my own ability to continue my way into the Lighted
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places of my higher teachers and not into the dark holes of your conjuring in greed and corruption.  You live
in your ego snares and I shall live within God and let us see what comes of it.  I shall no longer give you
quarter in your wish to destroy that which is good for that which is your greed and mean intent.  God is with
me and therefore I shall be sustained and nobody told me this journey would be a cute jig through rose
petals.  If I find but ONE daisy along my pathway I shall rejoice.  If I find a jasmine flower I shall have
found it all.  If I only have a sparrow as company I shall further rejoice but I SHALL FLY ON WINGS OF
EAGLES AND BEYOND FOR THAT IS THE PROMISE OF CREATOR WITHIN THE WON-
DROUS ETERNAL LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE.  AND FURTHERMORE, I SHALL SOAR HIGH
AND STRONG WITH MY OWN WINGS FOR THE WIND BENEATH MY WINGS BE GOD.

Your denial is not my business.  Your righteousness is not my business.  My denial and my acceptance is
my business and therefore, not yours.  But your love is my support and in that connection I shall not fail to
serve as well and for as long as I can have breath enough to do so.

A few days ago an old acquaintance said it was surely stinking around here—as he grows further away
from those who called him “friend”.  I wonder if there is realization that the stench comes from his own
rotting ideas of self aggrandizement?  If you pluck yourself from the source of life you have chosen your
poison.  Putting me down will NOT LIFT YOU UP.  IT WILL ONLY SHOW THAT WHICH IS YOUR
WEAKNESS.

To any and all of you who might find this note, I can only offer my heart and my soul for your inspection.  I
now KNOW THAT I KNOW and I further KNOW that I am equal to God’s task.  Welcome along for I
need you badly to share the good for I alone must bear my own perceived sorrow.

We have come to do a job and I intend to see to mine and those who try to block the way shall be stood
aside.
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CHAPTER  11

REC  #1    HATONN

FRI., APR. 19, 1996    7:35 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 247

FRI.,  APR. 19,  1996

HIGH  HOLY  DAYS  OF  SATAN

This being the annual celebration of a High Holy Day of Satan we have to pay attention but certainly also
be observant of possibilities.  There is plenty to note for you have to understand the differences in the way
of “counting” in various clocks and calendars.  Many things which happen in the westernmost part of
Canada may well be a day later in the western part of, say, Palestine.  For instance, the bombing of the UN
refugee center by the Israelis “yesterday” was actually “today” in Westernmost Canada or the US or
Mexico.  This is a SECRET day of ritual bloodshed so you will not find the eagerness for sharing other than
to related coincidental events being counted for your viewing.

Was this an accident, this bombing of innocents?  Perhaps only “The Shadow” knows—or perhaps there
are reasons for bombing people attached to Christian teachings.  The “so-called Christians” don’t have
any corner on Christ-teachings.  Neither, however, do the non-Christians have any sole claim to violence,
accidents, or bloodletting.  More blood has been let to run by the so-called Christians than by the Satanic
adversary.  Does anyone remember the Inquisition, the Holocaust, the Crusades?

HOLOCAUST

Our enemies of personal vendetta want to call us nasty names and accuse us of denying such as the
Holocaust as the misery of the World War II camps was called and is now mandatory in acceptance—BY
LAW.  I have never said there was no Holocaust, readers; I have only said there were other worse
incidents and places in your world such as the death of millions upon millions of Christians even in the same
general period of time.  I said, “THE HOLOCAUST COULD NOT HAVE HAPPENED AS IS RE-
QUIRED BY LAW TO ACCEPT.”  This statement certainly does not lessen the horror and/or EVIL of
the circumstances.  Lies, in fact, only degrade the terrible horror of even ONE who perished or was
punished at the hands of ANY “other”.  Since there are now more “Jews” COLLECTING REPARA-
TIONS for the Holocaust than there were Jews in Europe at the time of the “Holocaust” it is hard to
believe that you are actually forced by law to state an outright lie.  What of the other people who perished
in the war?  What of the very horror of those who perished in the “Allies” camps called “other losses”, etc.,
in General Eisenhower’s camps?  And this man went on to become President of the United States of
America.

DOMESTIC  TERRORISTS?

Are there Domestic Terrorists?  Of course.  Are they the ones who are now spotted BY LAW as terror-
ists?  No, but what else is new in your nation today?  There will be great and terrible celebrations of the
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atrocities around the US today and topped off by more and bigger atrocities elsewhere so that FEAR and
TERROR become your “control” word.

CONTACT’S  BURDEN

Are WE less susceptible to Terror than are you of the general public readership?  No, and I am taking as
much care as possible to cause no undue focus on anything we do.  For instance, read this clearly, friends:
WE ARE NOT GOING TO WRITE FURTHER ON “LIGHT” AS IS SCIENTIFICALLY EXPLAINED
BECAUSE GEORGE GREEN HAS ALREADY PUT INTO TRANSCRIBED PRINT THE FACT
THAT HE MEASURES EVERY WORD IN CONTACT TO SEE IF THERE IS A MATCHING WORD
IN ANY OF RUSSELL’S WORKS.  HE CLAIMS THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONNECTION IS
FALSE AND IS SIMPLY MORE IDENTICAL INFORMATION FROM RUSSELL.  So be it.  We do
not cross the boundaries of legal orders.  I believe we shall simply have to express in personal accounting.
I want Doris’ writing of day before the yesterday to be run in this next edition of CONTACT if you can find
enough space to do so and be so kind as to share that space.  I realize the paper is being cut back or “off”
until the move can be completed and as funding lack requires.  However, it is important to realize that Doris
is a JOURNALIST and finally within, understands exactly what I speak of as I offer the substance of
LIGHT.  It has little to do with scientific breakthrough but, rather, a KNOWING in TRUTH.

Mr. Green has shot Mr. Horn in the foot with his mouth in fear that someone he has had controlled may be
perchance breaking through and now comes forth with his lies which can now be proven—from his own
LIPS.  Will that “save” the Ekkers?  Will that “save” the paper?  Will that “save” you?  NO, but it causes
YOU ALL to go within, carefully study circumstances and better make decisions regarding good and evil
intentions.

TOUGH  TIMES?

Are these TOUGH TIMES?  Indeed, but I remind you that “Tough Times never last—Tough People DO!”
This comes as a title of a very worthy book by Robert Schuller.  Within that little book of interesting
thoughts is one that speaks of what to do when you confront a mountain in your pathway.  You can tunnel
through, go over, go around or whatever—but doing NOTHING will not get you past the mountain.  So
what do I mean?  Dharma is being faced with psychiatric examinations, examinations of every word of her
work since 1988, even to her thoughts about it all.  Will it happen?  Everything else dastardly seems to
come about.  What will be found?  Truth!  A journalist does not write revelation for THAT IS CALLED
PROPHECY.  An elder journalist is called a “commentator” whose presentations are offered in observa-
tion and opinion gleaned from experience and study.  There is ENOUGH prophecy abounding, readers;
you need observed commentary about what is ALREADY around you.  There is not one single word of
newness on your globe—NOT ONE!

FIGHTING  OVER  LIGHT

Walter Russell WROTE and there is great contradiction over the opinions of that work as expressed by
such as President Timothy Binder of US&P and almost ALL OTHERS who study the work.  Therefore,
my drawing opposing opinion about the information CONCLUSIONS is but a factor in observation and
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understanding.  We will, now, do no observations at all, including from the South African material—which
came not from ANY work of Russell anywhere, anytime.  Any offering we give will be from the Spiritual
aspect of ALL BEINGS, ALL THINGS, AS LIGHT.  I sincerely thank Mr. Green for giving us warning of
the intended raid plans.

GREEN  MACHINE

Now that we understand the dastardly deeds within your secret games of keeping truth silent, we shall be
ever so much more careful of the new laws regarding enforced beliefs, required regulations as to censor-
ship AND give Dharma a much needed period of time to focus on her immediate problems.  This bunch of
outspoken political legal wonders in Nevada are now working WITH Horn as his sole basis for continuing
the property case which portion is in dispute from two years prior to anyone of them even KNOWING the
Ekkers.  So, we have a battle?  I wonder if you actually believe so?  Mr. Green has made another bad
error in judgement if not in speech; he has said that “E.J. Ekker told me he was going to go down and steal
that property.  He took $10,000 dollars and went...”  Everyone had wondered wherefrom came that
repeated statement, used by Jason Brent, ex-Judge, every colleague of Greens, S. Horn, Abbott, Fort,
Tuten, et al.  Well, he said it himself; he SAID: “E.J. told ME...”  IS THAT NOT FIRST PERSON?

Green also said, and we have it in affidavit declaration that he got the gold, surely, and E.J. knew all about
it and that actually he had bought the gold from Ekkers!  He is referring to the $350,000 in gold which he
now says was “only worth less than $250,000 anyway...”  He buried it in his yard and had to dig it up
when the LAW ORDERED IT TO COURT.  He now says, HIMSELF, he NEVER buried the gold and
that is a lie from Ekker.  He further says he “pleaded the gold to the court”, meaning: I took the gold and
asked the court to hold it.  NO, THE GOLD WAS ORDERED BY LAW TO THE COURT!  GREEN
WAS ORDERED BY THE LAW TO PRODUCE THE GOLD AND TURN IT OVER TO THE COURT.

The portions of Mr. Green’s wondrous announcements which should also be carefully attended is his
pronouncement of putting the Phoenix Institute in receivership.  “What does that mean?” he was asked.
Well, he responded, it is not actually just receivership, it is “informal LIQUIDATION” WHERE PARTIC-
IPANTS WILL BE LUCKY TO GET 10 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR IF AT ALL.  NOW, does it seem
REAL enough, you who plan to join him and demand a run on the corporation?  Green says he is just
helping Leon and Betty to get their money back. (?????).  Abbott, the attorney, has already spent over
$40,000 that WAS REPAID and if Leon is only going to, at best, get 10 cents on the dollar it would seem
to me to be better to PRAY FOR A MIRACLE OF SURVIVAL AND THRIVING BUSINESS FOR
THE INSTITUTE.  Is it actually Doris who needs a psychiatrist?  Well, every participant and lender has a
legal and forthright CASE against these blackballers.  Mr. Green was an officer and director of the Institute
while he planned the raids and stole the very products of the Institute.  The plan is laid forth on HIS OWN
STATIONERY AND IN HIS OWN PRESENTATION AND DIAGRAMS.  Ladies and gentlemen, he
wants to shut down CONTACT because he wants to silence this particular truth from public knowledge.

He further says that Leon’s good attorney, Abbott, is “SO POLITICALLY STRONG AS TO INSURE
THE CASES WIN, AND MORE THAN THAT HE (ABBOTT) IS GOING AFTER THE LAWYERS
STUPID ENOUGH TO DEFEND THE INSTITUTE AND/OR THE EKKERS.”  We have to assume
that is true because every one THUS FAR has folded.  So what else is new...?
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Not only has Mr. Green said these things, he has written them and had giant mailing campaigns and dozens
of the packages have been sent to us—right from Bozeman, Montana.  Most people don’t pay attention to
them but all on the mailing lists of the paper, which Green TOOK also, have received these documents.
The documents are pulled from his own lying documents from court, out of context, or just outright fabri-
cations of facts.  This is now listed as interfering with business, insider theft, perjury, felony grand theft,
using the mails to commit criminal activities, diversion of funds, and on and on.  He is NOW responsible for
distribution of unfinished, unchecked (and incorrect) recent depositions which he could only have ob-
tained, prior to clearing, from HORN.  Moreover, he is telling his contacts in his frantic desire of stopping
people from even coming to visit “me”, to JUST READ THE DEPOSITIONS.  How can they “just read
the depositions”, Mr. Green-Mr. Horn?  Perhaps the Judge would also like to know how they CAN JUST
READ THE UNRELEASED, UNCORRECTED, DEPOSITIONS?  Ah, but you guys have done this
always before, haven’t you, while attaching a selected statement involving a lawyer’s FEE to a non-related
subject.  Is this shrewd?  No, it is disgusting and insipid.

You, Mr. Green, have told more people that gold will skyrocket than anyone ELSE ever thought of telling.
How NOW do you come along and destroy a program which will earn the lenders everything BACK with
profit in order for you to somehow DESTROY and bring less than 10 cents on the dollar TO THEM!?
THIS IS CRIMINAL INTENT AND ACTION TO DEFRAUD YOUR OWN PEOPLE.  There are
SOME PEOPLE, Mr. Green, who simply won’t tolerate this action and the Ekkers become the least of
YOUR problems!  You THINK you have outlasted the Statute of Limitations?  Perish the thought for you
have continued to proffer your papers right up to this minute and it is all being revealed as we write—so,
the LAST act of reference to the offended parties BECOMES the limitation “time” as the offended parties
come into realization of the actions.  Perhaps you, Ence/Enz, and others think it is OK to be an Officer and
Director of a company and then steal from that company.  That is called embezzlement and all the poison
pen notes scattered around only PROVE your actions.

You claim you were going to pay back POOR MR. FORT with that gold, Mr. Green?  OH BARF!  YOU
NEVER INTENDED TO DO ANYTHING FOR LEON FORT EXCEPT TO USE HIM TO PAY
YOUR ATTORNEY, ABBOTT, TO YOUR ADVANTAGE.  You further say, Mr. Green, that even poor
John Schroepfer is having to USE HIS SON to defend him and get his “whatever” back?  That man is
NOT HIS SON and that nice “son” of Eleanor’s has now stuck his own Mother AWAY out of his hair.
And dear Luke Perry that you still continue to quote—was NEVER, NEVER, NEVER anything in-
volved here.  He was trying to get laws changed SO HE COULD GET HIS MOTHER’S ONLY RE-
TIREMENT FUNDS FOR HIMSELF!  Did you EVER try telling the truth, Mr. Green?  Do YOU think
you are going to be popular with such as Fort when the realization comes that he has LOST NOTHING
UNTIL YOU SUCCEED IN DESTROYING HIM WITH LESS THAN TEN CENTS ON THE DOL-
LAR?  Your prey, Green, is always the ones you claim to be “mentally challenged” as you call Fort, and an
Alzheimer’s patient as you refer to Schroepfer.  There WAS LEGAL RESPONSE THAT JOHN
SCHROEPFER DID NOT AND DOES NOT HAVE ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE.

Betty Tuten has lost nothing and neither has Sharri, except the “backing” of gold collateral which THEY
CHOSE to forfeit undoubtedly at your, Green’s, admonition.  They WON’T lose a farthing UNLESS, OF
COURSE, YOU, GREEN AND ABBOTT, CAUSE THE COURTS TO DAMAGE THE INSTITUTE
AND BRING LESS THAN 10 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR.  And Ekkers?  Well, good buddy, it
WON’T be chalked up to your old acquaintances, Ekkers, IF YOU AND ANYONE PULL DOWN
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THE INSTITUTE INTO LIQUIDATION!!!!!  What talent do you hold, Green, that causes people to go
commit SUICIDE?  You must giggle all the way to your black crypt!

You have TWO coffee plantations in Costa Rica?  How nice to know.  Also, how nice to know that you
still have great funding and never said you didn’t have riches.  Further, it is so nice that you have said it
again and again, and so recently yet.

You repeat that there is $10 million that JUST THE EKKERS have squandered?  What is your perception
of the Institute, Mr. Green?  You helped “found” it and the plan for assisting publications, projects, etc.
You claim you put a lot of funds into this—and I note you say you did it 100% on your own account?  Oh,
that was a tacky thing to say because it simply incriminated you and your “creative” charges and financial
financing pages.  By the way, the farm, Green, is not longer a “failure” once free of your buddy, Ence/Enz.
He even tattled, he thought, on the owner of the property who had done all the bad things to Ence/Enz, like
give the children Christmas gifts, and on and on, in sharing.

You have really helped Mr. Ence/Enz’s cause, in addition, Mr. Green, by telling the world that the farm was
$2500 a month and Mr. Ence/Enz got another $1500 on top of that and what do you think “just that
amount” does to his welfare gleanings?  Anyone CLEARING without taxes or living expenses (many of
which were also covered as utilities, a vehicle, etc.) OVER $4000 per month is going to get his feathers
singed JUST WITH YOUR REVELATIONS!

I can only suggest you people who are so after “getting Ekkers” and “ole’ Hatonn” be considering your
possibilities OTHER than the “getcha game”.  This kind of person will undo his “buddies” just as quickly as
he will undo his supposed enemies—AND HAS DONE SO!  Father Cleary can proclaim every word I
say to be “Bull Shit Lies” but I pause to urge you to LOOK AGAIN at what is being touted around
TODAY!  You nice people will NOT be afforded the reading of ALL the depositions as to who did and
said WHAT IN CONTEXT; the words will be pulled out and rearranged to suit the culprits.  YOU ARE
GOING TO BE HURT—BADLY.  If you fail to be able to buy into the truth, how come you so readily buy
into the outright and proven LIES?  Ekkers went NOWHERE selling anything so how is it that the very
person who originally sold you his tales has now changed his tale?  None of you in point came to Ekkers
attention SAVE THROUGH GREEN.  Is he now just angry he didn’t get your funds for himself to further
fill his back yard?  Vilify YOU in this paper?  I think you had better take a REAL, HARD LOOK at what
is happening to your assets at Mr. Green’s hands.  Nobody has lost a farthing, I repeat, UNTIL YOU
ALLOW THE INSTITUTE TO BE DESTROYED BY GEORGE GREEN!  THAT INCLUDES LEON
FORT AND ALL ALLIED PARTIES.  ABBOTT AND HORTON WILL SIMPLY, AS LAWYERS,
MAKE MORE MONEY OFF YOU TO BOOT!

LAST  PAPER  FOR  AWHILE

I ask that,‘ in this last paper for a while, that perhaps this writing might be also given viewing.  If people
don’t start to THINK in wisdom, there are going to be very, very COSTLY lessons of all kinds happening
right away.  Nobody here has taken ANYTHING from anyone and misused it nor buried it in their back
yard for safe hiding.  Nobody here has sent anything OFF SHORE to hide it or convert it or roll it over to
hide from taxation.  Nobody here has broken any laws of God or the LAND.  It would behoove you who
detest me to take another look around you and see if you can’t have a bit more INSIGHT.  Leon once said
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that the LIGHT is dangerous and do NOT go to the LIGHT!  He further suggested that the LIGHT will
destroy you in soul.  Oh?  What an interesting concept!  You CAN’T hide from the LIGHT but you CAN
keep yourself at great disadvantage in the darkness.  Leon also said that he never reads the documents
from his attorney because he doesn’t “understand that stuff”.  Well, is this a problem of Ekkers?  Of all the
documents on the Earth you should read most carefully are those from your attorney for they are, by far,
the most costly to your physical pocketbook.  Surely you don’t think George Green is paying Abbott to
keep the case going to serve his retirement.  Abbott told Ekkers with a roomful of witnesses that he
“intended to retire on this case!”  Who will foot the bill for THAT RETIREMENT?  Well, obviously, HIS
CLIENTS!  And as far as the PORTIONS of CONTACT that you study so carefully and repeat so ill-
fortunately, YOU ARE READING THE WRONG PORTIONS FOR YOUR SOUL, AND AFTER
ALL IS SAID AND DONE—SOUL DETERMINES YOUR JOURNEY’S DIRECTION TO OR
FROM GOD OF ETERNAL PRESENCE.  If you shout “justice” while you tear down the security of
your brothers, to save your ego face—YOU MAY WELL EXPECT YOUR BROTHERS IN SOUL
GOOD INTENT TO CONFRONT YOU—SOUNDLY.  THEY WILL NOT LIKE YOUR DESTRUC-
TION OF THEIR PROPERTY AND SECURITY.  THIS IS THE OLD SAW OF “IF I CAN’T HAVE
IT BECAUSE OF MY OWN DEEDS, THEN NEITHER SHALL ANY ONE ELSE.”  SO, DON’T
HARP ON YOUR BEHAVIOR BEING JUSTICE AND DOING IT FOR YOUR “RIGHT” ACTIONS,
BETRAYORS, BECAUSE IT WON’T SELL.  DO YOU ACTUALLY THINK THAT DESTRUC-
TION BY YOUR HANDS WILL ENDEAR YOU TO THE LOSERS AT YOUR HANDS?  PEOPLE
WAKE UP WHEN IT HITS THEIR POCKETBOOKS—EVEN REGARDING THE SAVINGS AND
LOAN, MUCH THE QUICKER IF IT BE LAWYERS SCAMMING THE VERY JUDICIAL SYS-
TEM.  IF EVIL WINS A SKIRMISH, FRIENDS, IT DOES NOT MEAN EVIL SHALL WIN THE
WAR!  BUT SKIRMISHES ARE PAINFUL AND EXPENSIVE—ON WHICH SIDE SHALL YOU
BE?  AND, WILL YOU WAIT UNTIL THE GAME IS OVER TO HOP IN AND DEFEND YOUR
OWN PROPERTY AND RESOURCES?  WE SHALL SEE FOR EACH PARTICIPANT HAS NOW
A CASE TO LAY BEFORE THE BENCH OF JUSTICE IN PERSONAL CONSIDERATION.  IT
REQUIRES NO GUNS, NO SWORDS—ONLY TRUTH BEFORE THE LAW EVEN AS DETE-
RIORATED AS HAS BECOME THE SYSTEM OF INJUSTICE.

GOD WILL NOT FIX IT FOR YOU.  IS IT NOT TIME YOU MAKE A STAND FOR SELF?

I bid you good morning and I sincerely hope you give a LOT OF THOUGHT to this focus for “time” as
you know it is running out as are the sands of this time in passage.  You don’t have to help the Ekkers—
BUT IS IT NOT TIME TO BE RESPONSIBLE AND HELP YOURSELF?

RESPONSIBLE  DECISIONS

Dharma did NOT come to this place at this time to simply WRITE.  We needed to find the lizards in the
crawl spaces.  I am not going to ask that she put up with any more AT ALL.  We will see through the
assaults and then if the readers want a paper and information we will consider the circumstances.  The
world does NOT want truth nor LIGHT save a very few, a tiny handful.  You want the evil things of
possession, power and control.  We offer NO security of CONTROL and no, I did not err in the use of the
term.  To take control involves RESPONSIBILITY and so few want responsibility of standing for good-
ness that it sickens me.  You do whatever you want, but unless we get some support, we are going to
withdraw and, at the least, let our people have a rest.
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TRIAL  DATE  AND
HINT  IN  TIMING

How many of you will be present at the trial over this piece of Property ON WHICH THERE WAS NO
SALE?  It is due, but not set into cement engraving, for early August next, the fifth.  I find it interesting that
it is so near the annual Mountain Festival in Tehachapi and an interesting relationship to Sipapu Odyssey.
How completely interesting that Ekkers are still without control over their own existence even after more
than EIGHT years.  I shall marvel over the fact, IF there is a world in mid-August, THAT THERE IS A
WORLD REMAINING AT THAT TIME.  I will also, however, for my team, state that this is THE place
to be along about that time in sequence.
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CHAPTER  12

REC  #1    HATONN

TUE., APR. 23, 1996    8:12 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 251

TUE.,  APR. 23,  1996

POTENTIAL  AND  TORQUE

As we move into speaking more about the individual life-form potential, we cannot leave out the “torque”
as might define those pressures which come against that individual mechanism.

You don’t need to be a rocket scientist to understand that any mechanical or moving object is affected by
the pressures applied and the circumstances present in the environment.  In living human individuals you
MUST enter into the calculations of impact on the mechanism the FREE WILL CHOICES AND
THOUGHT REASONING gifts of Creator to the specific species called MAN.  Torque is simplistically
used here to define the “turning force”; potential is the all inclusive realization possibilities.  If you have an
electric motor you might consider many possibilities for use and/or power magnitudes.

However, in MAN there is present, at upstart, 100% potential for ALL things, unlimited.  This is because
Man is simply a refracted realization of God who is ALL.  Each individual, therefore, is brought forth with
100% potential.  You pick up “torque” as you move through the environment and growth stages of devel-
opment.

You will have two potentials as you realize that you are as an electric motor in that you have potential for
mechanical use and yet you move beyond the mechanical into the wondrous and YOUR element of MIND-
SOUL.  There is infinite diversity of life but underneath all this diversity there is only ONE all-pervasive
SPIRIT.  Moreover there is NO separation between you from this infinite field of energy.  So, in calculating
your potential, you MUST realize that this field of pure potentiality is your very own SELF.

If you move yourself into the condition of rare contact with Natural and Spiritual possibilities and lock in
onto the mechanical and physical things of manifestation, you move further from this magnificent perfection
of your field of pure potentiality.  You will begin to utilize that which is a product of another’s potential, be
locked away from that which is your pure potential, and relegated into the trap as laid for mankind’s
torque-building structure.

There is no need to discuss further steps in growth of Soul if you don’t at some point face the REALITY
of your POTENTIAL and its unlimited presence.  You and only YOU can realize your own pure potential.
There are hundreds of ways to express the lessons and yet the fullness or acceptance or denial of the
processes of realization and total consciousness reside individually within the ONE now represented by
the individual YOU.

I am continually amused by ones I observe searching, seeking, ever looking to “find oneself”.  You CAN’T
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get lost so there is nowhere to go to “find” self.  Moreover, the Self you “find” is also wherein resides this
totally unlimited POTENTIALITY.

Since there is nowhere to “go” to find self, then you must therefore realize that your internal reference point
is within your own SPIRIT and never in the objects of your experience.  Every “object” will have as
individual a referenced perception according to the individual Spirit.

APPROVAL  OF  “OTHERS”
FOOTHOLD  OF  THE  EGO

Wow, this is a biggie for as a babe grows he begins to seek approval of others around him in order to get
what he wants.  This is LEARNED behavior and it is identified as EGO.  In object-referral you are always
influenced by objects outside the Self, which include situations, circumstances, people, and things.  There
is no way in physical manifestation to avoid this impact.  You can learn to disallow affectation by these
impacting objects, but if you are human you are under impact.  Therefore, it must be realized that in object-
referral, your internal reference point is your EGO.

What is most difficult to separate, however, is Ego FROM Self.  The ego becomes your own limited
perception called self-image.  This, readers, is a nasty hand dealt to you for it is your “SOCIAL” PRES-
ENCE, chosen through object-training, of Self.  It is, if you will, the “MASK” (camouflage, costume) you
present and sometimes that becomes the image you imprint even on SOUL.  You begin to “play a role” as
if in a play and then ego begins to direct your acting and as you express you will fall into the trap of allowing
your ego to direct all of your experience.  Your “pretend player” thrives greatly on approval—of OTH-
ERS—for in the reflected approval of “others” the ego finds its revelation of status.  Ego is sustained by
POWER.  It is sustained by POWER because it lives constantly in FEAR.

FREEDOM  FROM  THIS  FEAR

As you drift into the consciousness of only one aspect of your experience—the physical ego world, you
stop in the growing realization of the FACT that your true Self, which is your spirit, your soul, is completely
free of those things.  It is totally immune to criticism; it is unfearful of challenges, no matter what they be or
how they present themselves.  In this state of SOUL “being” there is no level of status structure as in being
“beneath” the quality or expression of ANY other.  There is no “class consciousness”.  If you can achieve
PURE CONSCIOUSNESS you are recognizing PURE POTENTIAL.

A very strange thing begins to happen, however, when you begin to touch on the pure experience and
realization in consciousness.  You begin to experience humility and the realization is that you cease to feel
or need to be, superior to NO ONE.  Why?  Because you will realize that you are the same as all others
for SPIRIT only presents in different “disguises”.  There IS NO other PURE SPIRIT than that of GOD in
LIGHT.  When you realize PURE SPIRIT you have Self POWER which can only be defined properly as
TRUE power.

Remembering that ego is based on object reference and need of social recognition and approval, even if
blatantly false approval, you then are faced with having to KNOW that there in your SOUL is totality of
expression and unlimited potential being hidden, yea shackled, by the human physical limitations and en-
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vironment.  Ego, therefore, is limited and transient while your SELF is without limitation and permanent in
both realization and performance capabilities.  It has to be this way, for without limitations of torque force
upon the mechanism, there is present ONLY “pure” potential within ALL.

In “observing” this attribute you might well wish to consider some characteristics which are always pre-
sented by this, let us call it, Self-power.  People are drawn TO the entity who presents Self-power.  This
attribute magnetizes others and if you are expressing this Self-power you will find people drawn to you
along with the necessary circumstances and format to support your desires, for your desires will present as
sought-after desires of ones who seek Self-power and not just Ego-power limited by the force of physical
impact.  You will enjoy great bonds with others and others will seek out that bonding which only strength-
ens and multiplies the potential of the bonded union.  Therefore, without reference to potential, you have to
realize that POWER is an element of that potential but is NOT the potential.  Your “power” in reference to
others is surely that of bonding and that bonding can only come from true love.  We do not need even refer
to such as is tossed around erroneously of such as “unconditional” LOVE.  There is truly no such thing as
pure potential in “unconditional” anything.  Pure LOVE will not judge and therefore places no conditions
but conditions ARE placed on the physical expression of “being”.  Most people who use the term “uncon-
ditional Love” are actually MEANING “conditioned reaction” for they will express the term while actually
acting in unlimited disapproval and hate reference.  Just as “allowing” and “acceptance” are two very
different terms in pure meaning, so too is “unconditional love” and “absolute love” as is GOD.
When someone claims and touts “unconditional love” while working day and night to destroy the one he/
she claims to unconditionally love, is it not oxymoronic?  The next thing presented by these destroyers is a
full reliance speech about God and Godly “stuff”.  Now I ask you a sincere question: If you petition God
to help you destroy someone else, in that you have judged them to be evil and unallowing and therefore
terrible in your judgement, what have you done?  Perhaps in your ignorance you have misjudged?  Now,
if God helps you in your destruction, have you not placed GOD in the position of being EVIL?  You have,
in this instance, asked God to bless and reward your own Evil ignorance.  So, who is God apt to comfort,
the destroyer or that one being unjustly destroyed?  God’s comfort, by the way, comes in PEACE WITHIN,
forgiving, loving, but with recognition of CONDITIONS as laid forth in the LAWS OF GOD AND
CREATION.  These are NOT conditions learned—THEY ARE “CONDITIONS” KNOWN.  It is
staying within these recognized guidelines which allows for pure potential to flow and CREATE.

BUT  HOW  DO  YOU  GET  THIS
POTENTIAL  “STUFF”?

This wondrous and unlimited potential is just always “THERE”, so obviously, if you don’t “realize” it within
Self, then you haven’t recognized the way to reach through to it.  If you question the “how”, then you must
want to enjoy the unlimited benefits of this field of energy waiting in 100% potentiality for your realization.
This is represented, in other words, as the CREATIVITY INHERENT IN PURE CONSCIOUSNESS
WHICH CERTAINLY DOES HAVE TO BE ACCESSED IF IT IS TO HAVE REALIZATION.

The access requirements, however, are those things which you KNOW and yet do not usually practice in
EGO-living.  You will have to come into the realization of silence, non-judgment, and spend time with Self.
You are going to have to practice diligently if you are already bogged into the mire of ego-manifestation.
You might want to spend some time, even if at first you loathe the idea, with Nature where you can realize
the perfection of Nature itself for Nature simply presents as it is at any “time” under whatever circum-
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stances placed upon its being.  It, even to the most tiny flower, simply IS.  It is infinite and free for it
perceives no other “thing”.  A plant that sprouts and grows in a sidewalk crack doesn’t plan its journey to
annoy YOU.  It grows where its seed sprouts and it is there until something changes its presence.  A gopher
in your garden did not come to the garden to annoy YOU; it came there to eat the roots and plants which
sustain its life.  Your “druthers” do not enter the picture until you impact the gopher’s freedom of living
quarters or lunch menu.

ACHIEVEMENT  OF  DESIRES

This is a difficult idea to convey in words for encompassed within the explanation are the separations out of
that which is Spiritual and that which is purely Physical in recognition.  The “idea” and plan for achievement
of either evil or goodness is the same—therefore the goal must be decided in the full recognition of worthi-
ness of DESIRE.  The POTENTIAL is the same.  Until you can come to recognize the goodness within
your Spiritual Power, you will continually blunder into the Ego-limitations of physical presentation.  Until
your desires revolve around others, in giving, you CANNOT receive other than those things which bind
you more intensely to the physical realization.  Remember that there is NO REALITY in the ego-guided
experience—there is only illusion and perceptions as pictures painted by the brush of the ego.  Only in Soul
is there perfect REALITY.

Most are so prone to espouse their endless opinions and perceptions as to never shut up long enough to
have silence enough to HEAR.  You get so busy in your opinions of the preaching that you fail to be able to
HEAR the message, much less THINK on possibilities of the message.  If you wish to tap into this unlim-
ited POTENTIAL, you are going to have to access it the only way there is available, through your SELF.
This in turn means you are going to have to spend some TIME IN SILENCE WITH SELF!  You can only
tap into realization of your goals and desires through the thought realization, which then in its own sequence
will be spontaneously presented.  Get still and talk to God.  Talk?  Yes, ask God in separation from that
dense physical set of sensing devices to show you truth and HE WILL DO SO—IF, you sit quietly and
LISTEN without reference to that Ego Self and in behalf of others.  In the realization of your potential it will
come to be seen that it is unlimited ONLY when YOU TAKE OFF THE SHACKLES OF ILLUSION
AND LIES.  You must move away from the constant ongoing evaluating, labeling, analyzing and indexing
through classifications, all THINGS in your experience in order to achieve the ultimate insider information
in truth.  The constant chaos and entropy of physical motion and focus are the constrictions and restrictions
of the wondrous flow of energy between YOU and the field of that which is purely potential in availability.

Wouldn’t it be interesting if for just one hour in any given day, you truly judged not?  If you do NOT judge
there is a creation of a silence in the mind which ALLOWS.  To achieve this available silence you must have
discipline in opening the flow-gates to experience without limiting the perceptions by pre-fabricated ex-
pectations.  Can you not look at a blossom without judging it against any other thing or flower?  Mostly
your judgements are against artificial elements of your environment.  An example is your perception of how
an artificial flower of silk replaces the real flower which is only a representation of species AT BEST!  If
YOU, then, are the representation of species, what kind of seeds will YOU leave behind?  It is seriously
important to think on that legacy.  Will the seeds of your sprouting, growing, production and harvest be
worthy or unworthy of that PURE POTENTIAL available or be but a passing, one-more-zombie plant, or
worse, along the wind-rows of blurred mass?
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OPPOSITES

As you move into taking time to have some silence you need to take a bit of that space to think about
something for the mind will not simply “blank out” itself and, since you want to hear from PURE MIND,
why would you want to continue to “blank it out”?  Begin to ponder on such things as opposites.  There are
many opposites: black and white, christ and evil, science and societal philosophy, spirit and physical, etc.
If I have someone impacting my experience, as a for instance, I want to know if that person is “anti-christ”
or “anti-Jesus” before I move off onto a theological discussion for the difference is SO BIG as to boggle
Man’s ability to realize.  If Dharma is asked as to her being or not being “anti-Semitic”, how can she
answer?  She is a lineaged “Semite” but she is not, as is now defined, a Jew.  Jew and Semite are total
OPPOSITES.  Do you begin to see what I try to teach?  You cannot know your potential until and unless
you KNOW what you are!  Argument, debate, changing definitions, or voting-in a thing does not the
THING make.  There are actual SCIENTIFIC answers to all questions—the problem is that within those
answers there is still MYSTERY.  Mysticism and Science are opposites, so you have to realize that until
something is Scientifically KNOWN, it is mysterious with only a “false perception” of mysticism.  Simply
because your scientists have not been able to scientifically PROVE something does not mean it is unprov-
able—only the proof is not YET revealed.

Until you as a species can figure out yourself, how do you expect to figure out the universe?  If you are
wrong about SELF, you will be WRONG ABOUT EVERYTHING ELSE!  Most of you don’t have the
remotest idea what the thymus gland in your own body does—so how can you recognize the realization of
a star system?  If you allow a “mystic” to explain the use of the thymus, rather than a scientific, proven use
through professors who have studied and learned, how dare you to speculate on God’s Creation in Uni-
verse on the basis of a UFO nut who concludes a UFO is somehow synonymous with “space aliens”?
And further, WHY DO YOU ALLOW YOURSELF TO BELIEVE THE MALARKEY ABOUT ALIENS
BEING SOMEHOW MONSTROUSLY BAD GUYS?  How many aliens have you met?  These elusive
visitors never seem to leave any trash around to identify with and, when you find a “Kleenex” on the site of
a “crash”, be highly suspicious of the origin of the craft OR the entities presented.  A beer can is even more
revealing.

What I especially find amusing is the presentation, unquestioned, that at a crash site in New Mexico the
craft was, they said, incinerated.  Everything, they said, was so charred as to be unrecognizable.  BUT,
they reported, there were human body parts.  There were noses, anuses, reproduction organs, etc....  Oh?
Now, if everything is so charred as to be unidentifiable, then how, pray tell, can you identify an anus?  What
do you suppose you REALLY had at the scene, anuses or living anuses?

WHY  THIS  SUBJECT?

Why do I speak on “potential”?  Because until you recognize you HAVE potential in unlimited quantity—
you will produce only that which you deem within possible limitations.  You have no limitations in 100%
potential.  If you can conceive a thing—YOU CAN ACHIEVE THAT CONCEPT!  REMEMBER?!?  If
your goal is great you CAN, if you use your potential, achieve and attain that goal.  If you want to be a
licensed medical doctor you must learn medicine practices, anatomy, and thus and so.  If you wish to attain
SPIRITUAL SOUL ATTAINMENT IN ITS HIGHER PERFECTION you have to, at the VERY LEAST,
recognize that it exists.  You don’t get it through SOMEONE ELSE’S experience or blatherings—you
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have to learn and then experience within SELF without EGO to consciously realize that unlimited available
potential.  You may well have physical potential and desire to build a house, but you are going to have a
very strange house if you do not at least learn to use a measuring stick.  If you fail to mix cement into your
sand for your floor, you are going to have only a sandbox.  If then, you decide to go to class and learn
something, but you go to music classes instead of building classes, what kind of a house will you have?
Look what you do while you are wishing you were “something else”.

Witness the choices you make in each moment, chelas.  Bring them to your conscious attention and
awareness—LOOK AT THEM.  In this way you can see what you need, and the best way to prepare for
moments in the future.  To prepare for any future expectations you must be conscious of SELF in the
present for the present is that which you HAVE while all else is past memory and future speculation.

You must make choices at every turn of your expression, even to breathing.  Can’t you stop, especially
with important choices of such as life direction, to check out the possible consequences of your choices?
If you turn in your brother for some act or perceived deed, to the authorities, had you best consider the
skeletons hanging in your own dark closet?  There is no such thing as “secret witness” programs, lambs to
slaughter!  If you bear FALSE WITNESS against your brother it is worse for GOD is witness AND GOD
IS ALL YOU NEED!

In every choice you must consider consequences and whether or not the choice will bring fulfillment and
happiness in the end, to SELF and TO SOUL.  Next, you must consider carefully the impact on those who
are affected by your choice(s).  If you do some deed in wrong intent and your child experiences it, what
then have you done to the whole experiencing lifetime(s) of your child?  If you example “wrongness” you
will either produce a child who produces wrong and/or a child who despises you.

The ultimate responsibility remains and that is to go within and ask within your heart and soul for guidance
and then be guided by the choice which brings comfort and well-being to the Spirit AND Self.  This is not
a decision for Ego gratification for Ego passes; SOUL IS ETERNAL.

Can you linger long enough to check the “comfort level” of your choice?  If, for instance, you have reality
reasons for a lawsuit against someone and it seems there is no other choice than to file the case, what have
you done?  Well, nothing except bring the case to open and public attention of confrontation.  There is
always the ability to later conclude and resolve the confrontation differently than by all out legal war.  If the
opponent chooses to push it on into final viewing by jury, so be it.  If YOU are acting on the full potential
of Soul expression, you will have to win, will you not?  If the “other” is acting out of ego-gratification and
physical force, lies and immorality, you have no REAL battle do you??  If you have preponderance of truth
and he has preponderance of lies, truth shall prevail.  Truth with witness sustains for the liars can never
remember the matching tales of fabrication, and witnesses for pay is unlawful which in itself builds its own
eventual guilt and FEAR within the paid liar.  These paid-liars will betray the payor far more quickly than
the unknown party for they don’t even know WHAT to betray against the innocent party as victim of their
lies.  These people will ALWAYS blackmail the payor at some time along the subsequent routing of living
experience, to cover their own rear end.  Most “observers” will first listen to the liar, but when coming into
realization of the victim, will see truth and find it very difficult to confront the offended party.  If you put
these “witnesses” on a stand they will blow like windmills in the storm.
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If you live in a house which comes with the landlord’s chair, you have one scenario.  If that chair is given TO
YOU, then you have another circumstance.  Now, if you vacate the house and take the chair you have,
perhaps, dispute.  But, if you take the kitchen sink, there is no dispute—you are a thief.  Only the examples
CHANGE, readers.  ONLY THE EXAMPLES.

If you are going to argue in court—AND WIN, use examples which the jury can understand for it is
imperative that the jurors UNDERSTAND the point of the trial.  If, for instance, the trial, as with Ekkers,
revolves SOLELY around the event of a sale which DID NOT TAKE PLACE but the opposing lawyer
skips off to whether or not Mrs. Ekker is “anti-Semitic”, you have a problem.  KEEP THE SUBJECT
FOCUSED and ALWAYS MAKE SURE YOUR PETITION TO THE JURY IS SIMPLE, SUCCINCT,
AND LEAVE NO AVAILABILITY FOR MISINTERPRETATION.

If OUR lawyers would believe us as fully as they believe their own opposition, we wouldn’t have a case
delay at all.  If your own lawyer believes your enemy, you might as well have no lawyer for he will surely
lose your case.  Worse, you will never know whether or not he was in the PAY of YOUR opponent!  Is his
loyalty to the “club”, or to YOU, the hapless victim?  I suggest YOU learn all you can about the LAW,
readers, for you CAN’T KNOW WHAT TAKES PLACE IN THAT DARK SECRET SOCIETY OF
BLACK-ROBES!  How many of you litigants live in “fear” of your lawyer leaving you?  Well, what would
you do if you got a call a week before trial and found that the lawyer had died?  Check it out!  The
CHOICES are ALWAYS YOURS.  Often, further, you will find that the court is much more sympathetic
to the disadvantaged while, also, the higher law demands respect and assistance to you who come in
inability to have an attorney.  Surely you may well lose the case, but mostly honest cases are lost because
of the structure of the injust system and not on the merits of the case in point.  So what else is new?  WHO
CAN BETTER PLEAD YOUR CASE IN SINCERE DESIRE THAN SELF, AND WHEN SOUL IS
“RIGHT” THERE IS REAL ADVANTAGE TO THE EMOTIONAL TRUTH WHICH IS LAID FORTH
BEFORE THE JUDGING BODY.

Which do you feel is more sensitive in this equation: Dharma watching the hawk catch and kill her birds
which had to be released because the property was taken, or a debate over whether or not the lawyer had
received his full billing and dropped the case?  The latter happens all the time, readers, so perhaps the
Ekkers would not have such fear of loss if they considered things very carefully.  To be held hostage by
your own attorneys is far worse than simply losing a case because of honest effort from the heart and soul
in presentation.

What I want you each to realize is that you must make your own choices, and it behooves you to consider
them carefully, so that when you make them you realize the consequences and then make the very most of
each plus as consequences circle back, and make sure those consequences of choices are always positive
steps instead of destructive fabrications of false assumptions.  To go forth to just “getcha” another will
ALWAYS come back to “Getcher” Self.

I would close this writing with respect and approbation to one Deepak Chopra for his insightful and easily
accepted understanding of the Universe and GOD.  He makes a statement, “The universal mind choreo-
graphs everything that is happening in the billions of galaxies with elegant precision and unfaltering
intelligence.  Its intelligence is ultimate and supreme, and it permeates every fiber of existence:
from the smallest to the largest, from the atom to the cosmos.  Everything that is alive is an expres-
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sion of this intelligence.”  Is that not enough, readers?

Albert Einstein also made a magnificent observation: “I want to know God’s thoughts... the rest are
details.”

Good morning.
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CHAPTER  13

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., APR. 25, 1996    7:51 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 253

THU.,  APR. 25,  1996

KARMA:  CAUSE  AND  EFFECT

“Every action generates a force of energy that returns to us in like kind. . . what we sow is what we
reap.

“And when we choose actions that bring happiness and success to others, the fruit of our karma is
happiness and success.”  Deepak Chopra

How can I possibly discuss this in such a way as to “differently” present it so that you as readers can relate
to the discussion a bit more personally than just examples of tales and lessons in hypothesis?  Well, I do
seem to have a new “cutie pie” example of my adversary’s intelligent interchange—right after his team
players have decided they will attack again, my scribe, through US&P.  I don’t think so, ladies and gentle-
men.  To you who destroy a brother for doing his/her honest duty in fiduciary and Spiritual responsibility, I
hope you understand your position.  And, I thank you, Annie, for your interesting input and the level of
“intelligence” offered to we illiterates.  Assuming you were writing the missile, it is our assumption that
YOU, at the least of your clan (cult), come from Sola, Uam, the 7th star from Alcyone where you spent
your final days as a WORM?

Your FAX, Ms. Beam, reads that you took this “unconditional love” reference from the book, Lisi.  We
assume you have written permission to reprint this Earth Research research paper?  I am sure that Dr.
Young has the right to REPRINT your reprint since you gave no reference information from that “source”,
other than “Disiree Stevens Green, President, America West Distributors and George Greed, President,
America West Publishers.”  Since you are listed as their Research Assistant and Agent, we assume you had
their permission to forward this for press in CONTACT?  We also assume that it is permissible with Mr.
Leon Fort who is listed as the Owner Operator of Infinite Balance, Inc. for which YOU are President, Ms.
Beam, for full permission to you to reveal his business credentials and allow public presentation of this
marvelous piece of research.  Since you gave no phone reference or address information we further have
to assume that you would be unavailable for comment.  Therefore, since it was abundantly dispersed
through the public Fax system we must assume that it is suitable to reprint this research paper in a public
newspaper as long as we give “credits” for the work and resource.

Since, however, Ms. Beam, you have used my name profusely in incorrect recognition I shall have to offer,
in equally unconditional love, that you err, for surely the thesis is going to cause you to fail your course in
journalism.  Unless, of course, you are referring to “the” Hatonn which is claimed to have accompanied his
“new” scribe, George Green, and other scribe, Desireé Green, to Nevada.  Also, since the description of
the interesting parties fit their description, I am quite amazed that they would have enjoyed your pointing to
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them in this manner of outlay of their less than wonderful characteristics.

The most interesting concept, however, is your reference to Ubanga, Africa as your source of racism in
that the Ubangi of Africa have not had the wondrous opportunity to grow intellectually as have, obviously,
you.  I think this will surely endear you to the NEW PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SCI-
ENCE AND PHILOSOPHY, DR./CHIEF MILFORD OKILO OF NIGERIA, AFRICA.  I hope you
will carefully read Dr. Okilo’s “President’s Message” in this week’s CONTACT and NOTE CARE-
FULLY, PLEASE, that Dr. Young got full permission PERSONALLY from Dr. Okilo to reprint the infor-
mation, and who is not impressed with the garbage you have forwarded to US&P to try to start more
warfare and further deprive the public of this information of Scientific and Spiritual TRUTH.

Mr. Green, as publisher of prior material, could have as easily made proper connections with permissions
granted from his “old friend” (as Green has so often stated), Dr. Binder.  But no, Mr. Green felt it unworthy
of coverage for his writer.  Moreover, he cost everyone a LOT of money in the process.  I do, however,
find it most appalling that you so carelessly write degrading information in reference on the stupidity of the
Ugandan people.  Should your own ignorance become the cry of your associates as well?  Your writing,
Ann et al, suggests you are actually equally as “anti-Christ”, and perhaps that is because of the Wicca
mysticism you have practiced while in Arizona.  To each his/her own...!  Coming from that background
surely you did not expect me to think otherwise.  I would share a definition of “‘Witch’: (1) An ugly and
repulsive old woman, in a wicked league with the devil.  (2) A beautiful and attractive young woman, in
wickedness league beyond the devil.” (The Devil’s Dictionary, Ambrose Bierce, Peter Pauper Press,
Mount Vernon, NY. 1958.)  Hatonn did not tattle on you, Annie, your PRIOR friends and traveling
companion did.  There is ALWAYS someone who will tell when you WRONG THEM.

Being inclusive of the readers, since this is the topic of Karmic reference, we will reprint the “research
paper”:

[QUOTING:]

[No date other than the Fax machine of Apr. 23, 1996.  No address or phone number—or Fax number!
No heading

 
so that we can give full honor and credit to all research assistants in this project.  We shall

reprint DIRECTLY as written without changes, even for missed punctuation.]

MY FINAL DAYS AS A GRUB were spent in Sola, Uam, on the 3rd planet from the 7th star from
Alcyone if you count the other six as
[Editors, do not correct this perfected layout]

orbiting around it.

[H: Remember, this is from a person who blasts MY use of “brain-damaged” English.]
They don’t, of course, but one of the locals on Planet Three decided to drum up a batcha new believors

to milk lotsa belief-juice from.  So she pretended she was a no-show spacelord named hatonn.  Hatonn in
Ubangi means here-to-save-you.  [H: I knew right HERE that she is not referring to me for I am not
here to save anyone!]  In English it means the opposite of Hats Off, but she wanted a wider audience.
[H: Why?  Obviously you are her audience and is that not quite enough?]
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Actually she wasn’t a no-show spacelord named Hatonn.  [H: Researcher, make up your mind!]
She was a plagiarist embezzler named in several lawsuits later on.  [H: Ah, now we describe the real
culprit and it wasn’t, after all, who we thought you had identified.  Dharma was NEVER recog-
nized as a plagiarist EVEN IN COURT.  Check your own SETTLEMENT papers, researcher.  If
there is anything I cannot abide it is a false-research self-proclaimed reporter for Earth Re-
search.  We certainly do recognize the “embezzlers”, however, do we not?  I further believe you
will find that Dharma, if that be your target, is not “named” in very many lawsuits except by
YOUR attorney Abbott, trying to keep the gold after lying to all of you, his clients, and taking
your money, if indeed you consider Infinite Balance, Inc. YOUR responsibility.]  Her worst crime,
however, was a mishmash of illiterate ravings purporting to warn the reader what’s really about to happen
on Planet Three.  [H: It certainly seems that someone should.]  “Hatonn” then proceeds to quote from
more industrious peoples homework azzo it were his own, while knocking all other sources including the
one he’s quoting from as errant, misleading, inaccurate, and spiritually inferior.  [H: Surely you must be
referring to prior writings you have shared with us for THIS Hatonn only gives credit and acco-
lades to those felt deserving.  Therefore you must be referring, Annie, to Green’s “Hatton” as
printed in UFO magazines.]  This always leads to Hatonn painting himself as the only true harbinger of
good, and the reader as damned.  [H: Oh my goodness, I find that this reader can’t show any
attainment of knowledge or factual perception so I feel her/their research might well be lacking
in full unbiased scientific fact.]  Each item and issue of mishmash therefore starts out as the model of
paternal omniscience, and ends up cursing the very ones it sets out to save.  [H: Won’t sell, for THIS
Hatonn has no intention to SAVE anyone and neither does (if this be your intent) Doris.  It seems
the very ones who need saving are those of your ilk and ignorance and therefore we have no wish
to struggle against you to save you.  We certainly do NOT want ones such as you, our dedicated
enemy, to be WITH us.  Our biggest question to you and yours is how in the world do we get rid
of you from our miserable and wretched lives?  YOU SEEM TO BE VERY WELL SITUATED
WITH YOUR NEW GOD GREEN AND HATTON, SO HANG IN THERE, KITTEN.  GREEN
IS CERTAINLY “TAKING CARE OF” YOU AND YOURS!  With your racist and anti-Semitic,
anti-Black, anti-unfortunates attitudes, it is going to be quite difficult to have you long as a
friend.  So, please, go with the ones you serve!]

“Ye hath strayed!” it raves illiterately, in pseudo biblical Ubangi.  [H: Who is “it”?  Also, do you now
insult biblical Ubangi?]  (Which, interestingly reads like brain-damaged English.)  [H: How could YOU
possibly know?  Your own English reads like BRAIN-DAMAGED English.)  Maybe that was ok,
since most Planet Three believers were raving illiterates anyway.  —SOMEONE bought the papers.  [H:
Well, obviously you DO NOT, you read, steal and blast so how dare you speak of any honest
readers who might “buy” the papers?  Do you, as well as do research, now wish to limit the
reader’s ability to have free press and free speech without insult as to mental brain-capacity?
YOU READ IT SO WHY DO YOU DENY OTHERS THE RIGHT OF THE SAME FAILINGS?]

Ann Beam, President,
Infinite Balance, Inc.
Leon Fort, Owner Operator
also
Research Assistant to and Agent for:
America West Publishers, George Greed, President
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and
America West Distributors, Disireé Stevens Green, President

Reporter for: Earth Research
1996 Earth Research

[END OF QUOTING]

Thank you for this wondrous bit of intelligent and literary and scholarly representation of your attitudes
about Spiritual Truth and those who have tried to share with you.  It is not our ignorance and stupidity
which shows in this illiterate composition.  It is, however, NOW, a matter of cause and effect presented in
a most respectable example.  The “effect of your notation gives me cause” to respond.  Therefore, let us
see what we have here: “Every action generates a force of energy that returns to us in like kind. . .
what we sow is what we reap.”  AND, “And when we choose actions that bring happiness and
success to others, the fruit of our karma is happiness and success.”  Therefore we must assume that
this brings YOU happiness and success, senders, for it most certainly is KARMIC return.  I wonder,
today, if Timothy Binder, ex-President of US&P, is as happy with you as I am?!?  He had a lot to offer the
world before he met his albatross and I wish him well in his upcoming endeavors to try and reach through
in holistic healing and free energy research, to such open-minded, fair and just, public Judges.  Now,
children, if it appears here that I am Judging the parties in play, perish the thought.  There is so much other
STUFF to “judge” that I don’t have to attend the writers of such erudite intelligence information.  By their
actions have they JUDGED THEMSELVES!

With permission we will use and give unlimited credit to Deepak Chopra for sharing his insight, that is, for
those who appreciate his wondrous gift of teaching.  I suggest that our more dis-earning friends don’t
bother to read the explanation herein given as “copy” lest you soil your brains.

How wondrous it is to have a REASON to get personally acquainted with the most insightful persons on
your globe through having to get permission to reprint and, use as teaching guides, such wonderful informa-
tion.  Thank you who ridicule and snivel, sneak and snitch, for we now have the golden key for CON-
TACT!  By the way, foolish wits, it gives Dr. Young a chance to interchange with his PEERS in education
and dedication to worthiness.  I consider such as wonderful company to keep.

[QUOTING, from: The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success, by Deepak Chopra.  Based on Creating
Affluence.  New World Library, 58 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903.  (Available in bookstores even
Costco!)]

You are what your deep, driving desire is.
As your desire is, so is your will.
As your will is, so is your deed.
As your deed is, so is your destiny.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad IV.4.5

THE  LAW  OF  KARMA
(p.39)
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Karma is the eternal assertion of human freedom. . . . Our thoughts, our words, and
deeds are the threads of the net which we throw around ourselves.

Swami Vivekananda

The third spiritual law of success is the Law of Karma.  “Karma” is both action and the consequence
of that action; it is cause and effect simultaneously, because every action generates a force of energy that
returns to us in like kind.  There is nothing unfamiliar about the Law of Karma.  Everyone has heard the
expression, “What you sow is what you reap.”  Obviously, if we want to create happiness in our lives, we
must learn to sow the seeds of happiness.  Therefore, karma implies the action of conscious choice-
making.

You and I are essentially infinite choice-makers.  In every moment of our existence, we are in that field
of all possibilities where we have access to an infinity of choices.  Some of these choices are made
consciously, while others are made unconsciously.  But the best way to understand and maximize the use of
karmic law is to become consciously aware of the choices we make in every moment.

Whether you like it or not, everything that is happening at this moment is a result of the choices you’ve
made in the past.  Unfortunately, a lot of us make choices unconsciously, and therefore we don’t think they
are choices—and yet, they are.

If I were to insult you, you would most likely make the choice of being offended.  If I were to pay you
a compliment, you would most likely make the choice of being pleased or flattered.  But think about it: it’s
still a choice.

I could offend you and I could insult you, and you could make the choice of not being offended.  I
could pay you a compliment and you could make the choice of not letting that flatter you either.

In other words, most of us—even though we are infinite choice-makers—have become bundles of
conditioned reflexes that are constantly being triggered by people and circumstances into predictable
outcomes of behavior.  These conditioned reflexes are like Pavlovian conditioning.  Pavlov is famous for
demonstrating that if you give a dog something to eat every time you ring a bell, soon the dog starts to
salivate when you just ring the bell, because it has associated one stimulus with the other.

Most of us, as a result of conditioning, have repetitious and predictable responses to the stimuli in our
environment.  Our reactions seem to be automatically triggered by people and circumstances, and we
forget that these are still choices that we are making in every moment of our existence.  We are simply
making these choices unconsciously.

If you step back for a moment and witness the choices you are making as you make those choices,
then in just this act of witnessing, you take the whole process from the unconscious realm into the con-
scious realm.  This procedure of conscious choice-making and witnessing is very empowering.

When you make any choice—any choice at all—you can ask yourself two things: First of all, “What
are the consequences of this choice that I’m making?”  In your heart you will immediately know what these
are.  Secondly, “Will this choice that I’m making now bring happiness to me and to those around me?”  If
the answer is yes, then go ahead with that choice.  If the answer is no, if that choice brings distress either to
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you or to those around you, then don’t make that choice.  It’s as simple as that.

There is only one choice, out of the infinity of choices available in every second, that will create
happiness for you as well as for those around you.  And when you make that one choice, it will result in a
form of behavior that is called spontaneous right action.  Spontaneous right action is the right action at the
right moment.  It’s the right response to every situation as it happens.  It’s the action that nourishes you and
everyone else who is influenced by that action.

There is a very interesting mechanism that the universe has to help you make spontaneously correct
choices.  The mechanism has to do with sensations in your body.  Your body experiences two kinds of
sensations: one is a sensation of comfort, the other is a sensation of discomfort.  At the moment you
consciously make a choice, pay attention to your body and ask your body, “If I make this choice, what
happens?”  If your body sends a message of comfort, that’s the right choice.  If your body sends a message
of discomfort, then it’s not the appropriate choice.

For some people the message of comfort and discomfort is in the area of the solar plexus, but for most
people it’s in the area of the heart.  Consciously put your attention in the heart and ask your heart what to
do.  Then wait for the response—a physical response in the form of a sensation.  It may be the faintest
level of feeling—but it’s there, in your body.

Only the heart knows the correct answer.  Most people think the heart is mushy and sentimental.  But
it’s not.  The heart is intuitive, it’s holistic, it’s contextual, it’s relational.  It doesn’t have a win-lose orienta-
tion.  It taps into the cosmic computer—the field of pure potentiality, pure knowledge, and infinite orga-
nizing power—and takes everything into account.  At times it may not even seem rational, but the heart has
a computing ability that is far more accurate and far more precise than anything within the limits of rational
thought.

You can use the Law of Karma to create money and affluence, and the flow of all good things to you,
any time you want.  But first, you must become consciously aware that your future is generated by the
choices you are making in every moment of your life.  If you do this on a regular basis, then you are making
full use of the Law of Karma.  The more you bring your choices into the level of your conscious aware-
ness, the more you will make those choices which are spontaneously correct—both for you and those
around you.

What about past karma and how it is influencing you now?  There are three things you can do about
past karma.  One is to pay your karmic debts.  Most people choose to do that—unconsciously, of course.
This may be a choice you make, also.  Sometimes there’s a lot of suffering involved in the payment of those
debts, but the Law of Karma says no debt in the universe ever goes unpaid.  There is a perfect accounting
system in the universe, and everything is a constant “to and fro” exchange of energy.

The second thing you can do is to transmute or transfer your karma to a more desirable experience.
This is a very interesting process in which you ask yourself, as you’re paying your karmic debt, “What can
I learn from this experience?  Why is this happening and what is the message that the universe is giving to
me?  How can I make this experience useful to my fellow human beings?”
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By doing this, you look for the seed of opportunity and then tie that seed of opportunity with your
dharma, with your purpose in life, which we’ll talk about in the Seventh Spiritual Law of Success.  This
allows you to transmute the karma to new expression.

For example, if you break your leg while playing sports, you might ask, “What can I learn from this
experience?  What is the message that the universe is giving me?”  Perhaps the message is that you need to
slow down and be more careful or attentive to your body the next time.  And if your dharma is to teach
others what you know, then by asking, “How can I make this experience useful to my fellow human
beings?”,  you may decide to share what you learned by writing a book about playing sports safely.  Or you
may design a special shoe or leg support that prevents the kind of injury you experienced.

This way, while paying your karmic debt, you will have also converted the adversity into a benefit that
may bring you wealth and fulfillment.  This is the transmutation of your karma into a positive experience.
You haven’t really gotten rid of your karma, but you are able to take a karmic episode and create a new
and positive karma out of it.

The third way to deal with karma is to transcend it.  To transcend karma is to become independent of
it.  The way to transcend karma is to keep experiencing the gap, the Self, the Spirit.  It’s like washing a dirty
piece of cloth in a stream of water.  Every time you wash it, you take away a few stains.  You keep washing
it again and again, and each time it gets a little cleaner.  You wash or transcend the seeds of your karma by
going into the gap and coming out again.  This, of course, is done through the practice of meditation.

All actions are karmic episodes.  Drinking a cup of coffee is a karmic episode.  That action generates
memory, and memory has the ability or the potentiality to generate desire.  And desire generates action
again.  The operational software of your soul is karma, memory, and desire.  Your soul is a bundle of
consciousness that has the seeds of karma, memory, and desire.  By becoming conscious of these seeds of
manifestation, you become a conscious generator of reality.  By becoming a conscious choice-maker, you
begin to generate actions that are evolutionary for you and for those that are around you.  And that’s all you
need to do.

As long as karma is evolutionary—for both the Self and everyone affected by the Self—then the fruit
of karma will be happiness and success.

APPLYING  THE  LAW  OF  KARMA
OR  CAUSE  AND  EFFECT

I will put the Law of Karma into effect by making a commitment to take the following steps:

(1)  Today I will witness the choices I make in each moment.  And in the mere witnessing of these choices,
I will bring them to my conscious awareness.  I will know that the best way to prepare for any
moment in the future is to be fully conscious in the present.

(2)  Whenever I make a choice, I will ask myself two questions:  “What are the consequences of this
choice that I’m making?” and “Will this choice bring fulfillment and happiness to me and also to
those who are affected by this choice?”
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(3)  I will then ask my heart for guidance and be guided by its message of comfort or discomfort.  If the
choice feels comfortable, I will plunge ahead with abandon.  If the choice feels uncomfortable, I
will pause and see the consequences of my action with my inner vision.  This guidance will enable
me to make spontaneously correct choices for myself and for all those around me.

[END OF QUOTING]

Thank you, Professor Chopra.

Doris (dharma) asks about how can those whom she has not damaged be so intent upon destruction of
her?  Well, student, it is obviously straightforward that the enemy (evil) is out to getcha.  It is OK, for look
at the lessons in opportunity and the lessons given voice by the experience.  Evil is always in battle against
goodness, lies against truth, and sensing against Spiritual goodness.  I believe you have learned something
else this day: the value and use of Karmic expression.  You see, to sit stupidly and mutely aside while the
enemy in evil discredits and takes you down, is WRONG.  Justice is NOT served through lack of counter-
ing the assaults.  GOD IS JUST.  What is sent forth is returned IN KIND.  Until you all learn the LAWS,
you cannot possibly accomplish the magnificent task before us.  What another “believes” is none of our
business, do you see?  When others wish to destroy their brothers to suit their own evil greed, it is WRONG,
no more and no less.  I shall not stand aside without recourse, readers.  My job is not to SAVE anyone nor
actually, any thing.  My job is to get the TRUTH of LIFE before you through the conduits of KNOWING
from those who have come to KNOW.  I must get a remnant through and the others of the place are none
of my business.  I shall counter EVIL wherein I meet it or it is thrust into my space.

Little Crow, Lakota (6/30/91): “We can pay lip service to our spirituality, but unless we enforce it
through our actions and behavior, we simply pay lip service.”
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CHAPTER  14

REC  #1    HATONN

SAT., APR. 27, 1996    7:33 A.M.    YEAR 9, DAY 255

SAT.,  APR. 27,  1996

IF YOU CONCENTRATE ON TAKING CARE OF
THE LITTLE THINGS, THE BIG THINGS

WILL TAKE CARE OF THEMSELVES!  G.C.H.

I offer here a brief but especially meaningful short-form message from Germain: “The world is grossly
ignorant of its greatest essential—CHARACTER.  You are continuing to build a criminal, immoral world of
fear and licentiousness because your concept of values is ‘material’.  The Soul which ties man to God is not
only allowed to sleep, but is forced to sleep by a civilization which is forever trying to ‘gain the whole world
at the price of losing its own Soul’.  I ask that you stamp these next four paragraphs upon your Con-
sciousness with indelible ink:

“1.  The most important thing in life is what you DO to your neighbor.

“2.  The least important thing in life is what you or your neighbor believe.

“3.  He who gives of himself to his neighbor enriches his Soul and builds character, but he who takes from
his neighbor seals his Soul in its tomb and enslaves his body to the world-treadmill from which there is no
escape other than the awakening of his Soul.

“4.  The most important and noble attribute of man is CHARACTER, and;

“The greatest of all underlying principles of a living universe is BALANCE.  God has said that if He
could give one word unto man that he might KNOW, it is the one word—BALANCE.  And if man
requires two words, those two words would be BALANCED INTERCHANGE.”  [H: Walter Russell
had the best expression of balanced interchange of any RECENT philosopher.  Please see to
getting Russell’s theory on LIGHT from the University of Science and Philosophy.]  “And if man
needs three words instead of two, those three words would be RHYTHMIC BALANCED INTER-
CHANGE.” [H: The latter sentence is directly from Walter Russell to whom we humbly give
great honor for his willingness to buck an entire political and scientific circle to present his ideas
to a spiritually deteriorating world.  The price of speaking up and out is surely plentiful and
painful.]

Within the thought reference to political and scientific limitation through force and FEAR we can perhaps
better relate to that which brings, more closely, realization of a couple of very, very important factors.
These are LOVE and FORGIVENESS.  These, in simplistic presentation, also have their “laws” and these
laws of forgiveness and love contain greater power than atomic or laser bombs.  Those end in flashes of
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destruction but the power of love and forgiveness belongs to any who choose to use them and endure
forever.  Not even a fragment of either can be lost or destroyed.  These laws of God belong to ALL, to rich
and to poor, strong and weak, ruler or slave.  And to each who fulfills them the ineffable (inability to
express in language (words)) power of eternal freedom and majesty is waiting and the robes of glorified
light will be his, not the Black Robes of Societal Orders.  The shame of his own nakedness, the very shame
of his own errors and weakness will be completely dissolved in the power of forgiveness.  This IS balanced
interchange in its highest form in perfect rhythmic harmony.

Readers, God never gave even one law for His own personal glory or satisfaction.  But every law is
given that they might glorify man as HIMSELF, clothing him in light and majesty of KNOWING.  The
“LAWS” are given that man might use his own free agency in becoming perfect, even as God is perfect.
These laws are that man might receive power even as God has power in that he can and may CREATE that
which exceeds his realization in his mortal form.

Perhaps a thought might here be considered regarding your so-called enemies: IF YOU LOVE AND
FORGIVE YOUR ENEMY—THE ENEMY IS DELIVERED UNTO YOU!  I would also continue by
stating that if your enemy would leave off his attack of those who already put the adversary out of his
acceptance as meaningful, he would cease to EXIST.  You must counter those attacks each and every
time—but in total balanced interchange while not giving energy to that adversary.  If you be right and the
“enemy” presents other attitudes, then you can KNOW your eventual “win” is guaranteed within the
rhythmic balanced interchange with Higher Source.  Therefore, if you take care to attend the little things,
the big one will take care of itself and probably you won’t even recognize it as being “big”.  The SHAR-
ING of great information will give eternal legacy to that greatness while the stingy holding of same will merit
no attention at all in the ongoing stream of recognition.

John C. Adams offers this excerpt from an Easter thought and it is worthy of again repeating here:

From The Master Teacher:

“I would have one thought to share, above and beyond that which has already been said.

“You rapidly approach the time of re-birth, brought to pass each year at the day called
Easter, in your society.

“This year we would ask each of you to immerse yourselves completely in this death of the
physical; and re-birth of that which is real.  Accept in your lives the crucifixion, the setting
aside, the dying, if you will, of that which is illusion and the re-birth of that which is true.

“Each year at this time, this very earth is re-born, literally.  Rejoice in it; enjoy it, and know
it.”

May we all take a long, hard look at Spring’s arrival and watch as Nature recycles from her Winter silence
and refolding.  She brings with her own awakening the realization of the wondrous things of LIFE as
presented in its most wondrous unfolding of the great and grand mysteries of the infinite cycling of living
expression.
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AS  WE  MOVE  ALONG

We always need to allow for updating and yet continue with our ongoing offerings lest we irritate our
readers.  With that in mind I will tell you of an upcoming treat for you old friends as soon as we can clear
the desk a bit.  We have an exceptional presentation from and by Calvin C. Burgin called The Hoax of
JUDEO-CHRISTIANITY.  We need to, however, decide how best to break up the material.  He has
generously shared computer discs, but knowing my own interest in the topic, I want to share a bit of higher
input as we move along with that particular topic so please be patient with us as we have to deal with the
dungeons and dragons along our own earthly pathway.

I want to thank you readers for sharing with us as you come across the “interesting” antics of our friendly
enemy fire of Green et al.  I have one really interesting message in front of me:

“I was listening to a radio show today (4/26/1996), station KOA out of Denver, Colorado.
There was a radio show host on called Rick Barber and he was making fun of Hatonn and
Doris with a fake Russian Accent..... He is in the pocket of George Green..... George Green
has sent me a packet of information in the past after the America West problem.... He also
contacted a friend of mine to solicit $70,000.”

I also want to acknowledge the confirmation in writing from Lana Cantrell for the use of her marvelous
work presented in The Greatest Story NEVER Told.  In fact, I find the work so excellent in perception as
to offer more of that topic before we move on to other subjects.  I do not ever want to take liberties with
other writer’s material and we shall be far more careful so that we do not cross the very ones we think of
most highly.  Let it be realized here, however, that we cannot always discern, at first, the intent of others in
whom we must place trust for our own actions.  We write journals, not books as such.  We never want to
take liberties with “books”, just present that which we can offer in good conscience for your own discern-
ment and acquisition.

We offered Part One of this material referenced from Chapter One of the book.  We will pick up right
where we left off and perhaps, even though the part one was on April 10th, you can perhaps catch up by
looking up that writing.  The Editors will have to give further instructions for locating that writing, for as we
have to cut back in the paper we find it difficult to keep continuity.  In our “perfect world” we could simply
offer and you would obtain.  However, as books are removed from library shelves and banned from
publication, it becomes most difficult to get some of these great and truthful documents.  There is actually
no way to tell for how long we shall be able to share them but we will try for as long as we are given
allowance.

Information: THE GREATEST STORY NEVER TOLD, by Lana Corrine Cantrell, Biohistorical Press,
8512 Belden Blvd., Cottage Grove, MN 55016.  ISBN 9-620749-0-X, Library of Congress: 88-071213.

Lana Cantrell is an exceptionally beautiful lady, “...born in Salzburg, Austria and now lives in a suburb of
the Twin Cities with her parents and cocker spaniel, Scarlett.  This is her second book, her first was written
when she was in senior high school of which she was nominated in the literary section of the Cowboy Hall
of Fame.  This endeavor is her doctorate for college credit.  She is a member of The American Association
for the Advancement of Science, American Institute of Biological Sciences, American Holistic Medical
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Foundation, Paleopathology Association and the Ancient Astronaut Society.  Her hobbies are writing,
painting, sewing and healthfood cooking.”

[H: To our Editors.  Please do not change verbiage or punctuation.  Our job is to accurately
reproduce material in the style of the author.  It should be noted that the most remarkable
criticism of this work is NOT in the research or truth but rather, that Miss Cantrell does not
properly use grammar and structure in her non-native tongue.  What a sad thing has come upon
your people that acceptance is based on sentence structure and not the structure of insight and
truth in research.  Is that, in addition, the responsibility of Editors and NOT the number one
responsibility of the writer in the first go-through?  Be kind and you will learn ever so much
more!  Please remember that this is written in English when possibly the first language is Aus-
trian-German.  Thank you, and I shall effort to clarify what I can in anything we reproduce.  The
book itself is your responsibility to structure appropriately.]

THE  GREATEST  STORY  NEVER  TOLD,  PART  2

by Lana Cantrell

THOSE  MAGNIFICENT  GODS
IN  THEIR  FLYING  MACHINES

Continued from Chapter One:

[QUOTING:]
GORDON  COOPER

Then there is the case of astronaut Gordon Cooper that arouses curiosity for more than one
reason.  He was the pilot of Mercury 9 in 1963 and of Gemini 5 in 1965, and he was unquestionably
one of our most skilled space pilots, yet he never flew an Apollo.  Gordon Cooper, now manufactur-
ing skydiving parachutes after having quit the space program, has never told anybody outside
NASA what he saw in space.  But there are those who think NASA may have removed him from the
Apollo flights because he had seen too much.  It is also curious that this man, who is not only an
astronaut but is also a scientist, has now become a firm believer in extraterrestrial life and civi-
lizations and is convinced that space visitors to earth have been around for a long time, from the
most distant past up to this very day.  Not long ago Gordon Cooper participated in an archaeo-
logical expedition to South America that discovered the remnants of a very old and very advanced
civilization dating back more than five thousand years.  Pottery, sculptures, and hieroglyphs very
similar to Egyptian artifacts of the same period, were discovered, confirming once more the theory
that Egyptian and American cultures had a common origin.  It is quite natural for a famous astro-
naut to be interested in ancient astronauts but one may still wonder whether Cooper did not ac-
quire his sudden interest in extraterrestrial civilizations by seeing for himself in space things that he
did not have the right to tell us about.

Why is it the Saganites deny all this while those that have been there are all moved body and soul?
Chatelain’s book, as so many by some of these authors who seem to be in the know, saw only short
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publication and are rather hard to locate now.  As far as the Ancient Astronaut theory goes, there is great
demand for literature here in America but only in Europe where the roots are deeper, do we find it as
accepted by the scientists more and the public still demands the publications.  Here, it is as if a veil has been
put over the people, well executed by the Saganites, who make or feel almost ashamed to do research in
it until one finds out just how unschooled and uneducated they truly are.  There is so much to be learned
here and studied it would really take scores of years as there are just too many questions.  We laugh at star
revelations in the so-called rag-journals, such as the NATIONAL ENQUIRER, which seems to be sensa-
tionalized, but that seems to be what is hiding the reason more people do not believe in them for I have
found that many of these stories do have validity behind them but we have since birth been brought up with
another side of man’s history that masks all that we were meant to know.  Other peoples in the world
are lucky as the Veda has been studied by them for years as well as literature from areas of the Orient.
India is finally discovering her history is much richer than ever believed.

One Professor Duncan Lunan of the Glasgow University lab has come right out and stated that some-
one has placed a space craft in orbit about the moon.  This report was published in the British JOURNAL
OF INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY which said the craft was broadcasting signals; perhaps this was one
of the things our astronauts saw.  This is strange for in the mid-60s astronomers did discover a small
body orbiting the moon as they bounced radio and radar signals from it.  They went back to other
unexplained radio messages in 1928 and 1934 that confirmed same.  Three other European re-
searchers transmitted radio signals and received two answering echoes.  One took seven seconds to return
which meant it was bounced off the ionospheric layer while the other took fifteen seconds, much too long
for the law of physics to ascertain.  What professor Lunan found was that the code was a broadcast of a
star map, the dots and dashes corresponding to the constellation Bootes.  Other star maps were found by
other researchers and most believe as Chatelain that the moon has been visited many times and perhaps
our Apollo astronauts found that out first hand.  Why, for instance, did we stop going to the moon with all
the research to be done there?  Russian Astronomers have unabashedly come right out and stated Mars
has man-made satellites orbiting as supposed moons.  Why do so many people feel the government is
hiding the real story?  Is there something deep in our psyche in genetic memory, that tells us we were once
amongst the Gods?  Do we look up to the heavens because there was once someone there to look up to?
Did someone use to come to our defense when we prayed?  Are we like little kittens who, before they
even are aware of birds, if you play a recording of songbirds they automatically look up?  Why are such
stories as of the Hollow Earth debunked by the Saganites yet Admiral Byrd’s nephew has just announced
a confirmation of his uncle’s findings and is trying to launch expeditions to find it himself?  Why do the
ancients constantly speak of it?  There are so many areas to be explored on this earth and in the seas below
that to deny flatly anything we cannot physically register or see is very naive.

The debates over the existence of the ancient astronauts are not new.  The ancients themselves were in
hot debate over the issue as to the belief that the Gods once walked the earth and intervened in man’s
affairs and often they sound like archaic versions of harangues between Eric Von Daniken and Carl Sagan.
The first of the known debates began in 300 BCE and the theory of ‘euhemerism’ came into being for
Euhemerus of Messene proposed that the reason people worshiped the Gods was that they once ruled the
lands and this was done in gratitude.  By far, however, are the best debates in Cicero’s (10b-43 BCE)
treatise, THE NATURE OF THE GODS, the first published debate of the pros and cons of the
existence of the Gods I have found to date.  To the Greeks, the Gods were a way of life they tried to
emulate.  He opens the book by stating something the Saganites should take to heart.
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“There is nothing worse than a hasty judgment, and nothing could be more unworthy of the
dignity and integrity of a philosopher than uncritically to adopt a false opinion or to maintain as
certain some theory which has not been fully explored and understood.”

As to our own question most philosophers have affirmed the existence of the gods and indeed such an
assertion is plausible and one to which we are all naturally inclined.  Protgoras however professed himself
in doubt on the matter, and Diagoras of Melos and Theodorus of Cyrene did not believe them to exist at
all.  But even among those who assert that gods exist there is such variety and conflict of opinions that it
would be tedious to list all of them.  There are many different theories about the shapes in which the gods
appear, about their homes and habitations, about the manner of their lives, and all of these theories are the
subject of constant dispute among philosophers.  But the crux and center of the argument is the question
whether or not the gods do nothing, care for nothing and take their ease detached from all concern with the
care and government of the world; or whether or not on the contrary all things have been created and
formed by them from the dawn of time, and will be ruled and governed by them to all eternity.  So at the
outset of our inquiry we are faced with the fundamental differences of opinion.  Unless these differences
can be resolved, mankind will continue to live in the grossest error and ignorance of what they most desire
to know.

For thousands of years man had been used to having the gods around them as this study will prove and
suddenly there was an abandonment for which these people were very much unprepared.  Their great-
grandparents knew of them but now the stories were very much blurred and no one seemed to really know
the true story.

There is no subject on which there is so much difference of opinion among the learned and the ignorant.
But in this medley of conflicting opinions, one thing is certain: Though it is possible that they are all of them
false, is it impossible that more than one of them is true?  [H: Yes, for you plagiarists in full-blown
investigation, I did change the sentence to read CORRECTLY!  I.e., she wrote: “But in the
medley of conflicting opinions, one thing is certain.  Though it is possible that they are all of
them false, it is impossible that more than one of them is true.”  I know this subject far better
than does even Miss Cantrell.  She doesn’t object to clarification of misspeak so why do YOU?
She has done great research in order to share a compiled reference for you—if you take ex-
ception to presentation you shall surely be the loser in this documentation of your connections
with your ancestors.  I agree that it is disconcerting to leave out a “not” here and there, but are
we not all just a BIT IMPERFECT?  To whom do you take this kind of a book for publication?
Who will offer the truth to you?  We have to have help where it is offered and available lest the
truth be forever kept FROM YOU.  How would YOU do in German translation?]

This is how I feel, for what if 99% of what we find is only normal phenomenon like the debate over the
face on the moon, supposedly rock hewn out by a higher intelligence and also the pyramid shapes found
there.  What of that one little 1%?  We cannot say, yes, the ancient Astronaut theory is false, because no
one KNOWS for sure.  Cicero points out that Philo said, that all our knowledge is only the knowledge of
our own ignorance; this is what we have to raise above, ignorance.  The entire book of Cicero’s is a
collection of essays by different philosophers on the subject of the gods and their relationship to man.  By
that time in history the gods more or less reflected the weaknesses of man in his life for they became
someone on whom they could lay the blame, rather than on themselves which we yet do today in religion
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and in the sciences with the theory of genetic evolution.  They too found that many of the stories just got to
the point of being ridiculous as man translated his own baseness onto the gods from whom he sprang, as
one philosopher stated.

So far I have been dealing in a general way not so much with the opinions of philosophers as with the
fantasies of lunatics which are nearly as absurd as the poisonous honey of the poets, who present us with
gods afire with rage or mad with lust, and make us the spectators of their wars, their battles, their violence
and wounds; of their hates, quarrels, altercations, and also of their births and deaths.  They are depicted
through complaints and lamentation, their lusts erupting into excess of every kind; adultery, captivity, and
intercourse with human beings to that extent that mortals may have gods for parents.  To these fictions of
the poets we may add the wonder of the magicians in that the similar extravagances of the Egyptians are
exposed.  This is not to even mention the superstitions of the masses which are held only in the ignorance
of truth.

As we will see, a great deal of the above held truth but man went to excesses excusing his misdeeds
through his own nature as relative to the Gods.  But Epicurus believed as myself, that a genetic memory had
been forged into our beings and brains from the most ancient of times and for this reason we find the gods
familiar and fascinating to us.  The fact that people all over the world have the same legends and myths of
those times displays a common JUDGMENT, of the inborn knowledge of the mind that today we call
genetic memory.  There are many debates as in the following rebuttal against one who denied the ex-
istences of the “gods” which proves my point that we cannot deny something we have not as yet seen.

“Did you ever actually see a god?  Then why do you believe that gods exist?  So let us
abolish everything which we only know by hearsay or by some new hypothesis of our rea-
son.  This is as though people who dwell inland should refuse to believe in the existence of
the sea.  Such is your narrowness of mind that if you had been born in Seriphus and had
never left this island, where you saw daily only little hares and foxes, you would refuse to
believe in the existence of lions and panthers, when they were described to you.  And if
anyone told you about an elephant, you would think he was pulling your leg!”

Has any of the Saganites seen a God?  Apparently, the Astronauts did, or came closer than most.  I
never have seen same so I cannot sit here and deny they exist.  I do not believe the Gods came from
another planet and mated with primitive man but I do believe these people came right from here.  Debator
Lucilius was quick to remind all of instances which occurred, and still do, which were most unusual and
which they could not explain, and which we cannot yet explain today.

And so, both in our own country and in others, the worship of the gods and the sanctity of religion
grow firmer and more fair day by day.  This does not happen blindly or by chance but because the gods
time and again declared their presence.

For example, at Lake Regillus in the Latin War, when Aulus Postumius was in command in the battle
against Octavius Mamilius of Tusculum, Castor and Pollux were seen fighting on horseback in our ranks.
And in more recent times they appeared to announce the defeat of Perses of Macedon.  When Publius
Vatinius, the grandfather of one young contemporary, was traveling by night to Rome from Crete, of which
he was governor, two young men on white horses told him that Perses had been captured that very day,
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and when he arrived in Rome he announced it to the Senate.  Whereupon he was promptly thrown into
prison for contempt of the assembly.  But afterwards, when dispatches from Paulus confirmed the king’s
capture on that very day, this same Vatinius was granted lands and special privileges by senatorial decree.
Again, when the Locrians defeated the men of Croton in a great battle on the river Sagra, tradition records
that news of this battle was heard the same day at the Olympic games.  Often men have heard the voice of
fauns in the forests and the gods have often appeared in many forms so as to compel anybody who is not
a fool or a worldling to admit that they are present among us.

There is also argument as to how everyone had their own versions of the stories of Hercules, Apollo,
Achilles, Orpheus, Hera and the family of the gods and how they needed to find the basis of these stories
for uninformed philosophers, poets and priests were making fools of the people as everyone had lost the
validity of the nature of the gods as real beings.  [H: Do you see that the tales have to be considered
as are all myths to integrate possible truth within the fabric of the tapestry?  How many of you
have gone forth and STUDIED and re-studied the ancient myths and interchange with possibili-
ties?  We are greatly indebted to such as Miss Cantrell who was willing to do that laborious task
in the same fashion as does Nora Boyles for our own work.]  “Philosophy is the child of ignorance”
as one book so wisely opens.  One thing they did argue over quite adamantly was what the Gods looked
like in relationship to themselves.  The story was told of how Dionysius ordered the golden beard taken off
Aeseulapius at Epidaurus as the son of Apollo had no beard like his father which as we will see has some
truth.  Aristotle spoke of the “Divine Child” who had features unlike the brachycephalic and dolichocephalic
features of most people.  Everyone searched amongst the peoples for those closest in features to the gods
and we will attempt to explore the mysteries of the human body that lends credence to this.  The important
thing to remember is that the elders knew that to explore the world and its lifeforms would take holistic
reasoning.

We must see that the “parts” of the world (for there is nothing in the world which is not a part of the
universe as a whole) have sense and reason.  So these must be present to a higher and greater degree in
that part which provides the organizing principle of the world as a whole.  The universe must be a rational
being and the Nature which emanates and embraces all things must be endowed with reason in its highest
form.

They called this great power of Nature just that, “the power” which if George Lucas were living back
then he would have said “may the power be with you”!  But if said to us of God, as we will see, I think
they would have turned around with their lotus eyes and said in all earnestness, “I am the force,” for they
did not believe in Fate as “they” were “the power” that is, the culmination of the forces of nature con-
verged to make a whole ONE, in this case we can know them as “power-man”.

These elders believed that the earth was a living organism, Gaia, and that all the universe as well is
living.  We are finding today that this is true....

[END OF QUOTING]

This is far too tedious to continue in this method of presentation so I shall have to ask that if you want all the
details of this volume, please obtain it.  I wish Lana could have had the expertise of excellent Editors for the
reading would be so much the more flowing and easily integrated.  We are, however, appreciative of such
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insight and research as has been poured into this volume of work.  It is quite surprising that it has even
made it to public forum.

My intent is never to relay information that states in fact that which is unknown for that is indeed foolish.
My intent is to bring to your attention possibilities and allow you to gather enough information to make
informed opinions regarding questionable focus.  Conclusions of right perception can only be recognized
through the myriads of sorted material.  I herein ask that a copy of the TABLE OF CONTENTS of this
book be reprinted [See end of Chapter.] so that you can make an informed decision as to the value you
feel might be acquired to self.  To get a full picture of your OWN PRESENT DIRECTION—YOU
MUST COME TO LEARN ABOUT EGYPT IN ANCIENT TIMES.  YOU CANNOT KNOW GOD
IN THE PERFECTION OF LIGHT WITHOUT REALIZING THE IMPACT ON ALL SINCE THAT
TIME AS RELATIVE TO FUTURE GENERATIONS OF MAN.

You will find great continuity in our own presentation and that of ancient Aton and Akhenaton as you trace
your sequence and participation in THIS PLAY.  Where did, do, you fit?  Perhaps you can better see as
the play unfolds.

What do I mean by saying “as the play unfolds”?  Well, readers in the transition of being, I would offer
some rather blunt observations from Little Crow:

“Ain’t none of us going to hell, ain’t none of us going to heaven.  What we are doing
is going into the infinity of our being, the infinity of our creation, which is energy—
energy and that’s it.  Energy has always existed, always shall exist and always has
existed and will continue to exist whether we have that realization or not....”

If we cannot take this wisdom from our ancient TEACHERS, then how can we define that which is reality
from the illusion?  When you stop trying to get something from nothing you shall see, perhaps, the need for
service and realization.  When you get out of your own way—you will be a long way down the pathway to
KNOWING!  Salu.

table of contents for
cantrells’ book see p-194
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